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PUBLIC MEETING - AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
WEDNESDAY 25 MARCH 2020 @ 0900 HRS
TELECONFERENCE
AGENDA
1

CHAIR’S WELCOME

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

3

CONSIDERATION OF AND DECISION ON ANY ITEMS TO BE TAKEN IN PRIVATE

4

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Members should declare any financial and non-financial interest they have in the items of
business for consideration, identifying the relevant agenda item, and the nature of their
interest.

5

MINUTES OF LAST PUBLIC MEETING: 23 JANUARY 2020 (attached)

B Baverstock

The Committee is asked to approve the minutes of this meeting.

6

ACTION LOG (attached)

A Cameron

The Committee is asked to note the updated Action Log and approve
the closed actions.

7
a)

INTERNAL AUDIT
SFRS Internal Audit Progress Report and Annual Assurance Report
2019/20 (attached)
- Final Report – Risk Management Report
- Final Report – Fraud Risk Management Arrangements Report

G Gibb

The Committee is asked to note this report.
b)

Internal Audit Charter and Plan for 2020/21 (attached)

G Devlin

The Committee is asked to recommend this report.

Please note that this meeting will be recorded for the purposes of minute taking only.
The recording will be destroyed following final approval of the minutes.
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8
a)

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORTS – PROGRESS UPDATE
2019/20 Programme - Payroll Follow Up (attached)

J Thomson

The Committee is asked to note this report.

9

EXTERNAL AUDIT – THE AUDIT PLAN 2019/20 (attached)

Deloitte

The Committee is asked to recommend this report.

10

ACCOUNTING POLICIES 2019-20 (attached)

J Thomson

The Committee is asked to note this report.

11

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PREPARING THE ANNUAL GOVERNANCE
STATEMENT 2019/20 (attached)

H Sangster

The Committee is asked to note this report.

12

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT FORUM (PIF) ACTION PLAN
UPDATE AUDIT SCOTLAND: THE SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE
SERVICE MAY 2018 (attached)

M McAteer

The Committee is asked to note this report.

13

AFFILIATED ORGANISATIONS BOARD UPDATE AND COMMITTEE
OVERSIGHT (verbal)

R Haggart

The Committee is asked to note this report.

14
a)
b)

S O’Donnell

INTERNAL CONTROLS UPDATE
Strategic Risk Register (attached)
i. Spotlight Report – COVID-19 (attached)
Anti-fraud (verbal)

M Blunden

The Committee is asked to note these reports.

15

REVIEW OF COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE (attached)

A Cameron

The Committee is asked to recommend this report.

16

REVIEW OF ACTIONS

A Cameron

17
a)
b)

FORWARD PLANNING
Committee Forward Plan Review (attached)
Items for Consideration at Future IGC, Board and Strategy Days meetings

B Baverstock

Please note that this meeting will be recorded for the purposes of minute taking only.
The recording will be destroyed following final approval of the minutes.
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18

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Thursday 9 July 2020 @ 1000 hrs
Braidwood Suite, SFRS Headquarters, Cambuslang

Please note that this meeting will be recorded for the purposes of minute taking only.
The recording will be destroyed following final approval of the minutes.
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Agenda
Item 5

PUBLIC MEETING - AUDIT & RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
THURSDAY 23 JANUARY 2020 @ 1300 HRS
BRAIDWOOD SUITE, SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS
WESTBURN DRIVE, CAMBUSLANG, G72 7NA
PRESENT:
Brian Baverstock (BB), (Chair)
Mhairi Wylie (MW) (Via VC)

Sid Patten (SP)
Tim Wright (TW)

IN ATTENDANCE:
Martin Blunden (MB)
Sarah O’Donnell (SO’D)
Stuart Stevens (SS)
John Thomson (JTh)
Jim Montgomery (JM)
Gary Gibb (GG)
Caroline Jamieson (CJ)
Coenraad Balfoort (CB)
Gary Devlin (GD)
Richard Whetton (RW)
Vlad Valiente (VV)
Hilary Sangster (HS)
Alasdair Cameron (AC)
Debbie Haddow (DH)

Chief Officer
Director of Finance and Contractual Services
DACO, Strategic Planning and Performance
Head of Finance and Procurement
Internal Audit
Internal Audit
External Audit (Deloitte)
External Audit (Deloitte)
Internal Audit (Scott-Moncrieff)
Head of Corporate Governance
Head of Legal Services
Group Commander Business Support
Group Commander Board Support
Board Support/Minutes

OBSERVERS:
Lorna Smith, Scottish Government
David Johnston, Risk and Audit Manager
Karen Horrocks, Internal Audit
Heather Greig, Board Support Executive Officer

1
1.1

CHAIR’S WELCOME
The Chair opened the meeting and welcomed those present.

2
2.1

APOLOGIES
Lesley Bloomer, Board Member
Mark McAteer, Director of Strategic Planning Performance and Communications

3
3.1

CONSIDERATION OF AND DECISION ON ANY ITEMS TO BE TAKEN IN PRIVATE
The Committee agreed that the draft private minutes of the previous meeting and private
action log would be heard in private session.

3.2

No further items were identified.
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4
4.1

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
None.

5
5.1

MINUTES OF LAST PUBLIC MEETING: 10 OCTOBER 2019
In relation to paragraph 8.7, GG suggested that the statement “ICT Security Audit would
be broadened to include cyber security” was incorrect and recalls that the discussions
related to cyber essential accreditation. SO’D agreed to review and amend as appropriate.
The minutes were approved as an accurate record.

5.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.4

Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.
Subject to these above amendments, the minutes of the public meeting held on
10 October 2019 were approved as a true record of the meeting.

6
6.1
6.1.1

ACTION LOG
The Committee considered the action log:
Item 8.1.4 – External Audit – Planning Reporting for Year Ending 31 March 2018
(27/03/2019) – CJ provided an amendment the closing statement to accurately reference
the 2019/20 accounts and not the 2020/21. She noted that further discussion would be
held with SO’D/JT to identify options going forward.

6.2

The Committee noted the updated Action Log and approved the removal of
completed actions.

7
7.1

INTERNAL AUDIT
SFRS Internal Audit Progress Report 2019/20
JM informed the Committee that the 2019/20 plan was underway and on track for
completion by 25 March 2020 despite the loss of in-house capacity. He noted the mitigating
actions taken which included the appointment of Ernst & Young and the reliance being
placed on the Gateway Review. He further noted the replacement of the Health, Safety
and Wellbeing review with the Fraud Risk Arrangements review which will be undertaken
by Ernst & Young.

7.2

Annex 1 of the report detailed the scope of the intended Internal Audit planned review, their
involvement in the planning process for the Gateway Review and the fact that the Gateway
Review was not a standalone assurance. JM advised that they were able to place reliance
on Gateway Review due to carrying out previous reviews of the Scottish Government’s
Gateway Review process.

7.3

The Committee queried whether the Service still had the ability to use internal audit as a
management tool with the loss of in-house resources. SO’D asked the Committee to
regard the audit programme in the context of the transitional position the Service is in. The
new arrangement will provide the appropriate coverage that the Service wants and will be
a management tool.

7.4

The Committee commented on the generic scope of the Gateway Review and asked
whether this would provide the same level of assurance as the intended internal audit.
JM stated that there was a planning meeting scheduled on 6 February 2020 and there
would be an opportunity for generic questions to be tailored to cover the scope of Internal
Audit review. The Committee asked whether JM could guarantee that the terms of
reference for the Gateway Review would be extended to cover all aspects of the previously
planned internal audit. JM could not provide this guarantee. JM noted that the Gateway
review process was a trademarked and accredited process and all reviewers had to
undertake robust training.
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7.5

Following the Gateway Review planning meeting on 6 February 2020, JM will provide an
update in order to give assurance that this review covers all areas that would have been
covered by Internal Audit and that the Gateway Review report would detail specific cross
reference to Internal Audit elements ie the results of internal controls testing and provide
assurances around the monitoring of costs, benefits and budget monitoring.
ACTION: JM/GG

7.6

In relation to Recommendation 2 Corporate Governance – External Engagement, the
Committee asked for an update on the progress of the Complaints, Comments and
Compliments Policy and Procedures. SO’D informed the Committee that Marysia Waters
was progressing this review and it was on track for completion by 31 March 2020.

7.7.

In relation to Water Planning Arrangements, SO’D stated that Response & Resilience were
continuing to proactively engage with Scottish Water. It was noted that the Service Delivery
Committee recently spotlighted the risk associated with water supply and were given
reasonable assurance that progress was being made with Scottish Water.

7.8

The Committee noted the progress report.

7.9
7.9.1

a) Payroll
GG informed the Committee that the Payroll audit provided a reasonable assurance level
with 5 recommendations. The following was highlighted:
• Effective implementation of terms and conditions for the Additional Responsibilities
Allowance (ARA) and Continuing Professional Development (CPD) allowances for
whole-time firefighters.
• Effective governance, monitoring and report of payroll, although this was a resource
intense process.
• Key opportunities for development included consistent completion of station logbooks,
update and reconciliation exercise of Gartan/iTrent systems, timely submission of
resignation documentation, update to Travel and Subsistence policy (Passenger
information).
• Recognition of early implementation of recommendation to demonstrate review and
improvement.

7.9.2

JT reminded the Committee that legacy systems still exist as RDS has not yet been
harmonised but highlighted some improvements to processes already put in place. The
situation had improved for Wholetime personnel due to harmonising.

7.9.3

SO’D stated that there was recognition of further work required in systems development
and as such 2 specific groups, Finance and Asset Systems and HR, Payroll, Training &
Rostering Systems, had been convened. Both groups were now at a stage that they
require further resources to take their work forward.

7.9.4

In relation to Recommendation 1, the Committee asked what the scale of the errors and
percentage of payments were affected. GG stated that the initial sample testing, the error
at source level was 48%. An issue with segregation of duties had since been rectified and
this accounted for 26% of the original testing sample. He noted that there was an
expectation that there would be a follow up repeat testing carried out.

7.9.5

JT informed the Committee that a RDS Improvement Task and Group has been convened
to address the issues. He noted that the situation was unacceptable, that a solution had
to be found and required support from colleagues to improve. The Committee commented
on the significance of this issue and that it was raised and not resolved in 2017. JT stated
that the importance of this issue would be raised with Response and Resilience and that a
General Information Note would be generated to communicate with personnel. MB
acknowledged that this was a line management responsibility and that it should be easily
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addressed. He stated that he would be content for an independent audit to be undertaken
at an appropriate time.

7.9.6

7.9.7

The Committee requested clarity on the timescale and update regarding the Payroll Internal
Audit at the next Committee meeting and when most appropriate to do a follow-up audit.
ACTION: JT
In relation to Recommendation 5, JT confirmed that the self-service expenses system does
have the requirement to record passenger details.
The Committee noted the report.

7.10
7.11
7.11.1

7.11.2

7.11.3

b) Performance Management Arrangements
JM informed the Committee that the Performance Management Arrangements audit
provided a reasonable assurance level with 2 recommendations. The following was
highlighted:
• Clearly defined and effective business planning process which are aligned with the
National Performance Framework.
• Performance Management Framework is a well-designed, clear and comprehensive
document.
• Well developed but resource-intensive performance reporting arrangements.
• Clearly defined governance processes to review the Performance Management
Framework.
• Implementation of InPhase systems which would allow senior leadership and the Board
ample scope to challenge these processes.
• Effective and robust procedures for stakeholder engagement.
• Acknowledged the pace of change required to achieve the 1 April 2020 timescale.
• Local performance reporting was still under development.
• No sense of staff buy-in to the InPhase system (Rec 3)
• Effectively ensure sustainability into processes iei.e. long-term resourcing, learning and
development plans to ensure sustainability and continuous improvement of InPhase.
• Conduct post implementation of InPhase after one year.
MB stated that plans had been put in place to address long term sustainability and
acknowledged the need to resource appropriately. In relation to customer engagement, it
was noted that this had only be partially undertaken (to Commander level). SS stated that
the work undertaken since this audit has increased in pace and it was now ahead of
schedule, therefore, the 1 April implementation date was achievable. He stated that a longterm resourcing plan was now in place, training plans were being developed and Corporate
Comms were preparing a Comms strategy.
In relation to Recommendation 2 (risk of expertise in single source), SS indicated that 4
members have been upskilled to provide resilience and the team were fully scripting all
work carried out to date to ensure accurate records.
The Committee noted the report.

7.11.4
(MB left the meeting at 1410 hrs)
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8
8.1

EXTERNAL AUDIT – ANNUAL REPORT TO MEMBERS AND AUDITOR GENERAL
FOR SCOTLAND
CJ represented the Committee with the report and clarified the amendments made
following the previous meeting. The Committee were referred to the Financial
Sustainability section which stated that this would remain under review given the recent
pay award discussed in October 2019 and it was important that the Board develops plans
to address the financial implications.

8.2

The Committee asked for assurance of whether there was sufficient systems and
procedures in place given there is an inherent fraud risk irrespective of participating in
National Fraud Initiative.

8.3

In her professional judgement, SO’D stated that the Service has put in place the most
appropriate arrangements which are audited, tested and, if necessary, improvements
made. Through the collection of policies, procedures, arrangements, checks, internal and
external audits, scrutiny and the existence of this Committee layered together, this was an
appropriate system of governance to ensure that the Service is protected. The Committee
were also reminded of the Fraud Risk Arrangement due to be undertaken and completed
by 31 March 2020.

8.4

The Committee requested that the scope of the upcoming Fraud Risk Arrangement take
consideration of previous audits and recommendations.
ACTION: SO’D

8.5

The Committee noted the report.

9
9.1

GIFTS, HOSPITALITY AND INTERESTS REGISTER – QUARTERLY UPDATE
SO’D presented the Committee with the 2019/20 Quarter 3 update on the Gifts, Hospitality
and Interest Register. The following key points were highlighted:
•
Seven potential matches were currently being investigated where employees may
also have an interest in a goods/services supplier to the Service.
•
Need to maintain employee awareness of potential conflict of interest. Targeted
communications to be issued.
ACTION: SO’D

9.2

The Committee noted the report.
(The meeting broke at 1420 hrs and reconvened at 1430 hrs)
(GD joined the meeting at 1430 hrs)

10
10.1
10.1.1

INTERNAL CONTROLS UPDATE
a) Strategic Risk Register
SO’D presented the report on the Strategic Risk Register, as at January 2020 and
highlighted:
• Specific changes to risk CR4.4 (SR4.13): Available expenditure to match funding (risk
rating increased), CR1.4 (SR1.5): Effectiveness of partnership engagement in relation
to community safety and resilience (lower risk rating) and new risk (SR1.2):
Relationships with SFRS affiliated organisations and charity partners.
• Ongoing audit by Scottish Government on Strategic Risk Register.
• Risk register will be a key tool for the new Internal Auditors (Scott-Moncrieff).
• Recognition of the high number of strategic risks and work started to rationalise and
align with Strategic Plan. Strategic Leadership Team continuing to review strategic
risks.
• Work ongoing to develop a risk module within InPhase.
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10.1.2

The Committee welcomed the addition of new risk SR1.2 (Relationships with SFRS
affiliated organisations and charity partners). SO’D informed the Committee that
ACO Haggart was responsible for this area, had established the Affiliated Organisations
Board, to identify risk associated with these organisations and is making positive steps
forward.

10.1.3

In relation to Risk CR4.4 (SR4.13): Available expenditure to match funding (risk rating
increased), SO’D informed the Committee that the increase was to recognise the
awareness of the challenges which will be worked through the normal budget setting
process. She confirmed that controls were in place, there was potential for further
mitigation actions to be evolved, however, there was no need to make any specific changes
at this time.

10.1.4

SO’D noted that the Strategic Leadership Team were focused on the review of the Risk
Register, Scottish Government would be completed within the next month and thereafter it
would be brought forward to the Board. There was the potential for Scott-Moncrieff to carry
out a further review which would provide them with a good overview and understanding of
the Service.

10.1.5

The Committee noted the review and development of the Strategic Risk Register.

10.1.6

The Committee noted the report.

10.2
10.2.1

Spotlight Risk Report – CR7.8 Suitability of systems to record, store and manage SFRS
incident data
SS gave an overview of the risk highlighting the following key areas:
•
Home Office’s Incident Recording System (IRS) used to record all current incident
statistics.
•
Antiquated system with known storage issues but Home Office have no resources to
address.
•
Development of inhouse systems has been considered and highlighted issues with
accessing previous data.
•
IRS is linked to other internal system ie RDS payroll, prevention and protection
activities, fire investigation reports, health and safety reporting and operational
intelligence reporting.
•
Following awareness of potential significant issues, the Digital Steering Group tasked
a high level project team to implement contingency arrangements to mitigate and
isolate the Service from the Home Office. Phase 1 (upgrade of ICT/Security protocols)
has been completed and Phase 2 (scope of replacement system) was underway.
Discussions were ongoing with the Sponsorship Unit to secure funding should the
Service withdraw from IRS.
•
The ability to benchmark against English and Welsh services would still be achievable
should the Service withdraw from IRS.
•
There was a module within the new Command and Control System, however, it was
not available at this stage to implement.
•
The potential reputational risk due to being unable to scrutinise incident data as well
as the risk of losing of RDS payroll data, etc.
•
Recent work carried out by the Home Office has stabilised the system, however the
Service is still considering the development of a bespoke system to better meet their
needs.

102.2

SS assured the Committee that the Service were still able to fully scrutinise IRS and there
was no loss of functionality.

10.2.3

Discussions took place on the benefits of raising the awareness of InPhase, range of
business intelligence products available, the Data and Performance Team’s
services/products and future ambitions.
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10.2.4

The Committee commented on the frustration and wasted resources caused by double
entry of data across systems. SO’D agreed that this needs to be reduced and therefore,
the Services needs to be funded and resourced appropriately to address this area.

10.2.5

The Committee requested that a brief written summary detailing how the risk has
developed, along with any mitigating actions taken, be prepared for all future spotlighted
risks.
ACTION: BST

10.3
10.3.1

b) Anti-fraud
SO’D noted that there were no issues to report.

11
11.1

UPDATE POSITION OF AREAS OF NON CONTRACT SPEND
SO’D presented the Committee with an update on the non-contract spend position as
reported in the Annual Procurement Report for Financial Year 2018-19 in August 2019.
The report outlines the development process of the procurement work programme, the
aspiration to reduce non-contract spend and the resourcing/capacity challenges therein,
priorities of the capital programme including future major resource intense contract
renewals. The appendices detail the summary position for 2018/19, the current position as
of January 2020 and the main areas recommended for prioritisation in 2020/21. The
Service has the potential to use and participate in National Fire Chiefs’ Council
procurement exercises and frameworks.

11.2

SO’D assured the Committee that the position and risk associated with non-contract spend
was recognised. Non-contract spend is regularly monitored and reported through our KPI
and Annual Procurement Report.

11.3

The potential implications arising from the 26th Conference of the Parties (COP 26) was
highlighted.

11.4

The Committee asked whether there were occasions when items were being purchased
outwith existing contracts and were informed that this does not happen. SO’D noted that
legacy arrangements were still in place due to resources/capacity. JT informed the
Committee that the resources/capacity was not purely a procurement issues but a wider
organisational demand.

11.5

SO’D reminded the Committee that this was a high priority, however, it is taken in
conjunction with other higher priorities for the organisation.

11.6

It was noted that all non-contract spend, albeit through legacy arrangements, was
centralised and controlled.

11.7

The Committed noted the report.

12
12.1

INTRODUCTION TO SCOTT-MONCRIEFF
SO’D reminded the Committee of the procurement exercise which resulted in the
appointment of Scott-Moncrieff as Internal Auditor partners for the next 4 years and
introduced Gary Devlin, Head of Public Sector.

12.2

GD noted his delight to be appointed and gave a brief background to the company. He
commented on his early thoughts on the Internal Audit Plan which included risk
management, overview of IT, estates and new expenses system (post implementation) and
thereafter the transformation programme. Other areas ongoing includes use of data
analytics and implications of COP 26.
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12.3

The Committee thanked GD and encouraged early engagement across the Service and
with Scottish Government.

13
13.1
13.1.1

FORWARD PLANNING
a) Committee Forward Plan Review
The Committee noted the Forward Plan.

13.2
13.2.1

b) Items for Consideration at Future IGC, Board and Strategy Days Meetings
No items were identified.

14
14.1

REVIEW OF ACTIONS
AC confirmed the 5 No. actions arising during the meeting.

15
15.1

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting is scheduled to take place on Wednesday 25 March 2020 at 1000 hrs
in the Braidwood Suite, SFRS Headquarters, Westburn Drive, Cambuslang, G72 7NA.

15.2

There being no further matters to discuss the public meeting closed at 1530 hrs.

PRIVATE SESSION
16
16.1

MINUTES OF LAST PRIVATE MEETING: 10 OCTOBER 2019
The minutes of the private meeting held on 10 October 2019 were approved as a true record
of the meeting.

17
17.1

PRIVATE ACTION LOG
The Committee noted the updated Action Log and approved the removal of completed
action.
There being no further matters to discuss the private meeting closed at 1535 hrs.
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Agenda
Item 6

AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
ROLLING ACTION LOG

Background and Purpose
A rolling action log is maintained of all actions arising or pending from each of the previous meetings of the Committee. No actions will be
removed from the log or completion dates extended until approval has been sought from the Committee.
The status of actions are categorised as follows:

Actions/recommendations
Currently the rolling action log contains 5 Actions. A total of 5 of these actions have been completed.
The Committee is therefore asked to approve the removal of the 5 actions noted as completed (Blue status), note the zero actions categorised
as Green status and note zero actions categorised as Yellow status on the action log.

ARACActionLog
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AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
ROLLING ACTION LOG
Minute
Ref

Action

Lead

Due
Date

RAG
Status

Completion
Date

Position Statement

March 2020

Completed 25/03/20: The Scottish
Government Internal Audit Manager /
Business Partner for SFRS attended the
Gateway Review Planning meeting on 6
February 2020 where the Gateway
Review Team confirmed that the scope of
the review would include consideration of
costs, budgets and benefits, therefore
assuring us that the scope covered what
would have been in scope of an Internal
Audit review. The Gateway Review report
was issued on 26 February. Whilst it
makes reference to the Scottish
Government’s £15m increase in spending
capacity for SFRS during 2018/19, it does
not make explicit reference to costs and
budget management. Section 2 however
references the business case and ongoing
work to develop an improved Service
Delivery Model, and Recommendation 2 is
intended to address the team’s concern
that there is not yet a shared
understanding of what SFRS will exactly
look like in the short, medium and long
term. We conclude that effective financial
monitoring of the Programme can only be
tested when there is clarity around the
Service Delivery Model. Section 3 and
Recommendation 2 make explicit
reference to benefits management.

Meeting Date: 23 January 2020
7.5

SFRS Internal Audit Progress Report
2019/20: Following the Gateway Review
planning meeting on 6 February 2020,
update to be provided in order to give
assurance that this review covers all areas
that would have been covered by Internal
Audit and that the Gateway Review report
would detail specific cross reference to
Internal Audit elements ie the results of
internal controls testing and provide
assurances around the monitoring of
costs, benefits and budget monitoring.

JM/GG

ARACActionLog
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7.9.6

8.4

9.1

10.2.5

Payroll Audit: The Committee requested
clarity on the timescale and update
regarding the Payroll Internal Audit at the
next Committee meeting and when most
appropriate to do a follow-up audit.
External Audit – Annual Report to
Members and Auditor: The Committee
requested that the scope of the upcoming
Fraud
Risk
Arrangement
take
consideration of previous audits and
recommendations.
Gifts, Hospitality and Interests Register
– Quarterly Update: Need to maintain
employee awareness of potential conflict
of interest and provide examples of
circumstances. Targeted communications
to be issued.
Strategic Risk Register: The Committee
requested that a brief written summary
detailing how the risk has development,
any mitigating actions being taken, be
prepared for all future spotlighted risks

ARACActionLog

JT

March
2020

March 2020

SO’D

March
2020

February
2020

SO’D

March
2020

March 2020

BST

March
2020

Page 3 of 3

March 2020

Completed 25/03/20: An update paper
is included on the agenda for this
meeting. Scott Moncrieff will follow up all
outstanding actions as part of their 20/21
audit plan. This action can be closed.
Completed 25/03/20: Copies of
previous relevant audit reports were
provided to EY to enable them to take
these into consideration in developing
the scope of the Fraud Risk Management
Arrangements audit.
Completed 25/03/20: A further
message will be issued to employees
during March 2020.

Completed 25/03/20: Template email
currently sent to Risk Owners will be
updated to reflect this.

28/01/2020
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Item 7a

Progress and 2019-20
Annual Assurance Report
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service

Audit and Risk Assurance Committee - 25/03/2020

Directorate for Internal Audit
and Assurance
Report Issue Date: 13-03-2020
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Paper no:

C/ARAC/06-20

Meeting date:

25 March 2020

Agenda item:

7a

Purpose: For Noting

Title:

1.

SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE:
INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT 2019/20

Purpose

1.1. For information and comment.
2.

Key Messages

2.1. Revised 2019-20 plan fully delivered, with all recommendations accepted by SFRS
management.
2.2. Risk Management and Fraud Risk Management reports issued with reasonable assurance
opinions.
2.3. Reliance placed on Gateway Review report, issued with Amber Delivery Confidence
Assessment.
2.4. Reasonable assurance provided on SFRS’s risk management, control and governance
arrangements for 2019-20.
2.5. Scottish Government Internal Audit’s 2019-20 performance reporting arrangements
highlighted.
2.6. Engagement with Scott-Moncrieff regarding their 2020-21 internal audit plan proposals and
our insights on SFRS’s governance, risk and control environment.
3.

Action Required

3.1. Members are invited to comment on and otherwise note this report.

Jim Montgomery

Gary Gibb

Senior Internal Audit Manager

Internal Audit Manager

ARAC/Report/InternalAuditProgressReport
AnnualOpinionandReport19-20
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4.

Introduction

4.1. This report summarises internal audit work relating to SFRS during 2019-20 and provides our
overall assurance opinion on its risk management, control and governance arrangements
during the year. The report will help form the basis of a general report on our work to be
considered by the Scottish Government Assurance and Audit Committee (SGAAC) in due
course.
4.2. The original internal audit plan for 2019-20 comprised six reviews, five of which were due to
be led by SFRS’s in-house team (with SG Internal Audit quality assuring the work) and the
remaining one being conducted by SG Internal Audit. Members may recall that SFRS lost a
key member of staff (qualified Internal Auditor) during June 2019. The contractor who was
brought in to replace her also resigned after a relatively short spell. We mitigated this loss of
in-house capacity through three broad measures: firstly, we led on three reviews (as opposed
to one in the plan); secondly, we commissioned our co-source partner EY to conduct the review
of Fraud Risk; finally, we opted to place reliance on the Gateway Review of the Transformation
Programme, instead of conducting an internal audit review.
5.

Overall Opinion

5.1. Our work was undertaken in accordance with UK Public Sector Internal Audit Standards
(PSIAS), the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) International Professional Practices Framework
(IPPF) , and with the standards set out in the Scottish Public Finance Manual (SPFM). These
standards require us to provide an objective opinion supported by sufficient, reliable and
relevant evidence.
5.2. Our framework for assessing assignment and overall assurance opinions is set out at Annex 1.
After carefully considering all of the evidence, we have provided “reasonable” assurance for
2019-20, which means in general terms that controls were adequate but require improvement.
SFRS has made good progress in many areas, but, seven years after its formation, there are
still highly significant issues to be resolved and risks to be managed if the full benefits of a
unified service are to be realised. There is therefore a need to increase the pace of
transformation and to focus upon the efficient and effective implementation of the developed
frameworks, policies and procedures.
6.

Rationale for Opinion

6.1. In arriving at our opinion, we relied primarily on the results of our direct work, and on the
outcome of the Transformation Programme Gateway Review, taking into consideration the
nature of these assignments, their significance to the risk environment and their significance
relative to each other (Annex 2 refers). Our direct work also included follow-up of
recommendations from 2018-19 audit reviews, with the results of these detailed at Annex 3.
We also continue to monitor and report to the ARAC upon progress with the implementation of
other remaining recommendations.
6.2. In line with the principles of integrated assurance, we also took account of the following when
arriving at our overall assurance opinion:
•
Competency, skill set and general approach of the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
in conducting its corporate governance role.
•
Attitude towards, and engagement of senior management in risk management, control
and governance arrangements.
•
Corporate governance documents.
•
The conclusions and recommendations arising from HMFSI’s Inspection of SFRS’s
Management of its Fleet and Equipment Function (May 2019).
•
External Audit reviews and management responses to these.

ARAC/Report/InternalAuditProgressReport
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6.3. Finally, we framed our overall assurance opinion in the context of our cumulative knowledge
of SFRS’s governance, risk and control environment.
7.

Internal Audit’s Performance

7.1. IA’s performance is subject to monitoring in various ways. Our 2019-20 Internal Quality
Assessment (IQA) is in progress and members may recall that our 2018-19 IQA concluded
that we “generally conform” (the highest rating) to PSIAS. Members may also recall that during
2019 we commissioned the Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) to undertake the
required 5-yearly External Quality Assessment (EQA) against PSIAS, which confirmed that we
conform to the IIA’s professional standards. Audit Scotland’s 2019-20 Overview Report of IA
is in progress and will be reported to the Scottish Government Audit and Assurance Committee
in June 2020, along with our IQA and Annual Report 2019-20. Copies of these three reports
will be available to SFRS in due course, on request.
8.

Engagement with Scott-Moncrieff

8.1. We can confirm that we were approached by, and engaged with, Scott-Moncrieff to share our
views and insights on SFRS’s overall governance, risk and control environment and their
proposals for internal audit coverage during 2020-21.
9.

Conclusion

9.1. Members are invited to comment on and otherwise note the progress and annual assurance
report. We are grateful for the support and co-operation of SFRS Accountable Officers,
management, staff, ARAC Members and Board Members during the last seven years. We wish
everyone well for the future.
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Annex 1
Definition of Assurance and Recommendation Categories
Assurance
Substantial Assurance
Controls are robust and well
managed
Reasonable Assurance
Controls are adequate but
require improvement

Limited Assurance
Controls are developing but
weak

Insufficient Assurance
Controls are not acceptable
and have notable
weaknesses

Risk, governance and control procedures are effective in
supporting the delivery of any related objectives. Any exposure
to potential weakness is low and the materiality of any
consequent risk is negligible.
Some improvements are required to enhance the adequacy and
effectiveness of procedures. There are weaknesses in the risk,
governance and/or control procedures in place but not of a
significant nature.

There are weaknesses in the current risk, governance and/or
control procedures that either do, or could, affect the delivery of
any related objectives. Exposure to the weaknesses identified is
moderate and being mitigated.

There are significant weaknesses in the current risk, governance
and/or control procedures, to the extent that the delivery of
objectives is at risk. Exposure to the weaknesses identified is
sizeable and requires urgent mitigating action.

Recommendations
High
Medium

Low

Serious risk exposure or weakness requiring urgent
consideration.
Moderate risk exposure or weakness with need to improve
related controls.
Relatively minor or housekeeping issue.
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Annex 2
Audit Area
Water Planning
Final Report Issued: 26/09/2019
Assurance: Limited
Recommendations: 4 High, 3 Medium and 0 Low
Responsible Director
Deputy Assistant Chief Officer, Response and Resilience
Payroll
Final Report Issued: 06/01/2020
Assurance: Reasonable
Recommendations: 1 High, 4 Medium and 0 Low

Comments
We found that whilst SFRS has a good working relationship with Scottish Water,
the existing Service Level Agreement dated back to 2007 and was with the eight
legacy services. We recommended that it should be updated to cover issues around
liability and costs. We also found that there was an inconsistent approach to the
inspection programme and the local recording of inspections, with limited
performance monitoring or oversight. We also recommended that the functionality
of the Hydrant Management System be improved.
We found that whilst there is an effective framework for the governance,
monitoring and reporting of payroll, and effective implementation of terms and
conditions for the Additional Responsibilities Allowance (ARA) and Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) allowances for whole-time firefighters, there was
an urgent need for greater consistency in completion of station logbooks.

Responsible Director
Finance and Contractual Services
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Performance Management
Final Report Issued: 07/01/2020
Assurance: Reasonable
Recommendations: 0 High, 2 Medium and 0 Low
Responsible Director
Strategic Planning, Performance and Communications

Risk Management
Final Report Issued: xx/03/2020
Assurance: Reasonable
Recommendations: 2 High, 3 Medium and 1 Low
Responsible Director
Finance and Contractual Services
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We found that SFRS has a clearly defined and effective business planning
process that is that well aligned with the National Performance Framework. We
also found that the Performance Management Framework introduced in February
2018 is a well-designed, clear and comprehensive document, as is the supporting
PMF Implementation Plan. Performance reporting arrangements were found to be
reasonably well-developed but resource-intensive. Our recommendations
included the need for SFRS to remain strongly focused on the review of the
Performance Management Framework and implementation of InPhase to ensure
that the plans are achieved by 1 April 2020. We also recommended that plans for
local performance reporting and for resourcing, learning and development of
InPhase are developed.
We found that SFRS has a well-established risk management policy and
associated procedures communicated across the Service. Other positives
included the spotlighting of risks where Committees and Executive Boards invite
responsible officers to discuss risks for scrutiny purposes and the early
consideration of risk within Committee and Executive Board meetings. Key
Opportunities for Development we highlighted were:
• Review of the risks contained within the Strategic Risk Register to
establish whether the risks contained are reflective of the key strategic
risks for SFRS.
• Communicate a clear risk appetite for SFRS to the organisation.
• Review the risk escalation processes for projects to ensure that they result
in the swift escalation of emerging risks within the established governance
structures.
• Careful monitoring and reporting of progress with the implementation of an
Outcomes approach to risk management and also with the implementation
of the InPhase performance management system.
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Fraud Risk

The audit found that:

(Conducted by EY, Scottish Government Internal Audit
Division’s co-source partner)
Final Report Issued: 10/03/2020
Assurance: Reasonable
Recommendations: 1 High, 9 Medium and 9 Low
Responsible Director
Finance and Contractual Services

ARAC/Report/InternalAuditProgressReport
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A fraud risk assessment has not been performed. Performing a dedicated
fraud risk assessment will better facilitate allocation of resources to risk.
Fraud policies are in place, including an Anti-Fraud & Bribery Policy and a
Fraud Response Plan. There are some inconsistencies and gaps in policies.
Policies should be updated to better tailor to SFRS by including SFRS
specific examples.
Management and control processes have manual elements which have an
inherent risk of fraud. These processes should be automated where
possible. A verification team has been created.
Organisation and culture is thought to be honest and transparent. An
ongoing challenge is the unification of the culture across the regions,
although this is thought to have improved.
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Transformation Programme (Gateway Review)

This was the fourth Gateway Review covering SFRS Transformation.

Final Report Issued: 26/02/2020
Delivery Confidence Assessment (DCA): Amber
Recommendations: 2 Critical (Do Now) and 3 Essential
(Do By)

We noted the following points in particular from the Gateway Review Team’s
report:
•
•

Senior Responsible Owner
Deputy Chief Officer

•

An amber DCA is the third point in a scale of five. It means
that successful delivery appears feasible, but significant
issues already exist requiring management attention.
These appear resolvable at this stage and, if addressed
promptly, should not present a cost / schedule overrun.

•
•
•
•
•

•

The SFRS Board has endorsed the full implementation of the Service
Transformation Vision.
The Scottish Government has increased the SFRS spending capacity by
£15m for 2018/19.
The implementation of the Vision would see Firefighters taking on a far
broader and more flexible role. This will be supported by a new set of
terms and conditions, for which an enhanced remuneration package will
be developed.
The Review Team were told the High Level Plan is under review and work
was ongoing to develop a Future Service Delivery Model.
We are concerned that there is not yet a shared understanding of what the
SFRS will exactly look like in the short, medium and long term.
Key to broadening the role of Firefighters is the outcome of the
negotiations with the FBU.
However, should the ballot on a new recognition package not provide a
positive result to support a change to the Firefighter role, the SFRS will
need to explore alternative approach to delivering their change agenda.
The Review Team feel that whatever way the ballot on the recognition
package goes, the ultimate success of the related projects of the
programme will depend on the resolve of SFRS and the support of
Government.
The Review Team recommend that a further review would be most
appropriate when the result of the FBU Ballot is known and the portfolio
planning completed.

We note that the Scottish Government Minister for Community Safety, had
previously written to the FBU on 30 January 2020 stating that: ‘If the latest pay
proposal is rejected, then I repeat what I said in November: the case for continued
investment can only be supported if real progress is made on broadening the role

ARAC/Report/InternalAuditProgressReport
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of firefighters in Scotland and demonstrating the benefits this brings to community
safety.’
We note the result of the consultative ballot of FBU members (2019 Pay Proposal:
Broadening the Role of a Firefighter in Scotland), announced on 28 February
2020, two days after the report on the Gateway Review: 60% rejected on an 81%
turnout.
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Annex 3
Monitoring Implementation Of Agreed High/Medium Recommendations
Follow-Up Work Completed In 2019-20 of 2018-19 reviews

Audit Title
Corporate Governance –
Committees & Executive
Boards

Corporate Governance –
External Engagement

Improvement Strategy

ARAC/Report/InternalAuditProgressReport
AnnualOpinionandReport19-20

No

5

4

5

High/Medium Recommendations
Superseded Implemented
Partially
Implemented
-

-

-
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5

1

4

-

3

1
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Not
Implemented

Comments

-

-

The annual communications
plan will continue to be
developed. The RCG annual
report will be developed for
their next meeting in May.
These would then be
presented to the Board for
noting thereafter.

-

A more structured approach is
being developed to capture all
the service improvement
activities which is additional to
the work done by Service
Improvement. This is planned
to be captured within the new
InPhase Performance System
which is currently being
Implemented and embedded
into the Service on a priority
based approach. Service
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Improvement is classed as
priority 3 and is planned to be
implemented by Dec 2020.
Corporate Governance –
GDPR Part 1

Corporate Governance –
GDPR Part 2

6

1

-

6

-

-

1

-

-

The Process of Asset
Ownership has been agreed
though the IGG and CAB.
Awaiting for this to be
published before remaining
action being closed.
The work on the
recommendation actions have
been completed. The Policy
has been through consultation
and the EIA is currently being
reviewed. It has been agreed
at the CPSG (Corporate
Procurement Steering Group)
and awaits CAB approval.
Following approval, the revised
Policy will be re-published on
the iHub.

P-Card Arrangements

8

-

4

4

-

Adhoc – Review of Internal
Controls – Supplier Bank
Amendments

6

-

6

-

-

Total

35

-

26

9

-

Percentage

100

-

74

26

-
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE
Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
Report No: C/ARAC/08-20
Agenda Item: 7b
Report to:

AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE

Meeting Date:

25 MARCH 2020

Report Title:

INTERNAL AUDIT CHARTER AND PLAN FOR 2020/21
Board/Committee Meetings ONLY
For Reports to be held in Private
Specify rationale below referring to
Board Standing Order 9

Report
For Recommendation
Classification:
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1
1.1

Purpose
To consider the proposed Internal Audit Charter and Plan for 2020/21.

2
2.1

Background
As part of the appointment of Scott-Moncrieff as internal auditors to Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service (SFRS) we have developed an Internal Audit Plan and Charter for the
2020/21 year. The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee are invited to comment on the
content of the plan

3
3.1

Main Report/Detail
The Internal Audit Plan and Charter outline the main areas of audit coverage for the
2020/21 year.

4
4.1

Recommendation
The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee is asked to review the Internal Audit Plan and
Charter with a view to recommending it for Board approval.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
The cost of providing internal audit services is contained within the Resource Budget.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
n/a

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
n/a

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
n/a

5.5
5.5.1

Training
n/a

AuditRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
IACharter&Plan20/21
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5.6
5.6.1

Timing
The Internal Audit Plan covers financial year 2020/21.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
Internal Audit is intended to support the Service to identify improvements that will enhance
performance.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
n/a

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
n/a

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
n/a

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
The internal audit programme forms a key part of the Service’s Assurance Framework

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
n/a

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not Applicable

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A – Audit Charter

7.2

Appendix B – Draft Audit Plan 2020/21

Prepared by:

Matt Swann, Associate Director, Scott Moncrieff

Sponsored by:

Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance and Contractual Services

Presented by:

Gary Devlin, Partner, Scott Moncrieff

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
Working Together for a Safer Scotland
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Strategic Leadership Team
Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
SFRS Board

11 March 2020
25 March 2020
30 April 2020

AuditRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
IACharter&Plan20/21
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Internal Audit Charter
Internal auditing is an independent and objective assurance and consulting activity that is guided by a
philosophy of adding value to improve the operations of the SFRS.
It helps the SFRS to accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and
improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and governance processes.

Aim
The aim of this protocol is to set out the management by both parties of the internal audit process. The
protocol sets out and outlines in detail, the context of the internal audit function. This includes the place of the
Chief Officer, Audit & Risk Assurance Committee, the key personnel involved, and the timescales and
processes to be followed for each internal audit review.
This Charter is in line with the best practice guidance set out by the Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors. It
has however been developed and enhanced to meet the needs and requirements of the SFRS.

Personnel
The senior staff employed by the respective parties to manage this protocol are as follows:
Scott-Moncrieff
Chief Audit Executive:

Gary Devlin
Exchange Place 3, Semple Street, Edinburgh, EH3 8BL
Tel: 0131 473 3500
Email: gary.devlin@scott-moncrieff.com

Associate Director:

Matt Swann
Exchange Place 3, Semple Street, Edinburgh, EH3 8BL
Tel: 0131 473 3500
Email: matthew.swann@scott-moncrieff.com

SFRS
Director of Finance and Contractual Services:

Sarah O’Donnell
Tel: 0141 646 4613
Email: sarah.o’donnell@firescotland.gov.uk

Risk & Audit Manager

David Johnston
Email: David.Johnston2@firescotland.gov.uk

scott-moncrieff.com
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Role
Internal auditing is an independent and objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and
improve the operations of the SFRS. It helps the senior management accomplish its objectives by bringing a
systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and
governance processes.
Gary Devlin as the Scott-Moncrieff Partner will take the role as Chief Audit Executive for the SFRS.

Professionalism
The internal audit activity will adhere to mandatory guidance of The Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors
(CIIA) including the Definition of Internal Auditing, the Code of Ethics, and the International Standards for the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing (Standards). This mandatory guidance constitutes principles of the
fundamental requirements for the professional practice of internal auditing and for evaluating the effectiveness
of the internal audit activity's performance.
The CIIA's Practice Advisories, Practice Guides, and Position Papers will also be adhered to as applicable to
guide operations. In addition, the internal audit activity will adhere to SFRS’s relevant policies and procedures.
Internal audit activity will also reflect relevant Scottish Government directions, as relevant to SFRS.

Authority
The internal audit activity, with strict accountability for confidentiality and safeguarding records and information,
is authorised full, free, and unrestricted access to any and all of SFRS’s records, physical properties, and
personnel pertinent to carrying out any engagement. All employees are requested to assist the internal audit
activity in fulfilling its role and responsibilities. The internal audit activity will also have free and unrestricted
access to the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee.

Accountability
The Chief Audit Executive will be accountable to the Chief Officer and Audit & Risk Assurance Committee and
will report administratively to the Director of Finance and Contractual Services.
The Chief Officer and Audit & Risk Assurance Committee will approve all decisions regarding the performance
evaluation, appointment, or removal of the Chief Audit Executive.
The Chief Audit Executive will communicate and interact directly with both the Chief Officer and the Audit &
Risk Assurance Committee, including between Audit & Risk Assurance Committee meetings as appropriate.

Independence and objectivity
The internal audit activity will remain free from interference by any element in the Board, including on matters of
audit selection, scope, procedures, frequency, timing, or report content. This is essential in maintaining the
internal auditors’ independence and objectivity.
Internal auditors will have no direct operational responsibility or authority over any of the activities audited.
Accordingly, auditors will not implement internal controls, develop procedures, install systems, prepare records,
or engage in any other activity that may impair the internal auditor's judgement.
4
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Internal auditors must exhibit the highest level of professional objectivity in gathering, evaluating, and
communicating information about the activity or process being examined. Internal auditors must make a
balanced assessment of all the relevant circumstances and must not be unduly influenced by their own
interests or by others in forming judgments.
The Chief Audit Executive will confirm to the Chief Officer and Audit & Risk Assurance Committee, at least
annually, the organisational independence of the internal audit activity.

Scope and responsibility
The scope of internal auditing encompasses, but is not limited to, the examination and evaluation of the
adequacy and effectiveness of the SFRS’s governance, risk management, and internal control processes.
Internal control objectives considered by internal audit include:
 Consistency of operations with established objectives and goals;
 Effectiveness and efficiency of operations and use of resources;
 Compliance with significant policies, plans, procedures, laws, and regulations;
 Reliability and integrity of management and financial information processes, including the means to
identify, measure, classify, and report such information; and
 Safeguarding of assets.
Internal audit is responsible for evaluating all processes, of the Board, including governance processes and risk
management processes. In doing so, internal audit maintains a proper degree of coordination with external
audit.
Internal audit may perform consulting and advisory services related to governance, risk management and
control. It may also evaluate specific operations at the request of the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee or
management, as appropriate.
Based on its activity, internal audit is responsible for reporting significant risk exposures and control issues
identified to the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee and to senior management, including fraud risks,
governance issues, and other matters needed or requested by the Board.

Annual internal audit plan
The audit year runs from 1st April to 31st March.
The Chief Audit Executive will submit an annual internal audit plan for the forthcoming year to the Audit & Risk
Assurance Committee for review and approval. The draft plan will be presented to the Committee in March of
each year, unless there are exceptional circumstances. The internal audit plan will detail, for each subject
review area:
 The outline scope for the review;
 The number of days budgeted;
 The timing, including which Audit & Risk Assurance Committee the final will report will go to; and
 The Audit Sponsor.

scott-moncrieff.com
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The internal audit plan will be developed using a risk-based methodology, including input of senior
management. Prior to submission to the Chief Officer and Audit & Risk Assurance Committee for approval,
the plan will be discussed with senior management. In particular, the outline scope and timing of each review
will be agreed with the relevant Audit Sponsor (member of senior management).
Any significant deviation from the approved internal audit plan will be communicated through the periodic
activity reporting process.

Assignment Planning and Conduct
An assignment plan will be drafted in consultation with the audit sponsor prior to the start of every assignment
setting out the scope, objectives, timescales, and key contacts for the assignment.
Specifically, the assignment plan will detail the timescales for carrying out the work, issuing the draft report,
receiving management responses and issuing the final report. The assignment plan will also include the
number and categories of the staff to be interviewed. Where appropriate, the staff interviewed should include
both the providers and the consumers of the process or service being audited.
The assignment plan will be agreed with the Audit Sponsor before the review starts.
The assignment plan will be formally signed off by the Audit Sponsor and copied to the Director of Finance
and Contractual Services. Any subsequent amendments to scope must be approved and signed off by the
Audit Sponsor and Director of Finance and Contractual Services.
The internal auditor will discuss key issues arising from the audit as soon as reasonably practicable with the
Key Contacts and/or Audit Sponsor, as appropriate.

Reporting and Monitoring
A written report will be prepared and issued by the Chief Audit Executive or designee following the conclusion
of each internal audit engagement. Each report will be distributed to the Audit Sponsor for management
responses and comments.
At a minimum each internal audit report will include the following sections:
 Audit scope;
 Summary of findings;
 Conclusions; and
 Management action plan.
Draft reports will be issued by email within two weeks of fieldwork concluding. The covering email will specify
the deadline for management responses, which will normally be within a further two weeks.
The management comments and response to any report will be overseen by the Director of Finance and
Contractual Services and approved by the Audit Sponsor. Internal audit will issue the final report to the Audit
Sponsor. The final report will be issued within one week of the management responses being received.
Finalised internal audit reports will be presented to the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee.
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The timings set out above are typical timescales expected for each review. Alternative timescales may be
agreed for a review and these will be set out in the assignment plan.

Follow-up
The internal audit activity will be responsible for appropriate follow-up on audit findings and recommendations.
All significant findings will remain in an open issues file until cleared.

Audit & Risk Assurance Committee
The Audit & Risk Assurance Committee meets regularly during the year a year. Dates for Audit & Risk
Assurance Committee meetings will be provided to internal audit as soon as they are agreed.
The Chief Audit Executive and / or Internal Audit Associate Director will attend all meetings of the Audit & Risk
Assurance Committee.
Internal audit will schedule its work to spread internal audit reports over the Audit & Risk Assurance
Committee cycle of meetings. The annual internal audit plan will detail the internal audit reports to be
presented to each Audit & Risk Assurance Committee meeting.
Finalised internal audit reports must be sent to the Director of Finance and Contractual Services at least one
week before the date of each Audit & Risk Assurance Committee meeting.
The Chief Audit Executive will present specific reports to the Committee throughout its annual cycle. These
reports and the expected timescales are as follows1:
Output

Meeting

Audit needs assessment

March 2020

Annual internal audit plan

March 2020

Annual follow-up report

July 2021

Annual report

July 2021

Status report

All meetings

The Audit & Risk Assurance Committee will meet privately with the internal auditors at least once per year.

Periodic Assessment
The Chief Audit Executive is responsible for providing a periodic self-assessment on the internal audit activity.
This self-assessment will cover performance against the internal audit plan and highlight any issues relating to
the implementation or compliance with this Internal Audit Charter.
In addition, the Chief Audit Executive will communicate to senior management on the internal audit activity's
quality assurance and improvement program, including results of ongoing internal assessments and external
assessments conducted at least every five years in accordance with Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.
1

Timescales are in reference to the year 2020/21.
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Review of Protocol
This protocol will be reviewed by both parties each year and amended if appropriate.
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© Scott-Moncrieff 2020. All rights reserved. Scott-Moncrieff refers to Scott-Moncrieff Audit Services, a trading name
of Group Audit Services Limited. Registered in England and Wales. Registration No. 09652677.
Registered to carry on audit work in the UK and regulated for a range of investment business activities by the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.
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Scottish Fire & Rescue Service
Internal Audit Plan 2020/21

Introduction

1

Internal audit approach

2

Proposed internal audit plan

4

Delivering our audit plans
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Introduction
Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add
value and improve an organisation’s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its
objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the
effectiveness of risk management, internal control and governance processes.
Section 3 – Definition of Internal Auditing, Public Sector Internal Audit Standards

Scott-Moncrieff’s internal audit methodology complies with the International Standards for the Professional
Practice of Internal Auditing, which covers the mandatory elements of the Chartered Institute of Internal
Auditors’ International Professional Practices Framework.

Internal audit plan
The standards require the Chief Audit Executive to produce a risk-based plan, which considers the risk
management framework and the strategic objectives of the Scottish Fire & Rescue Service (‘SFRS’) and the
views of the Chief Officer, Audit & Risk Assurance Committee and Strategic Leadership Team.
The purpose of this plan is to direct internal audit resources in the most efficient manner to provide assurance
to the Chief Officer and the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee that the SFRS’s governance, risk management
and internal control arrangements are adequate and effective, and that value for money is being achieved.
As internal auditors, we aim to add value to the SFRS by being constructive and forward looking, by identifying
areas of improvement and by recommending and encouraging good practice. In this way we aim to help the
SFRS promote improved standards of governance, better management and decision making and more
effective use of funds.

Audit & Risk Assurance Committee action
The draft 2020/21 Internal Audit Plan is being presented to the March 2020 Audit & Risk Assurance Committee
meeting for discussion. We have held discussions with management in forming this plan and incorporated the
feedback into this draft.
There will always be flexibility built into the plan to react to the SFRS’s emerging needs. Any changes to the
plan will be agreed with management and the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee.

scott-moncrieff.com
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Internal audit approach
Risk-based internal auditing
We aim to help the SFRS improve its governance, risk management and internal control arrangements by
using a systematic and disciplined evaluation approach. The Chief Officer and Audit & Risk Assurance
Committee require assurance that adequate control measures are operating effectively to mitigate all of the key
risks to the achievement of the SFRS’s objectives. The risk register should reflect this full range of risk areas.
Our internal audit methodology aims to link internal audit activity to the SFRS’s overall risk management
framework. The main benefit of this to the SFRS is a strategic, targeted internal audit function that focuses on
the key risk areas and provides maximum value for money.
By focussing on the key risk areas, internal audit should be able to conclude that:


Management has identified, assessed and responded to the SFRS’s key risks;



The responses to risks are effective but not excessive;



Where residual risk is unacceptably high, further action is being taken;



Management are continuously improving the effectiveness and efficiency of systems, processes and
controls; and



Risks, responses and actions are being properly classified and reported.

Audit Needs Assessment
Internal audit plans are based on an assessment of audit need. ‘Audit need’ represents the assurance required
by the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee and Chief Officer from internal audit that the governance, risk
management and internal control arrangements are adequate and operating effectively.
Our audit needs assessment takes both a top-down and bottom-up approach, followed by a reasonableness
check. The top-down approach involves identifying the areas of highest inherent risk and the control systems
in place to manage those risks. The bottom-up approach involves defining the SFRS’s audit universe (potential
auditable areas) and auditing processes on a cyclical basis in line with their relative risk and significance. The
reasonableness check involves us using our experience, together with discussions with other internal auditors,
to ensure that all key risk areas and processes have been considered and the resulting internal audit plan
seems appropriate.
Our audit needs assessment involved the following activities:

2



Reviewing the SFRS’s risk registers;



Reviewing the SFRS’s strategic and operational plans and objectives;



Reviewing the results of internal audit work completed in prior years;



Reviewing external audit reports and plans;



Reviewing the SFRS’s public website, and policies and procedures;

Scottish Fire & Rescue Service Internal Audit Plan 2020/21
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Input from the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee;



Utilising our experience at similar organisations; and



Input from the Chief Officer and Strategic Leadership Team.

The audit needs assessment is revised on an on-going basis (at least annually) to take account of any changes
in the SFRS’s risk profile. Any consequential changes to the internal audit plan will be approved by the Audit &
Risk Assurance Committee.

Improving value for money and supporting the Statement of
Corporate Governance and Internal Control
Our work can help the SFRS to assess whether value for money is being achieved. Every review includes an
assessment of value for money, i.e. whether the controls identified to mitigate risks are working efficiently and
effectively. Where we identify opportunities for improving value for money, we raise these with management
and include them in the report action plan.
Having completed the annual programme of internal audit activity, we should be able to provide the SFRS,
through the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee, with the assurance it needs to prepare an annual Statement of
Corporate Governance and Internal Control that complies with best practice in corporate governance.

scott-moncrieff.com
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Proposed internal audit plan
Appendix 1 presents the Internal Audit Plan for 2020/21. The Internal Audit Plan is based on our audit needs
assessment.
Internal audit is only one source of assurance for the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee. Assurance on the
management of risk is provided from several other sources, including senior management, external audit, and
the risk management framework itself.
We seek to complement the areas being covered by the SFRS’s external auditor and other assurance
providers by having an appropriate understanding of the scope of work undertaken within your assurance
framework. This helps us to target our work in the most effective manner, avoiding duplication of effort and
maximising the use of the total audit resource.
The table below demonstrates how the 150 internal audit days agreed for 2020/21 are allocated across each
area of the audit plan.

Allocation of audit days
Contingency
3%
Internal audit
planning,
management
14%

Finance
26%

Follow up
7%

ICT reviews
13%

Governance /
Strategic
23%
Operational
14%

4
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Other potential reviews
In developing the audit plan, in consultation with management we have identified several additional areas that
may warrant audit input if resources require to be reallocated during 2020/21 or early scrutiny in 2021/22.
Whilst these would be subject to further consideration at the appropriate time reviews in the following areas
have been identified:


Project & programme management (including transformation programme)



HR & payroll processing (post RDS harmonisation)



Performance management



Workforce planning



Business continuity & disaster recovery

We identified that there may be a need to undertake assurance work in relation to COVID-19 response.
We understand that HMFSI is planning a review in this area. At this time we do not consider input from
Internal Audit as necessary in relation to COVID-19, to avoid duplication.
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Delivering our audit plans
Audit timetable 2020/21
We will schedule our work to deliver reports across the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee meetings during the
year. We will agree the timing of each review with management to ensure we avoid particularly busy periods.

Assignment planning
In line with the audit charter, prior to each review commencing, we will finalise the assignment plan with
relevant management. The assignment plan sets out the scope and objectives of the audit, along with an
assessment of the key business risks relating to the area under review. Where relevant we will make
appropriate use of data to undertake audits of your systems and processes. This will be highlighted within
assignment plans This consultative approach ensures that the focus of each review is sensitive to the specific
risks and context within which the SFRS operates. This maximises the value of each review and reflects the
risk-based assurance we offer.

Reporting our findings
During each audit, we will discuss any audit findings with relevant management as they arise. This will ensure
that our reports contain no surprises and our recommendations are accurate, practical and relevant.
The reports will include an overall opinion on the strength of controls within the area under review, together with
an action plan detailing prioritised recommendations, responsible officers and implementation dates.
We will require management responses to our draft reports within 10 working days. Subject to there being no
major issues of contention or disagreement, we will produce final reports within 5 working days of receiving
management responses.
On completion of each year’s audit programme, we will issue an annual report summarising our main findings
for the year and giving an overall opinion to the SFRS on the effectiveness of the governance, risk
management, internal control and value for money arrangements in place.

Contract management
We are committed to working with you effectively to meet your needs as your internal audit provider. We will
provide you with regular progress updates to each meeting of the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee outlining
progress with the audit plan and performance against agreed KPIs. At Appendix 3, we have included the KPI’s
outlined in our contract as well as suggested KPIs to be confirmed with the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee.

Training and knowledge transfer
We are committed to supporting our clients training and development needs and extend invites to nonexecutives to our regular non-executive director events to support the development of your people. Other
examples include our recent partnership with the Data Lab to help organisations with technical and nontechnical skills development in the use of data.

6
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Confirmation of independence
We are required to communicate on a timely basis all facts and matters that may have a bearing on our
independence.
We can confirm that the staff members identified to complete the reviews in the annual plan for 2020/21 are
independent of the SFRS and their objectivity has not been compromised.
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Internal Audit Team Contacts
Gary Devlin

Chief Audit Executive
email: gary.devlin@scott-moncrieff.com
telephone: 0131 473 3500

Matt Swann

Associate Director
email: matthew.swann@scott-moncrieff.com
telephone: 0131 473 3500

Mitch Collins

Data Analytics Manager
email: mitchell.collins@scott-moncrieff.com
telephone: 0131 473 3500

8
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Appendix 1 – Internal Audit Plan 2020/21
Audit area

2020/21
days

Notes

A. Finance and financial
systems reviews
A1. Financial systems health
check

15

We will review the financial controls in terms of
appropriateness, ensuring completeness and integrity,
and for effectiveness for producing appropriate
management information.

A2. Procurement and tendering

12

We will review the procedures in place at the SFRS
for procuring good and services. This review will
consider how procurement processes are
communicated, monitored and comply with best
practice and the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act
2014.

A3. Expenses policy

12

A review of efficiency and effectiveness of the
expenses policy to ensure that all expenses are
managed in an appropriate and efficient manner.

Sub-total A – Finance and
financial systems reviews

39

B. Governance and strategic
reviews
B1. Implementation of SFRS
Corporate Governance
structure, Strategy and
Reporting

15

Review of how the SFRS is aligning its corporate
governance structure to facilitate monitoring and
reporting of the achievements of strategic aims to
implement an integrated assurance plan.

B2. Risk management review

20

Review of risk management overall understanding,
identification, challenge, review and reporting.

Sub-total B – Governance
and strategic reviews

35

C. Operational reviews
C1. Estates asset management
and maintenance

10

To review controls in place to identify requirements for
capital expenditure and controls in place to monitor
expenditure on the estate.

C2. Operational equipment

10

To review controls in place to ensure equipment in
operational use is fit for purpose e.g maintenance and
inspection arrangements, user engagement.

Sub-total C – Operational

20
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reviews
D. Information systems
reviews
D1. ICT and data security

20

Sub-total D – Information
systems reviews

20

This review will consider the adequacy of internal and
external security of the SFRS network. This will
include an assessment of the adequacy of
management processes in identifying and resolving
threats to the network and cyber security.

E. Other reviews
E1. Follow up of outstanding
recommendations

10

Sub-total E – Other reviews

10

F. Internal audit planning,
management and
contingency/support
F1. Audit Needs Assessment /
Internal Audit Plan preparation

5

F2. Audit & Risk Assurance
Committee, including
preparation

8

F3. Annual / periodic reporting,
meetings with management

8

F4. Contingency

5

Sub-total F – Internal audit
management and
contingency/support

28

TOTAL ANNUAL DAYS

150

10
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Appendix 2- Indicative Audit timetable 2020-21
Review

Quarter
start

Start
audit

Complete
fieldwork

Draft
report

Mgmt
resp

Final
report

Audit
C’ttee

A1. Financial systems health check

Q3

Oct 20

Oct 20

Nov 20

Nov 20

Dec 20

Jan 21

A2. Procurement and tendering

Q3

Oct 20

Nov 20

Nov 20

Dec 20

Dec 20

Jan 21

A3. Expenses policy

Q4

Jan 21

Jan 21

Feb 21

Feb 21

Mar 21

Mar 21

B1. Implementation of SFRS Corporate
Governance structure, Strategy and Reporting

Q2

Sep 20

Sep 20

Oct 20

Oct 20

Nov 20

Jan 21

B2. Risk management review

Q1

May 20

May 20

Jun 20

Jul 20

Jul 20

Oct 20

C1. Estates asset management and maintenance

Q4

Feb 21

Feb 21

Mar 21

Mar 21

Apr 21

Jul 21

C2. Operational equipment

Q4

Feb 21

Feb 21

Mar 21

Mar 21

Apr 21

Jul 21

D1. ICT and data security

Q1

Apr 20

May 20

May 20

Jun 20

Jun 20

Jul 20

E1. Follow up of outstanding recommendations

Q4

Feb 21

Mar 21

Mar 21

Apr 21

Apr 21

Jul 21

F3. Annual report

Q4

n/a

n/a

May 21

Jun 21

Jul 21

Jul 21
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Appendix 3: KPIs
The following table sets out the contractually agreed KPIs.

KPI description

Status

Comments

Actual v planned hours per audit
Cost of service by grade
Cost per audit
Completion of customer feedback on each audit demonstrating
satisfactory performance
Percentage of follow-up recommendations completed on time

The following table sets additional KPIs for consideration for implementation by the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee.

KPI description

Status

Comments

Audit reports for presentation to the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee
are submitted no less than one week prior to the advised Committee
dates.
The Annual Report is submitted to the July Audit & Risk Assurance
Committee each year.
Assignment plans are issued on average no less than 15 working days
prior to the start of the fieldwork.
Draft reports are issued on average within 15 working days of
completing fieldwork.

12
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KPI description

Status

Comments

Management responses are received on average within 10 working
days of issue of the draft report.
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© Scott-Moncrieff 2020. All rights reserved. Scott-Moncrieff refers to Scott-Moncrieff Audit Services, a trading name
of Group Audit Services Limited. Registered in England and Wales. Registration No. 09652677.
Registered to carry on audit work in the UK and regulated for a range of investment business activities by the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.
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NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE
Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
Report No: C/ARAC/09-20
Agenda Item: 8a
Report to:

AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE

Meeting Date:

25 MARCH 2020

Report Title:

INTERNAL AUDIT – 2019/20 PROGRAMME – PAYROLL FOLLOW UP
Board/Committee Meetings ONLY
For Reports to be held in Private
Specify rationale below referring to
Board Standing Order 9

Report
For Noting
Classification:
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1
1.1

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to update the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC)
on actions taken since the Payroll audit 19/20 was issued on 6 January 2020.

2
2.1

Background
As part of the agreed internal audit plan for 2019/20, a payroll audit was undertaken. The
report indicated an improving position with reasonable assurance on the payroll process
following the implementation of revised terms and conditions for uniform staff.

2.2

Five recommendations were identified for improvement, one categorised as high priority,
and four medium.

3
3.1

Main Report/Detail
In summary, good progress has been made, with the high recommendation and one of the
medium recommendations partially complete, and the remaining three medium
recommendations fully completed.

3.2

The high recommendation related to the failure by RDS station personnel to correctly
complete logbooks thereby hindering the verification of payments. The planned
improvements include issuing guidance via a General Information Notice (GIN) and the
inclusion of logbook checks within station audits.

3.3

The Head of Finance and Procurement has met with Response and Resilience (R&R) and
Service Delivery to explain the purpose of the RDS logbook, highlighting that it forms a
primary record for RDS payments. Guidance is being developed by Service Delivery as a
financial procedure to ensure it is fit for purpose for RDS station personnel.

3.4

The Operational Assurance team with R&R has confirmed that from April 2020 audits of
RDS stations will include the RDS logbook, although only one RDS station is programmed
to be audited per year. To have sufficient review, the new Rural Fulltime Post-holders will
additionally be asked to check, on a quarterly basis, that logbooks are being properly
maintained within the RDS stations under their responsibility. Once the financial procedure
is finalised this action will be complete.

AuditRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report
InternalAuditReportPayroll2019/20
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3.5

One of the medium recommendations related to passenger details being included on
expense claims where the passenger rate was claimed. The Employee Self Service
template for claiming expenses has been reviewed and passenger information will be
added to the template. This action is partially complete.

3.6
Two of the medium recommendations related to pay rates on the Gartan system (former
Grampian and Central) where it appeared rates on Gartan differed from the iTrent system.
Implementation of revised pay rates is instructed via HROD as a contractual change. The
Head of HROD has reminded those operating the Gartan system that no changes
impacting on pay rates can be applied unless instructed by HROD. The Finance team have
also reconciled the rates currently operating within the Gartan and iTrent systems to
ensure accuracy and consistency. These actions are therefore complete.
3.7
Finally, the report highlighted that notification of resignations was not being received
timeously, which created overpayments. The recommendation was to highlight this issue
at the next Staff Governance Board (SGB). A paper was presented by the Head of Finance
and Procurement to the Staff Governance Board in January 2020 highlighting the
recommendations of the payroll audit, in particular the issue relating to notification of
resignation. It was noted by the SGB that this can be challenging, particularly with RDS,
but the need for prompt submission would be re-emphasised by HROD. This action is
therefore now complete.
4
4.1

Recommendation
The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee is asked to note the good progress made in
response to the audit report on Payroll 19/20, with four of the five recommendations now
completed and one partially complete.

5

Key Strategic Implications

5.1
5.1.1

Financial
The audit highlighted a small number of overpayments which are being recovered using
our standard processes. The audit also highlighted that the RDS logbook is not being
completed accurately. Action has been taken in line with the recommendation to improve
the recording of information in the RDS logbook and to establish oversight of the quality of
these records.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
There is no direct environmental or sustainability impact.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) expects to pay employees accurately and on
time based on the information received. Where overpayments occur, there is a
requirement to recover these amounts. Recovery of overpayments has a negative impact
on our workforce therefore improved controls are an effective solution.

5.4
5.4.1

Health, Safety & Wellbeing
Where overpayments arise, the standard process is to recover over the equivalent time
period that the overpayment occurred, however this can be reviewed if financial hardship
is identified.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
The financial procedure will be issued to explain logbook requirements.

5.6
5.6.1

Timing
The actions have been progressed as quickly as possible to make the required
improvements highlighted by internal audit.
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5.7
5.7.1

Performance
The recovery of overpayments creates additional administration and loss of efficiency.
Improvements to our internal controls should improve our performance in this area.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
There is a need to communicate via a financial regulation for stations to complete logbooks
correctly.

5.8.2

Service Delivery has been engaged in the drafting of the financial procedure to ensure
buy-in to the procedure.

5.8.3

Operational Assurance has agreed to include RDS logbook in their station audits.

5.8.4

There is a need for line managers to support HROD and payroll by ensuring resignations
are acted on promptly and in line with notice periods.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
This does not impact on terms and conditions. Overpayments will be recovered from
existing employees. In some occasions legal are required to support where debts have not
been recovered.

5.10

Information Governance
DPIA completed No. There is no personal data within the report. Information within the
audit report is anonymised.

5.10.1
5.11
5.11.1

Risk
Payroll controls are established to mitigate the risk of not paying our staff in line with
contractual terms and conditions. The risk of overpayment is mitigated by effective review
of transactions. Moving forward a verification team is being established with the purpose
of identifying error or fraud in payroll transactions through data analytics.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
EIA completed No. There are not considered to be any equality impacts.

6

Core Brief

6.1

Not Applicable

7

Appendices/Further Reading

7.1

Internal Audit report - SFRS Payroll 2019/20.

Prepared by:

John Thomson, Head of Finance and Procurement

Sponsored by:

Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance and Contractual Services

Presented by:

John Thomson, Head of Finance and Procurement

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
Outcome 4 We are fully accountable and maximise our public value by delivering a high quality,
sustainable fire and rescue service for Scotland.
Objectives 4.2 We will minimise the risks we face through effective business management and high
levels of compliance with all our responsibilities.
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Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Report Classification/
Comments

Staff Governance Board
Audit and Risk Assurance Committee

23 January 2020
25 March 2020

For Noting
For Noting
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Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
Planning report to the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee on the audit
for the year ending 31 March 2020
Issued February 2020 for the meeting on 25 March 2020
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Director Introduction
The key messages in this report
Audit quality is
our number one
priority. We plan
our audit to focus
on audit quality
and have set the
following audit
quality objectives
for this audit:
•

3

A robust
challenge of
the key
judgements
taken in the
preparation of
the financial
statements.

•

A strong
understanding
of your internal
control
environment.

•

A well planned
and delivered
audit that
raises findings
early with
those charged
with
governance.

I have pleasure in presenting our draft planning report to the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee of
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (“SFRS”) for the year ending 31 March 2020 audit. I would like to draw
your attention to the key messages of this audit plan:
Audit Plan
We have updated our understanding of SFRS
including discussion with management and review
of relevant documentation from across SFRS,
including reviews of key strategy documents,
budget monitoring reports, and Board and Audit
and Risk Assurance Committee (“ARAC”) minutes.

•

Financial sustainability – as part of the
2018/19 audit we concluded that SFRS has a
medium to longer term financial strategy in place
for the period to 2026/27 and that they have
achieved financial balance in the past few years.
As part of the 2019/20 audit, we will focus on
SFRS’s progress in achieving the financial
strategy, as well as any key cost drivers
underlying SFRS’s financial sustainability, such
as ongoing staff pay award discussions. We will
also consider SFRS’s ongoing transformation
efforts.

•

Financial management – as part of the
2018/19 audit we concluded that SFRS has
effective financial budgeting and monitoring
arrangements. As at the end of November 2019,
SFRS are projecting a slight underspend of
£510k (0.2%) on a net expenditure budget of
£269,907k. As a matter of course, we will
continue to review SFRS’s budget monitoring
arrangements.

Based on these procedures, we have developed this
plan in collaboration with SFRS to ensure that we
provide an effective audit service that meets your
expectations and focuses on the most significant
areas of importance and risk to SFRS.
Key Risks
We have taken an initial view as to the significant
audit risks SFRS faces. These are presented as a
summary dashboard on page 13.
Audit Dimensions
The Code of Audit Practice sets out four audit
dimensions which set a common framework for all
public sector audits in Scotland. Our audit work will
consider how SFRS is addressing these and report
our conclusions in our final report to the ARAC in
October 2020. In particular, our work will focus on:

We will also discuss progress against
2018/19 National Fraud Initiative (“NFI”).

the
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Director Introduction (continued)
The key messages in this report (continued)
•

•

Governance and transparency – as part of the 2018/19
audit we concluded that SFRS has effective governance
arrangements and that the Board is open and transparent in
its decision making with key strategy documents and Board
documents available on its website. From our planning
work, we have not identified any changes to the prior year
and as such have not identified any specific areas of focus
for the 2019/20 audit.
Value for money – as part of the 2018/19 audit we
concluded that there is an established process for Best
Value (“BV”) and performance management reporting. From
our planning work, we have not identified any changes to
the prior year and as such have not identified any specific
areas of focus for the 2019/20 audit.

Our Commitment to Quality
We are committed to providing the highest quality audit, with
input from our market leading specialists, sophisticated data
analytics and our wealth of experience.
Adding value
Our aim is to add value to SFRS through our audit work by
being constructive and forward looking, by identifying areas of
improvement and by recommending and encouraging good
practice. In this way, we aim to help SFRS promote improved
standards of governance, better management and decision
making and more effective use of resources.

Our audit work on the four audit dimensions incorporates the
specific area of focus highlighted by Audit Scotland in relation
to fraud and corruption in the procurement function. Should
any further risks emerge during the year, we will provide an
update to the ARAC.
Regulatory Change
IFRS 16, Leases, will apply from 2020/21, and will require
disclosure in the 2019/20 financial statements of the expected
impact on transition.

Pat Kenny
Audit director
4
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Responsibilities of the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
Helping you fulfil your responsibilities
Why do we interact with
the ARAC?
To
communicate
audit scope

To provide
timely and
relevant
observations

As a result of regulatory change in recent years, the role of the ARAC has significantly
expanded. We set out here a summary of the core areas of ARAC responsibility to provide a
reference in respect of these broader responsibilities and highlight throughout the document
where there is key information which helps the SFRS’s ARAC in fulfilling its remit.
- At the start of each annual
audit cycle, ensure that the
scope of the external audit is
appropriate.

Oversight of
external audit

- Implement a policy on the
engagement of the external
auditor to supply non-audit
services.

Integrity of
reporting

Internal controls
and risks
To provide
additional
information to
help you fulfil
your broader
responsibilities

- Review the internal control
and risk management systems
(unless expressly addressed
by separate board risk
committee).

Oversight of
internal audit

- Explain what actions have
been, or are being taken to
remedy any significant failings
or weaknesses.

Whistle-blowing
and fraud

- Ensure that appropriate arrangements are in place
for the proportionate and independent investigation
of any concerns that are raised by staff in connection
with improprieties.
5

- Impact assessment of key
judgements and level of
management challenge.
- Review of external audit findings,
key judgements, level of
misstatements.
- Assess the quality of the internal
team, their incentives and the need
for supplementary skillsets.
- Assess the completeness of
disclosures, including consistency
with disclosures on business model
and strategy and, where requested
by the Board, provide advice in
respect of the fair, balanced and
understandable statement.
- Consider annually whether the
scope of the internal audit
programme is adequate.
- Monitor and review the
effectiveness of the internal audit
activities.
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Your control environment
What we consider when we plan the audit
We expect management and those charged with governance to recognise the importance of a strong control environment
and take proactive steps to deal with deficiencies identified on a timely basis.
Responsibilities of management

Responsibilities of the ARAC

Auditing standards require us to only accept or continue
with an audit engagement when the preconditions for an
audit are present. These preconditions include obtaining
the agreement of management and those charged with
governance that they acknowledge and understand their
responsibilities for, amongst other things, internal control
as is necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.

As explained further in the Responsibilities of the Audit and
Risk Assurance Committee slide above, the ARAC is
responsible for:
•

Reviewing the internal control and risk management
systems (unless expressly addressed by a separate
board risk committee); and

•

Explaining what actions have been, or are being taken to
remedy any significant failings or weaknesses.

As stakeholders tell us that they to wish to understand how external audit challenges and responds to the quality of an
entity’s control environment, we are seeking to enhance how we plan and report on the results of the audit in response.
We will be placing increased focus on how the control environment impacts the audit, from our initial risk assessment, to
our testing approach and how we report on misstatements and control deficiencies.

6

Controls work

We will seek to undertake design and implementation testing on controls in respect of our
identified significant risk areas.

Performance
materiality

We set performance materiality as a percentage of materiality to reduce the probability that, in
aggregate, uncorrected and undetected misstatements exceed materiality. We determine
performance materiality, with reference to factors such as the quality of the control environment
and the historical error rate.
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Our audit explained
We tailor our audit to your Board and your strategy
Identify changes in your body and
environment
SFRS continues to face significant
financial pressures with a risk of
reduced funding in future years,
emphasising a need for ongoing
transformation of services.

Identify
Changes
in your
business and
environment

Determine
materiality

Scoping
Our scope is in line with
the Code of Audit
Practice issued by the
Audit Scotland.
More detail is given on
pages 10 and 11.

Scoping

Significant
risk
assessment

In our final report
In our final report to you we will conclude on the
significant risks identified in this paper, report to
you our other findings, and detail those items we
will be including in our audit report.

Conclude
on
significant
risk areas

Determine materiality

Significant risk assessment

We have determined a preliminary planning materiality
of £10,425k (2018/19: £10,300k) with a performance
materiality of £8,340k (2018/19: £7,725k). This is
based on forecasted gross expenditure which is in line
with prior year.

We have identified significant
audit risks in relation to SFRS.
More detail is given on pages 12
to 15. These are consistent with
our prior year audit.

We will report to you any misstatements above £250k
(2018/19: £250k). More detail is given on page 9.
We will revisit materiality at the year end using the
draft financial statement figures and report this to the
ARAC.

Other
findings

Our audit
report

Quality and Independence
We confirm all Deloitte network
firms and engagement team
members are independent of
Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service. We take our
independence and the quality
of the audit work we perform
very seriously. Audit quality is
our number one priority.

Any errors identified will be considered in the context of
meeting the Revenue Resource Limit (RRL). More detail
is given on page 14.
7
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Continuous communication and reporting
Planned timing of the audit
Planning
• Planning meetings to
inform risk
assessment and
identify judgemental
accounting issues
• Update
understanding of key
business cycles and
changes to financial
reporting
• Documentation and
testing of design and
implementation of
key controls for
significant risks

Interim
• Update risk
assessments for any
developments since
the planning phase
before fieldwork
begins
• Commence wider
scope procedures
• Review internal audit
reports

Year end fieldwork
• Year-end audit field
work
• Finalisation of work in
support of wider
scope responsibilities
• Detailed review of
annual accounts and
report, including
Annual Governance
Statement.
• Review of final
internal audit reports
and opinion

Reporting
• Final ARAC meeting
• Issue final report to
the ARAC, Board and
the Auditor General
• Issue audit report
and submission of
audited financial
statements to Audit
Scotland and the
Scottish Parliament
• Audit feedback
meeting

Audit Team
Pat Kenny,
Audit
Director
Caroline
Jamieson,
Senior
Manager
Coenraad
Balfoort,
Field
Manager

• Review of key
documents including
Board and ARAC
minutes
• Planning work for
wider scope
responsibilities
2019/20 Audit Plan
January - March

Final report to the ARAC
April

August - September

October

Ongoing communication and feedback
8
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Materiality
Our approach to materiality
Basis of our materiality benchmark
•

Reporting to those charged with governance

The audit director has determined a preliminary planning •
materiality as £10,425k (2018/19: £10,300k) and a
performance materiality of £8,340k (2018/19: £7,725k)
based on professional judgement and risk factors specific
•
to SFRS, the requirement of auditing standards and the
financial measures most relevant to users of the financial
statements.
•

We will report to you all misstatements found in excess of
our clearly trivial threshold which is £250k (2018/19:
£250k).
We will report to you misstatements below this threshold
if we consider them to be material by nature.
Our approach to determining the materiality benchmark
is consistent with Audit Scotland guidance which states
that the threshold for clearly trivial above which we
should accumulate misstatements for reporting and
correction to audit committees must not exceed £250k.

•

We have used 2% of forecasted gross expenditure as the
benchmark for determining materiality. This approach is
consistent with our prior year calculation.

•

We have revisited our calculation of performance
Our annual audit report
materiality in the current year and have calculated
performance materiality as 80% of materiality (2018/19: We will:
75%). This is based on our cumulative knowledge of
• Report the materiality benchmark applied in the audit of
SFRS and the low history of misstatements identified.
SFRS; and
We will revisit materiality at the year-end using the draft
• Provide comparative data and explain any changes in
financial statement figures.
materiality, compared to prior year, if appropriate.

•

Materiality

Materiality £10,425k
ARAC Reporting
Threshold £250k

Total Forecast
Expenditure
£270,237k
Performance
materiality
£8,340k

9

Although materiality is the
judgement of the Audit
Director, the ARAC must
satisfy themselves that
the level of materiality
chosen is appropriate for
the scope of the audit.
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Scope of work and approach
Our key areas of responsibility under the Code of Audit Practice
Core audit work

Planned output

Timeline

Perform an audit of the annual accounts and express specified
audit opinion

Annual audit plan

25 March 2020

Independent auditor’s
report

29 October 2020

Consider and report on the audit dimensions

Annual audit plan

25 March 2020

Final report to those
charged with governance

29 October 2020

Fraud Returns

30 November 2019

Provide information on cases of fraud

28 February 2020
31 May 2020
30 August 2020
Contribute to National Fraud Initiative (NFI) report

10

NFI audit questionnaire

28 February 2020

If necessary, reference, in
final report to those
charged with governance

29 October 2020
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Scope of work and approach (continued)
Our approach
Liaison with internal audit

Promoting high quality reporting to stakeholders

The Auditing Standards Board’s version of ISA (UK) 610 “Using the work of
internal auditors” prohibits use of internal audit to provide “direct assistance”
to the audit. Our approach to the use of the work of Internal Audit has been
designed to be compatible with these requirements.

We view the audit role as going beyond reactively
checking compliance with requirements: we seek to
provide advice on evolving good practice to promote high
quality reporting.

We will review their reports and meet with them to discuss their work. We
will discuss the work plan for internal audit, and where they have identified
specific material deficiencies in the control environment we consider
adjusting our testing so that the audit risk is covered by our work.

We have also designed and continually update
International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”)
disclosure checklists in conjunction with the requirements
of the Government Financial Reporting Manual (FReM) to
support the Board in preparing high quality drafts of the
Annual Report and financial statements, which we would
recommend SFRS complete during drafting.

Using these discussions to inform our risk assessment, we can work together
with internal audit to develop an approach that avoids inefficiencies and
overlaps, therefore avoiding any unnecessary duplication of audit
requirements on the SFRS staff.
Approach to controls testing
Our risk assessment procedures will include obtaining an understanding of
controls considered to be ‘relevant to the audit’. This involves evaluating the
design of the controls and determining whether they have been implemented
(“D&I”).
The results of our work in obtaining an understanding of controls and any
subsequent testing of the operational effectiveness of controls will be collated
and the impact on the extent of substantive audit testing required will be
considered.

Obtain an
understanding of
the Board and its
environment
including the
identification of
relevant controls.

11

Identify risks
and controls
that address
those risks.

Carry out
“design and
implementation
” work on
relevant
controls.

If considered
necessary, test
the operating
effectiveness of
selected
controls.

Design and perform a
combination of
substantive analytical
procedures and tests of
details that are most
responsive to the
assessed risks.

We will look to review an early draft of the annual report
ahead of the typical reporting timetable to feedback any
comments to management and the ARAC.
Audit Scotland has published good practice guides in
relation to the Annual Report and the Governance
Statement to support SFRS in preparing high quality drafts
of the Annual Report and Financial Statements, which we
would recommend SFRS consider during drafting.
Statutory Other Information
In addition to the financial statements, we are required to
consider whether the Performance Report and Governance
Statement is consistent with the financial statements and
has been prepared in accordance with applicable
requirements. In performing this work, we will refer to the
Financial Reporting Council report issued in December
2018 following an audit quality thematic review of
auditors’ work on other information which identified a
number of instances when insufficient work was performed
to ensure that good practice is followed.
© 2020 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Significant risks
Our risk assessment process
We consider a number of factors when deciding
on the significant audit risks. These factors
include:
•

•

•

the significant risks and uncertainties
previously reported in the annual report and
financial statements;
the IAS 1 critical accounting estimates
previously reported in the annual report and
financial statements;
the disclosures made by the ARAC in their
previous ARAC report;

•

our assessment of materiality; and

•

the changes that have occurred in the
business and the environment it operates in
since the last annual report and accounts.

Principal risk and
uncertainties

IAS 1 Critical accounting
estimates

•

Financial austerity

•

Public service reform

•

Social and demographic
issues – income
inequality and ageing
population

•

Extreme weather

•

Terrorism

•

Property, plant and
equipment

•

Pensions liability

•

Short term accumulated
absences

Changes in your
business and
environment
•

EU withdrawal

•

Change in key
management personnel

The next page summarises the significant risks that we will focus on during our audit. All the risks mentioned in the
prior year ARAC report are included as significant risks in this year’s audit plan.

12
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Significant risks (continued)
Significant risk dashboard
Risk

Fraud risk

Planned
approach to
controls

Level of
management
judgement

Management
paper expected

Expected to be
included in the
Audit Committee’s
report

Slide no.

Operating within
expenditure resource
limits

DI

14

Management override
of controls

DI

15

Level of management judgement
Some degree of management judgement

Controls approach adopted
DI

Assess design & implementation

Limited management judgement
13
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Significant risks (continued)
Risk 1 – Operating within the expenditure resource limits
Key focus for management
Risk identified

Under Auditing Standards there is a rebuttable presumption that the fraud risk from revenue recognition is
a significant risk. In line with the prior year, we do not consider this to be a significant risk for SFRS as
there is little incentive to manipulate revenue recognition with the majority of revenue being from the
Scottish Government which can be agreed to confirmations supplied.
Given the financial pressures across the whole of the public sector, there is an inherent risk associated
with the under recording of expenditure in order for SFRS to report a more favourable year-end position.
We therefore consider the fraud risk to be focused on how management operate within the Departmental
Expenditure Limits (“DEL”) set by the Scottish Government. There is a risk is that SFRS could materially
misstate expenditure through manipulation of the accruals balance, including year-end transactions, in an
attempt to achieve a breakeven position.

Our response

We will evaluate the results of our audit testing in the context of the achievement of the target set by the
Scottish Government. Our work in this area will include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

14

Obtain an understanding of the design and implementation of the key controls in place in relation to
recording of accruals including year end creditor transactions;
Obtain independent confirmation of the resource limits allocated to SFRS by the Scottish Government;
We will perform focused testing in relation to the completeness of expenditure by examining the
application of cut off primarily through the focussed testing of the accruals balance;
We will undertake further analytical procedures aimed at identifying distortion to the pattern of
expenditure recorded; and
We will review and challenge the assumptions made in relation to year-end judgements to assess the
completeness of recorded expenditure.
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Significant risks (continued)
Risk 2 – Management override of controls
We will use computer assisted audit techniques, including Spotlight, to support
our work on the risk of management override
Risk identified

In accordance with ISA 240 (UK) management override is a significant risk. This risk area includes the
potential for management to use their judgement to influence the financial statements as well as the
potential to override the controls for specific transactions.
The key judgments in the financial statements are those which we have selected to be the significant
audit risk around expenditure recognition. This is inherently the areas in which management has the
potential to use their judgment to influence the financial statements.

Planned audit
challenge

In considering the risk of management override, we plan to perform the following audit procedures that
directly address this risk:
Journal testing
•

We will test the design and implementation of controls over journal entry processing.

•

Using our Spotlight data analytics tool, we will risk assess journals and select items for detailed follow
up testing. The journal entries will be selected using computer-assisted profiling based on areas which
we consider to be of increased interest.

•

We will test the appropriateness of journal entries recorded in the general ledger, and other
adjustments made in the preparation of financial reporting.

Accounting judgements
•

We will test the design and implementation of controls over key accounting judgements.

•

We will review accounting judgements for biases that could result in material misstatements due to
fraud. This will include both a retrospective review of 31 March 2019 judgements and a review of the
corresponding judgements as at 31 March 2020.

Significant and unusual transactions
•

15

We will obtain an understanding of the business rationale of significant transactions that we become
aware of that are outside of the normal course of business for the entity, or that otherwise appear to
be unusual, given our understanding of the entity and its environment.
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Wider scope requirements
Audit dimensions
The Code of Audit Practice sets out four audit dimensions which set a common framework for all public sector audits in Scotland.
We will consider how SFRS is addressing these areas, including any risks to their achievement, as part of our audit work as
follows which includes our assessment of the audit risks as required under paragraph 77 of the Code:
Audit dimension

Areas to be considered

Financial
sustainability looks
forward to the medium
and longer term to
consider whether the
body is planning
effectively to continue to
deliver its services or the
way in which they should
be delivered.

•

•

•

•

Financial management
is concerned with
financial capacity, sound
budgetary processes and
whether the control
environment and internal
controls are operating
effectively

•
•
•
•

Impact on the 2019/20 Audit

The financial planning
systems in place across
the shorter and longer
terms
The arrangements to
address any identified
funding gaps
The affordability and
effectiveness of funding
and investment
decisions made
Workforce planning

In 2018/19 we concluded that SFRS has a medium to longer term financial strategy
in place for the period to 2026/27 and that they have achieved financial balance in
the past few years. We did, however, note that we would keep financial
sustainability under review given the recent staff pay offer discussed in October
2019, and, on the assumption that the pay offer is accepted, it is important that the
Board develops plans to address the financial implications. As part of the 2019/20
audit, we will focus on SFRS’s progress in achieving the financial strategy, as well
as any key cost drivers underlying SFRS’s financial sustainability, such as ongoing
staff pay award discussions. We will also consider SFRS’s ongoing efforts to design
and execute the transformation detailed in the High Level Plan.

Systems of internal
control
Budgetary control
system
Financial capacity and
skills
Arrangements for the
prevention and
detection of fraud

In 2018/19 we concluded that SFRS has effective financial budgeting and
monitoring arrangements. Therefore, we have not identified any specific areas of
focus for the 2019/20 audit. However, as a matter of course, we will continue to
review SFRS’s budget monitoring arrangements.

Audit Risk: there is a risk that SFRS is not allocated sufficient funding to make
progress in transforming the service. This includes confirming the source of funding
for any future years’ pay awards. Furthermore, there is the risk that transformation
is not achieved if plans are not well defined.

We will also review progress against the 2018/19 National Fraud Initiative (“NFI”).
Our fraud responsibilities and representations are detailed on pages 24 and 25.
In accordance with Audit Scotland planning guidance, fraud and corruption in the
procurement function (such as illicit rebates, kickbacks, and false invoicing) is a risk
across the public sector. We will therefore consider SFRS’s controls and processes
as a matter of particular focus.
Audit Risk: There is a risk that controls around the procurement process are
insufficient to prevent and detect fraud and corruption.

16
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Wider scope requirements (continued)
Audit dimensions
Audit dimension

Areas to be considered

Governance and
transparency is
concerned with the
effectiveness of scrutiny
and governance
arrangements, leadership
and decision making, and
transparent reporting of
financial and
performance information.

•

Value for money is
concerned with using
resources effectively and
continually improving
services.

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

17

Impact on the 2019/20 Audit

Governance
arrangements
Scrutiny, challenge and
transparency on decision
making and financial and
performance reports
Accountable officers’ duty
to secure Best Value
Quality and timeliness of
financial and performance
reporting

As part of the 2018/19 audit we concluded that SFRS has effective governance
arrangements and that the Board is open and transparent in its decision making
with key strategy documents and Board documents available on its website.
Therefore, we will focus our work in 2019/20 on the review of Board and ARAC
minutes.

Value for money in the
use of resources
Link between money
spent and outputs and
the outcomes delivered
Improvement of
outcomes
Focus on and pace of
improvement.

As part of the 2018/19 audit we concluded that there is an established process
for BV and performance management reporting. Therefore, we have not identified
any specific areas of focus for the 2019/20 audit. However, as a matter of course,
we will continue to review SFRS’s performance reporting during the year.

Audit Risk: lack of timely reporting results in inadequate action being taken to
remedy poor performance.
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Wider scope requirements (continued)
Other requirements
Impact reports
As part of the Audit Scotland planning guidance we are requested to provide information to support assessing the impact of
previously published performance audit reports. Audit Scotland plan to assess the impact of the report “Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service: an update” during April/ May 2020 and we will be contacted for our input at this stage.

National Fraud Initiative (NFI)
A number of central government bodies, including SFRS, participated in the NFI 2018/19. Audit Scotland asked bodies to
investigate all recommended matches based on findings and the risk of error or fraud by 30 September 2019, with the results
recorded on the NFI system. SFRS complied with this request.
We have completed and submitted a follow-up questionnaire by 28 February 2020. The information from this will be used in
Audit Scotland’s next NFI report due to be published in the summer of 2020.

18
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Maintaining audit quality
Responding to challenges in the current audit market
This is a time of intense scrutiny for our profession with questions over the role of auditors, market choice and the
provision of non-audit services by an audit firm. We welcome the debate and are engaging fully with all parties who have
an interest in the current audit market reform initiatives, so that our profession, our people, our clients and most
importantly, the public interest, are served to the highest standards of audit quality and independence.
The role of
audit

•

•
•
Would it be
better to have
audit only
firms?

•

Is the current
audit market
uncompetitive?

•

•

•
•

Independence
and conflicts
from other
services

•
•
•
•

Deloitte

19

•

Public confidence in audit has weakened over recent years and the expectation gap has widened
with differences between what an audit does and what people think it should do (largely in areas of
internal controls, fraud, front half assurance and long term viability).
Deloitte fully supports an independent review into the role of auditors.
The Government’s Brydon Review will consider UK audit standards and how audits should evolve.
Deloitte believes that multidisciplinary firms have more knowledge, greater access to technology
and a deeper talent pool. The specialist input from industry, valuation, controls, pensions, cyber,
solvency, IT and tax services are critical to an effective audit.
Our investment in audit innovation, training and technology is greater because of the
multidisciplinary model.
We recognise that the competition for large, complex clients is fierce, but we wholeheartedly
support greater choice being available to stakeholders.
There are barriers to entry in the listed market that are significant including the required global
reach, unlimited liability, and the high cost of tendering.
The audit profession has engaged with the Competition and Markets Authority with ideas on how
to provide greater choice in the market, and responded to the CMA’s suggested market remedies.
Legislation and the FRC’s Ethical Standard restrict the services we may provide to audit clients
Deloitte invests heavily in systems, processes and people to check for potential conflicts.
We have governance arrangements in place to assess any areas of potential conflict, including
where required to protect the public interest.
Fees for non-audit services to audit clients have fallen since 2008 (17% to 7.3% of firm revenue).
Our Impact Report and Transparency Report are available on our website
https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/about-deloitte-uk/articles/annual-reports.html
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Maintaining audit quality (continued)
Our commitment to audit quality

Our objective is to deliver a distinctive, quality audit to you. In order to deliver a quality audit to you, each member of
Every member of the engagement team will contribute, to the core audit team will receive tailored learning to develop
achieve the highest standard of professional excellence.
their expertise in audit skills, delivered by Pat Kenny and
other sector experts. This includes sector specific matters,
In particular, for your audit, we consider that the following and audit methodology updates.
steps will contribute to the overall quality:
•

•

•

20

We will apply professional scepticism on material issues
and significant judgements identified, by using our
expertise in the central government sector and Engagement Quality Control Review
elsewhere to provide robust challenge to management.
We have developed a tailored Engagement Quality Control
We have obtained a deep understanding of your approach. Our dedicated Professional Standards Review
business, its environment and of your processes in (PSR) function will provide a 'hot' review before any audit
income and expenditure recognition, payroll expenditure or other opinion is signed. PSR is operationally independent
and capital expenditure enabling us to develop a risk- of the audit team, and supports our high standards of
professional scepticism and audit quality by providing a
focused approach tailored to the Board.
rigorous independent challenge.
Our engagement team is selected to ensure that we
have the right subject matter expertise and industry
knowledge. We will involve specialists to support the
audit team in our work.
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Purpose of our report and responsibility statement
Our report is designed to help you meet your governance
duties
What we report

What we don’t report

Our report is designed to establish our respective
responsibilities in relation to the financial statements
audit, to agree our audit plan and to take the opportunity
to ask you questions at the planning stage of our audit.
Our report includes:

As you will be aware, our audit is not designed to identify
all matters that may be relevant to the Board.

•

Our audit plan, including key audit judgements and the
planned scope; and

•

Key regulatory and corporate governance updates,
relevant to you.

Also, there will be further information you need to
discharge your governance responsibilities, such as
matters reported on by management or by other
specialist advisers.
Finally, the views on internal controls and business risk
assessment in our final report should not be taken as
comprehensive or as an opinion on effectiveness since
they will be based solely on the audit procedures
performed in the audit of the financial statements and the
other procedures performed in fulfilling our audit plan.

Use of this report

Other relevant communications

This report has been prepared for ARAC, as a body, and
we therefore accept responsibility to you alone for its
contents. We accept no duty, responsibility or liability to
any other parties, since this report has not been
prepared, and is not intended, for any other purpose.
Except where required by law or regulation, it should not
be made available to any other parties without our prior
written consent.

We will update you if there are any significant changes to
the audit plan.

Pat Kenny, CPFA
for and on behalf of Deloitte LLP
We welcome the opportunity to discuss our report with
you and receive your feedback.
21

Glasgow
February 2020
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Appendices
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Prior year audit adjustments
Uncorrected disclosures and misstatements
Uncorrected disclosures and misstatements
There were no uncorrected misstatements above our clearly trivial threshold and no uncorrected material disclosure
deficiencies.

23
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Fraud responsibilities and representations
Responsibilities explained
Your Responsibilities:
The primary responsibility for the prevention and detection of
fraud rests with management and those charged with
governance, including establishing and maintaining internal
controls over the reliability of financial reporting, effectiveness
and efficiency of operations and compliance with applicable laws
and regulations.
Our responsibilities:
•

We are required to obtain representations from your
management regarding internal controls, assessment of risk
and any known or suspected fraud or misstatement.

•

As auditors, we obtain reasonable, but not absolute,
assurance that the financial statements as a whole are free
from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or
error.

•

As set out in the significant risks section of this document, we
have identified the risk of fraud in the achievement of
expenditure resource limits and management override of
controls as a key audit risk for your organisation.

We will request the following to be
stated in the representation letter
signed on behalf of SFRS:
•

We acknowledge our responsibilities
for the design, implementation and
maintenance of internal control to
prevent and detect fraud and error.

•

We have disclosed to you the results
of our assessment of the risk that the
financial
statements
may
be
materially misstated as a result of
fraud.

•

We are not aware of any fraud or
suspected fraud / We have disclosed
to you all information in relation to
fraud or suspected fraud that we are
aware of and that affects the entity
or group and involves:
(i) management;
(ii) employees who have significant
roles in internal control; or

Fraud Characteristics:
•

•

24

Misstatements in the financial statements can arise from
either fraud or error. The distinguishing factor between fraud
and error is whether the underlying action that results in the
misstatement of the financial statements is intentional or
unintentional.
Two types of intentional misstatements are relevant to us as
auditors – misstatements resulting from fraudulent financial
reporting and misstatements resulting from misappropriation
of assets.

(iii) others where the fraud could
have a material effect on the
financial statements.
•

We have disclosed to you all
information in relation to allegations
of fraud, or suspected fraud,
affecting
the
entity’s
financial
statements
communicated
by
employees,
former
employees,
analysts, regulators or others.
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Fraud responsibilities and representations (continued)
Inquiries
We will make the following inquiries regarding fraud:
Management:
•

Management’s assessment of the risk that the financial statements may be materially misstated due to
fraud, including the nature, extent and frequency of such assessments.

•

Management’s process for identifying and responding to the risks of fraud in the entity.

•

Management’s communication, if any, to those charged with governance regarding its processes for
identifying and responding to the risks of fraud in the entity.

•

Management’s communication, if any, to employees regarding its views on business practices and ethical
behaviour.

•

Whether management has knowledge of any actual, suspected or alleged fraud affecting the entity.

•

We plan to involve management from outside the finance function in our inquiries.

Internal audit and Local Counter Fraud Specialist
•

Whether internal audit and SFRS’s local counter fraud specialist has knowledge of any actual, suspected
or alleged fraud affecting the entity, and to obtain its views about the risks of fraud.

Those charged with governance
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•

How those charged with governance exercise oversight of management’s processes for identifying and
responding to the risks of fraud in the entity and the internal control that management has established
to mitigate these risks.

•

Whether those charged with governance have knowledge of any actual, suspected or alleged fraud
affecting the entity.

•

The views of those charged with governance on the most significant fraud risk factors affecting the
entity.
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Independence and fees
As part of our obligations under International Standards on Auditing (UK), we are required to report to you on the
matters listed below:

Independence
confirmation

We confirm the audit engagement team, and others in the firm as appropriate, Deloitte LLP and, where
applicable, all Deloitte network firms are independent of SFRS and will reconfirm our independence and
objectivity to the ARAC for the year ending 31 March 2020 in our final report to the ARAC.

Fees

The audit fee for 2019/20, in line with the fee range provided by Audit Scotland, is £103,510 as analysed
below:
Auditor remuneration

£
80,380

Audit Scotland fixed charges:
Pooled costs
18,680
Performance Audit and Best Value
0
Audit support costs
4,450
Total proposed fee
103,510
There are no non-audit services fees proposed for the period.
Non-audit services

In our opinion there are no inconsistencies between the FRC’s Ethical Standard and SFRS’s policy for the
supply of non-audit services or any apparent breach of that policy. We continue to review our
independence and ensure that appropriate safeguards are in place including, but not limited to, the
rotation of senior partners and professional staff and the involvement of additional partners and
professional staff to carry out reviews of the work performed and to otherwise advise as necessary.

Relationships

We have no other relationships with the Board, its directors, senior managers and affiliates, and have not
supplied any services to other known connected parties.
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Our approach to quality
AQR team report and findings
We maintain a relentless focus on quality and our quality control
procedures and continue to invest in and enhance our Audit
Quality Monitoring and Measuring programme. In July 2019 the
Financial Reporting Council (“FRC”) issued individual reports on
each of the seven largest firms, including Deloitte, on Audit
Quality Inspections providing a summary of the findings of its
Audit Quality Review (“AQR”) team for the 2018/19 cycle of
reviews.
We greatly value the FRC reviews of our audit engagements and
firm wide quality control systems, a key aspect of evaluating
our audit quality. We have further transformed our internal
review processes including a new focus for reviewing in
progress audits, developing our Audit Quality Indicators (‘AQI’)
which are monitored and reported to the firm’s executive, and
on enhanced remediation procedures.
Whilst we are pleased that overall our quality record, as
measured by external inspections, has improved from 76% to
84%, we remain committed to continuous improvement and
achieving as a minimum the 90% benchmark across all
engagements. We are however, extremely disappointed one
engagement received a rating of significant improvements
required during the period. This is viewed very seriously within
Deloitte and we have worked with the AQR to agree a
comprehensive set of swift and significant firm wide actions.
We are also pleased to see the impact of our previous actions
on impairment, group audits and contingent liability disclosures
reflected in the audits under review and there being limited or
no findings in those areas. These continue to be a focus in our
training, internal coaching and internal review programmes.
We invest continually in our firm wide processes and controls,
which we seek to develop globally, to underpin consistency in
delivering high quality audits whilst ensuring engagement
teams exercise professional scepticism through robust
challenge.
All the AQR public reports are available on its website.
https://www.frc.org.uk/auditors/audit-quality-review/auditfirm-specific-reports
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The AQR’s 2018/19 Audit Quality Inspection Report on Deloitte LLP
“We assessed 84% of the firm’s audits that we reviewed as requiring no more
than limited improvements, compared with 76% in 2017/18. Of the FTSE 350
audits we reviewed this year, we assessed 75% as achieving this standard
compared with 79% in 2017/18. We note that our inspection results show only
modest improvements in audit quality.”
“We had no significant findings arising from our firm-wide work on internal
quality monitoring, engagement quality control reviews and independence and
ethics.”
“Our key individual review findings related principally to the need to:
• Exercise greater professional scepticism in the audit of potential prior year
adjustments and related disclosures in the annual report and accounts.
• Strengthen the extent of challenge of key estimates and assumptions in key
areas of judgement, including asset valuations and impairment testing.
• Improve the consistency of the quality of the firm’s audit of revenue.
• Achieve greater consistency in the audit of provisions and liabilities.”
“The firm has enhanced its policies and procedures during the year in a
number of areas, including the following:
• Through the firm’s global audit quality programmes, there has been an
increased focus on consistency of audit work across the audit practice. For
certain account balances, standardised approaches have been adopted,
further use has been made of centres of excellence and delivery centres and
new technologies embedded into the audit process to support and enable
risk assessments, analytical procedures and project management activities.
• Further methodology updates and additional guidance and training for the
audit practice covering group audits, accounting estimates, financial services
(including the adoption of IFRS 9) provisions and contingencies and the
evidencing of quality control procedures (including EQCR) on individual
audits.
• Increased support for audit teams throughout the audit cycle including
coaching programmes for teams and greater use of diagnostics to monitor
progress.
• Continued focus on the approach to the testing of internal controls. The firm
provided additional training and support to audit teams adopting a controlsbased audit approach, increased focus on reporting to Audit Committees on
internal controls and on the wording of auditor’s reports.”
© 2020 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Sector developments
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Accounting standards
IFRS 16 - Leases
Background
The new standard is effective for the year 2020/21 and will require adjustments to recognise on balance sheet arrangements
currently treated as operating leases.
For 2019/20, SFRS will need to include disclosures on the expected impact of the standard, but not make any adjustments in
the financial statements in respect of IFRS 16. However, many organisations have identified previously unidentified leases that
qualify as leases under current accounting requirements (or arrangements that contain a lease, such as service contracts) as
part of their transition project, and so there may be some 2019/20 impact.
Separate to the financial reporting impact, but potentially more critical, budgets for 2020/21, particularly capital budgets, will
need to reflect the impact of the new standard.
We are aware that management have completed a review of their leases and have calculated the expected impact on the
balance sheet. As part of our interim procedures we will review the assumptions adopted and review a sample of contracts and
the supporting calculations.

Next steps
We recommend that ARAC receive reporting prior to reviewing the annual report and accounts from management on the impact
of IFRS 16, including any adjustments that will be required as at 31 March 2020 for transition prior the implementation of the
new standard.
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State of the State
The view from citizens, leaders and the frontline of public services
Background and overview
Now in its eighth year, The State of the State brings
together Deloitte and Reform to make an annual
assessment of government and public services in the UK.
As Brexit negotiations and parliamentary wrangling
continues, The State of the State looks beyond the
headlines to explore the UK’s public sector from the view
of citizens, public sector leaders and the frontline of public
services.
The State of the State finds that the public want greater
spending on services and perceptions of social inequality
have grown. It finds that investment in skills could make a
significant difference to some of the UK’s pervasive
economic issues including productivity and regional
disparity. And it finds frontline public sector professionals
are too often hampered by out-of-date technology and
working environments.
But amid these challenges, The State of the State finds
much to be positive about. Our research shows that public
sector leaders are enthused by the prospect of increased
spending, public support is strong for government action
on big issues like climate change and the thriving public
sector ethos at the frontline remains one of the UK’s core
strengths.
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Next steps
A summary of the key conclusions are provided on the next
page. The full report is available at
https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/thestateofthestate
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State of the State (continued)
The view from citizens, leaders and the frontline of public services
Key conclusions
Combining the three perspectives in our research offers real insight into issues at the heart of a new domestic agenda. Our key
observations are:
•

The public and the public sector want to know what post-austerity looks like. Public service leaders are best placed to
make their own devolved decisions, but many want direction from national governments on the shape of post-austerity, sectorwide reform. At the frontline, professionals want that reform to include greater use of mobile technology to reduce their
administrative burden and boost their productivity.

•

Infrastructure and skills investment should be deployed to tackle economic inequalities. The public think that
economic inequalities in the UK are getting worse and public sector leaders believe transport infrastructure investment could
tackle them if deployed with purpose. Our research also suggests that a range of the UK’s economic and social challenges
converge around skills – and so investment in skills provision could make a substantial difference to the UK’s post-Brexit
future.

•

The UK has an opportunity to consolidate its environmental leadership. Public concerns on climate change have spiked
in the past year, support for government intervention is strong and the UK has a window of opportunity to consolidate its
environmental leadership when Glasgow plays host to the COP26 summit in 2020.

•

Resolving the social care crisis needs political will. As the Queen’s Speech recognised, underfunding in the social care
system continues to blight lives and exacerbate demand on the NHS. Leaders across the public services want to see social care
rise as a political priority and our survey finds it may be emerging as a priority for the public. Our research suggests that crossparty political leadership may be the best route to new funding arrangements – perhaps considering systems around the world
as a starting point for UK options.

•

The UK could set the global gold standard in public administration. Brexit may be dominating a substantial part of Civil
Service capacity, but it has enhanced government capability and stimulated cross-departmental working. Leaving the EU is an
era-defining challenge for government departments but beyond Brexit, the UK will be in a strong position to set the global gold
standard for public administration, exporting UK expertise, experience of successful transformation and digital know-how.
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What does climate change mean for business?
New website – learning, interviews and resources
Background
Climate change is likely to drive some of the
most profound changes to businesses in our
lifetimes.
Impacts on products and services, supply
chains, loss of asset values and market
dislocation are already being caused by more
frequent and severe climate-related events.
Discover how to think through the challenges
and futureproof your business.
The time to act is now!

Next steps
Deloitte and the ICAEW have a launched a site to support considering what climate change means for finance professionals at
www.deloitte.co.uk/climatechange
32
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Deloitte LLP does not accept any liability for use of or reliance on the contents of this document by any person save by
the intended recipient(s) to the extent agreed in a Deloitte LLP engagement contract.
If this document contains details of an arrangement that could result in a tax or National Insurance saving, no such
conditions of confidentiality apply to the details of that arrangement (for example, for the purpose of discussion with
tax authorities).
Deloitte LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC303675 and its
registered office at 1 New Street Square, London, EC4A 3HQ, United Kingdom.
Deloitte LLP is the United Kingdom affiliate of Deloitte NSE LLP, a member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a
UK private company limited by guarantee (“DTTL”). DTTL and each of its member firms are legally separate and
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to learn more about our global network of member firms.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to inform the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC)
of regulatory changes in relation to the preparation of the Annual Report and Accounts
for financial year 2019-20 and to present the Accounting Policies to be adopted.

2

Background

2.1

The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) is required to follow the Government
Financial Reporting Manual (FReM) and Scottish Public Finance Manual (SPFM) when
preparing the Annual Report and Accounts.

2.2

During the year amendments to the FReM are formally published by Audit Scotland. A
review of these documents is built into year-end processes to ensure that any relevant
changes are incorporated, through reading of the Technical Bulletins prepared by Audit
Scotland and discussions with our external auditors, Deloitte LLP.

3

Main Report and Discussion

3.1
3.1.1

Changes to FReM 2019-20
HM Treasury published a list of in-year amendments to the FReM 2019-20. Changes
have been made to a number of paragraphs to improve clarification, help users access
other relevant guidance and to reflect changes to relevant legislation. These are generally
minor in nature but will be considered when producing the report.

3.2
3.2.1

Accounting Policies
The Accounting Policies have been reviewed to confirm whether they remain relevant and
if any changes are required.

3.2.2

There is an underlying assumption that the financial statements will be prepared on a
going concern basis, i.e. they should be prepared on the basis that the body's functions
will continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future. This is an area of interest
for our auditors as our pension liabilities are significant due to participation in the
firefighters pension schemes, which are unfunded. SFRS will continue to prepare the
accounts on a going concern basis, recognising that the auditors will seek confirmation
from Scottish Government regarding the provision of ongoing funding.
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3.2.3

The review has concluded that no material changes are required.
Accounting Policies for 2019-20 are attached at Appendix A.

3.3
3.3.1

Accounting Standard Changes
No new Accounting Standards have been adopted in the Annual Accounts for 2019-20.

3.4
3.4.1

Future Accounting Standards
IFRS16 Leases will come into effect from 1 April 2020.

3.4.2

IFRS16 will remove the distinction between operational (resource) and finance (balance
sheet) leases. While there are some exceptions, most leases will be recognised on the
balance sheet in the future.

3.4.3

The Annual Accounts at 31 March 2019 show leases for Land and Buildings of £2.178
million and Vehicles of £0.283 million. The Land and Buildings figure consists mainly of
ground rents and radio masts. The figure for Vehicles relates to leased cars, the number
of which has significantly reduced since the introduction of the Provided Car Scheme in
2017. The impact of Electric vehicles will be added from 2019-20 onwards.

3.4.4

Work has been undertaken during the year to identify relevant leases, which include
properties, vehicles and printers, to determine the impact on the financial statements:
• Currently, the Statement of Financial Position (SoFP) does not record financial leases
however, under IFRS 16, they will be required to be added as “right of use” assets
along with a corresponding Lease liability. Based on work carried out to date, this is
expected to add an asset figure of £3.4 million as at 31 March 2021 to the SoFP.
• The Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure (SoCNE) currently records annual
lease payments made to lessors, which will be replaced by Depreciation and Interest
on the lease liability. Based on the work carried out to date, the expected impact on
the financial statements is as follows:
o Depreciation: £0.420 million
o Interest: £0.033 million.

3.4.5

Information has been passed to Scottish Government to ensure that appropriate budget
is provided for Resource and Capital DEL to cover all relevant Right Of Use (ROU) assets,
as well as Ring-fenced Del and AME for Depreciation. Totals are as follows:
• CDEL: £0.268 million
• Ring-fenced RDEL (depreciation): £0.246 million
• Non-ring-fenced RDEL (interest): £0.026 million
• AME Depreciation: £0.021 million.

3.4.6

These figures are different to those noted in 3.4.4 as some assets have been funded by
grants and therefore do not need budget cover.

3.4.7

Discussions will be held with external audit to ensure that the Service complies with
requirements.

3.4.8

IFRS17 relates to the accounting for insurance contracts. This has been deferred until at
least 2021-22, and the impact will be considered further when it comes into effect.

4

Recommendation

4.1

The ARAC is asked to note the review of changes to the Accounting Standards and
approve the Accounting Policies.
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5

Key Strategic Implications

5.1
5.1.1

Financial
There are no financial implications for 2019-20. The financial implication of IFRS 16 has
been communicated to Scottish Government and we anticipate appropriate adjustment to
our budget lines to negate the accounting change in 2020-21.

5.2
5.2.1

Legal
The SFRS is required to follow the Government Financial Reporting Manual (FReM) and
Scottish Public Finance Manual (SPFM) when preparing the Annual Report and Accounts.

5.3
5.3.1

Performance
The Annual Report and Accounts communicates SFRS performance for the year and is
formally audited before being laid before Scottish Parliament.

5.4
5.4.1

Environmental & Sustainability
There are no environmental and sustainability implications relating to this report. The
Annual Report and Accounts includes a Sustainability Report which highlights our
performance in response to climate change and environmental sustainability.

5.5
5.5.1

Workforce
There have been no changes to the accounting policies that impact our workforce. SFRS
includes accounting policies on benefits payable during employment as well as postemployment benefits (pensions). The Annual Report and Accounts includes a
Sustainability Report which highlights our performance in response to workforce matters
including gender pay gap and workforce profile. A Remuneration Report is produced
covering Board and Directors remuneration during the year. In addition, SFRS workforce
numbers and salary information is reported within the Report.

5.6
5.6.1

Health & Safety
There are no health and safety implications relating to this report.

5.7
5.7.1

Timing
These accounting policies relate to financial year 2019-20.

5.8
5.8.1

Equalities
There are no implications of equality relating to this report.

5.9
5.9.1

Information Governance
There are no implications for information governance relating to this report.

5.10
Risk
5.10.1 There are no accounting policies that directly impact risk. The Annual Report and
Accounts includes an Accountability Report that highlights our risk management and
corporate governance processes that supports the achievement of the Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service’s (SFRS) policies, strategic aims and objectives.
5.11
Communications & Engagement
5.11.1 There are no accounting policies that directly impact our engagement.
5.12
Training
5.12.1 There are no training implications relating to this report.
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6

Core Brief

6.1

Not Applicable

7

Appendices/Further Reading

7.1

Appendix A – Accounting Policies

Prepared by:

John Thomson, Head of Finance and Procurement / Alan Duncan,
Accounting Manager

Sponsored by:

Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance and Contractual Services

Presented by:

John Thomson, Head of Finance and Procurement

Links to Strategy
Our Money & Our Performance – SFRS Strategic Plan 2019-22
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Comment

Audit and Risk Assurance Committee

25 March 2020

For Noting
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APPENDIX A

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
1a.

Accounting Policies

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the 2019/20 Government
Financial Reporting Manual (FReM) issued by HM Treasury. The accounting policies contained in
the FReM apply International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adapted or interpreted for
the public sector context. The SFRS has selected the most appropriate accounting policy or
estimation technique, as permitted by the FReM, to ensure the statements present a true and fair
view.
The particular policies adopted by the SFRS in preparing these financial statements are described
below. They have been applied consistently in dealing with items that are considered material to
the Accounts.
The Accounts have been prepared with reference to the following objectives:
•
•

to provide information about the financial position, performance and cash flows in a way that
meets the “common need of most users”, and
to show the results of the stewardship and accountability of Board members and management
for the resources entrusted to them.

The following underlying assumptions have also been adhered to:
•

•
•

Accruals – with the exception of cash flow information, the statements have been prepared
using the accrual basis of accounting, where the non-cash effects of transactions are included
in the financial statements in the year in which they occur, not the year in which cash is paid or
received, and
Going concern – the Accounts have been prepared on the basis that the SFRS will continue to
function for the foreseeable future.
Currency – the Accounts have been prepared in pounds sterling.

Application of Accounting Standards issued but have not yet been adopted
As noted above, these financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the FReM
issued by HM Treasury. The FReM applies IFRS as adapted or interpreted for the public sector
context, but does not require the following Standards and Interpretations to be applied in the year
ended 31 March 2020, which will be considered for application during financial year 2020/21.
IFRS 16 Leases: The adoption of IFRS 16 Leases from 2020/21 will have an effect on the
Service’s Accounts. IFRS 16 removes the distinction between operating and finance leases, and it
will require that a lessee recognises assets and liabilities with a term of more than 12 months
unless the underlying asset is low value. The SFRS has carried out preparatory work to ensure
that the standard will be implemented correctly in 2020/21 and that adequate governance
arrangements are in place. This includes ensuring that appropriate budget cover from the Scottish
Government is in place.
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The application of the Standard on the 2020/21 figures is expected to add a “right of use” asset
(with corresponding lease liability) to the SoFP of approximately £3.4 million. The SoCNE will also
include associated depreciation and interest costs of approximately £0.5 million.
Accounting Convention
These Accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account for
the revaluation of property, plant and equipment.
Accounting Period
The accounting period commenced on 1 April 2019 and ended on 31 March 2020.
Going Concern
The Resource Budget for the financial year ended 31 March 2020 has been approved by the
Scottish Government and is considered adequate to allow the SFRS to meet its liabilities in the
foreseeable future. These financial statements have therefore been produced on a going concern
basis.
To the extent that the pension deficits are not met from SFRS sources of income it may only be
met by future Grant in Aid from the sponsoring department, the Safer Communities Division. This
is because, under the normal conventions applying to parliamentary control over income and
expenditure, such grants may not be paid in advance of need.
Segmental Reporting
The SFRS is operated as a single service and is also reported in this same format. Costs and
support service overheads are not allocated to other parts of the organisation, and therefore there
are no requirements for segmental reporting, however, a reconciliation between the management
accounts position and the accounting statements is included in the Notes to the Accounts.
Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognised net of VAT to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will
flow to the SFRS and the revenue can be reliably measured.
Grant in Aid and Revenue Grants
SFRS is funded by the Scottish Government. Grant in Aid is received throughout the year and is
intended to meet SFRS estimated expenditure for both capital and revenue purposes. It is
accounted for as financing on a cash basis, not income, and is therefore credited to SFRS
reserves and not incorporated within the SoCNE. Grant in Aid cannot be drawn down in advance
of need.
Grant in aid, whether for revenue or capital purposes, is to be treated as a contribution from
controlling parties giving rise to a financial interest in the residual interest of the reporting entity,
and is to be credited to general reserves and not to income or deferred income.
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Where grants are subject to conditions such that non-compliance would result in the grant being
repaid, the potential liability to repay, and the conditions to be met, should be disclosed in a note to
the Accounts.
The profit or loss on disposal of an asset financed by grant or grant-in-aid is taken to the Statement
of Comprehensive Net Expenditure.
Capital Grants
Capital grants are accounted for in accordance with IAS20 Accounting for Government Grants and
Disclosure of Government Assistance, and recognised in the SoCNE once conditions are met.
Grant is treated as a capital grant received in advance where carry forward is permitted and any
conditions have not been met.
Provision of Services
Revenue from the provision of services is recognised when the SFRS can measure reliably the
percentage completion of the transaction and it is probable that economic benefits or service
potential associated with the transaction will flow to the SFRS.
Rental Income
Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a straight-line basis over the terms of the
lease.
Expenditure Recognition
Supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are consumed – where there is a gap between
the date supplies are received and their consumption, they are carried as inventories on the
Statement of Financial Position (SoFP).
Expenses in relation to services received (including those rendered by the SFRS employees) are
recorded as expenditure when the services are received, rather than when payments are made.
Interest payable on borrowings is accounted for on the cash flows that have been fixed or
determined by the contract, or based on an annuity basis where borrowings have been provided by
a local authority.
Where revenue and expenditure have been recognised but cash has not been received or paid, a
receivable or payable for the relevant amount is recorded in the SoFP. Where there is evidence
that debts are unlikely to be settled, the balance of receivables is written down and a charge made
to revenue for the income that might not be collected.
Benefits Payable During Employment
Short-term employee benefits (those that fall due wholly within 12 months of the year end), such as
wages and salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick leave, bonuses and non-monetary benefits for
current employees, are recognised as an expense in the year in which employees render service
to the SFRS. An accrual is made in the SoCNE for the year for the cost of holiday entitlements
and other forms of leave earned by employees but not taken before the year end and which
employees can carry forward to the next financial year. The accrual is made at the remuneration
rates applicable in the following financial year.
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Post-Employment Benefits
As at 31 March 2020, the SFRS participates in four pension schemes: the Local Government
Pension Scheme (Scotland) for support staff, the Firefighter’s Pension Scheme 1992, New
Firefighters Pension Scheme 2006 and the Fire 2015 Scheme for Wholetime/Retained uniformed
personnel. For the year ended 31 March 2020, the administration of Firefighters’ Schemes was
undertaken by the Scottish Public Pensions Agency (SPPA) and the administration of LGPS
remained with local authorities.
•

Local Government Pension Scheme (Scotland)
The LGPS provides members with defined benefits related to pay and service. It is supported
by contributions from both employer and employee. There are 8 schemes covering staff in
Scotland, detailed in Note 13. The LGPS is a Career Average Revalued Earnings (CARE)
Scheme whereby pension benefits are based on earnings received within each year worked,
which are index linked and totalled on retirement to provide an annual pension.

•

Firefighter’s Pension Scheme 1992
The Firefighters’ Pension Scheme 1992 (FPS) is a final salary unfunded defined benefit
scheme where payments are made on a “pay as you go” basis. This is funded through
contributions from employees, the SFRS and the Scottish Government.

•

New Firefighters Pension Scheme 2006
The new Firefighters’ Pension Scheme 2006 (NFPS) was introduced on 6 April 2006, and is
also a final salary unfunded defined benefit scheme, similar to the Firefighters’ Pension
Scheme, the differences being a lower contribution rate, and different retirement criteria.
Funding is provided in the same way as the FPS. The normal retirement age from this scheme
is 60.
A recent development within this Scheme has been to allow retained firefighters who were
employed by the Service between 1 July 2000 and 5 April 2006, access to this Scheme to
provide them with comparable pension benefits to those enjoyed by wholetime firefighters
during this period. Those individuals who were employed between these dates are now eligible
to purchase pension rights under the terms of these new pension arrangements. This sub
Scheme is known as the Retained Duty System (RDS) Modified Pension Scheme.

•

Fire 2015 Scheme
The Fire 2015 Scheme was introduced on 1 April 2015 and is a CARE scheme rather than a
final salary pension scheme. Funding is provided in the same way as the FPS. All new
employees entering the Service will join this Scheme automatically. Under the new
arrangements the normal pension age for firefighters will be 60 which reflects the current
retirement age for the 2006 Scheme.
Firefighters who were previously in the 1992 or 2006 Schemes joined the 2015 Scheme
automatically on 1 April 2015 where no protection was in place. A further group have
transferred to this scheme, or will transfer, between now and 2022 depending on their
individual circumstances. The remaining group of firefighters will remain in their existing
schemes.
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Contributions to the schemes are calculated to spread the cost of pensions over employees
working lives, in line with IAS19 Employee Benefits. The contributions are determined by an
actuary on the basis of triennial valuations using the Age Attained Method and, in the intervening
years, by rolling forward the scheme assets and liabilities in a desk top review.
Variations from regular cost are spread over the expected average remaining working lives of
scheme members, taking into account future withdrawals. The expected cost of providing staff
pensions to contributing employees is recognised in the SoCNE in accordance with IAS19,
recognising retirement benefits as they are earned not when they are due to be paid.
Pension Scheme Assets
The FPS, NFPS and Fire 2015 Schemes, being unfunded, have no assets built up to meet pension
liabilities. The attributable assets of the various Local Government Pension Schemes (LGPS)
have been measured at fair value and are identified in the Notes to the Accounts.
Pension Scheme Liabilities
The attributable liabilities of each scheme are measured on an actuarial basis using the projected
unit method – i.e. an assessment of the future payments that will be made in relation to retirement
benefits earned to date by employees, based on assumptions about mortality rates, employee
turnover rates, etc.
The change in the Net Pension Liability shown in the SoFP consists of the following:
Current Service Cost
This refers to the increase in liabilities as a result of years of service earned this year and is
allocated to the cost of services in the SoCNE.
Expected Net Return on Assets
The expected annual investment return on assets for the LGPS is based on long-term expectations
as at 31 March 2019. This is shown net of the interest cost of each scheme, based on the discount
rate and the present value of the scheme liabilities as at 31 March 2019.
Past Service Costs
This refers to the increase in liabilities arising from current year decisions whose effect relates to
years of service earned in previous years. This is debited to the surplus/deficit on the SoCNE.
Gains/Losses on Settlements and Curtailments
The result of actions to relieve the SFRS of liabilities or events that reduce the expected future
service or accrual of benefits of employees – debited/credited to the SoCNE.
Actuarial Gains and Losses
Changes in the net pensions liability that arise because events have not coincided with
assumptions made at the last actuarial valuation or because the actuaries have updated their
assumptions – debited to the Pensions Reserve.
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Contributions Paid to the LGPS Pension Funds
Cash paid as employer’s contributions to the pension fund in settlement of liabilities; not accounted
for as an expense.
Discretionary Benefits
The SFRS also has restricted powers to make discretionary awards of retirement benefits in the
event of early retirements. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to any member
of staff are accrued in the year of the decision to make the award, and accounted for using the
same policies as those applied to the relevant pension schemes.
Injury Awards
The SFRS also has powers to make awards of injury benefits in the event of firefighters leaving
through injury. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to any member of staff are
accrued in the year of the decision to make the award and accounted for using the same policies
as those applied to the relevant compensation schemes.

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash in hand and deposits held with banks.
Property, Plant and Equipment
Assets that have physical substance and are held for use in the production or supply of goods or
services, for rental to others or for administrative purposes and that are expected to be used during
more than one financial year are classified as Property, Plant and Equipment.
Asset Recognition
All expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of property, plant and equipment has
been capitalised on an accruals basis, provided that it is probable that the future economic benefits
or service potential associated with the item will flow to the SFRS and the cost of the item can be
measured reliably. Expenditure that maintains but does not add to an asset’s potential to deliver
future economic benefits or service potential (i.e. repairs and maintenance) is charged as an
expense when it is incurred.
Asset Measurement
Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising:
•
•
•

the purchase price,
any costs attributable to bringing the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be
capable of operating in the manner intended by management,
the initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the item and restoring the site on
which it is located.

Land and Buildings are included at Depreciated Replacement Cost (DRC) where there is no
market-based evidence of fair value because of the specialist nature of the assets. In all other
cases, Existing Use Value (EUV) has been used. As a minimum, five yearly valuations of Land
and Buildings are carried out as part of a rolling programme, on the basis of current market value
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for land and depreciated replacement cost for buildings. In addition, impairment reviews are
carried out on major assets and assets on which there has been significant expenditure, to
determine if there has been any change in value in the years between valuations.
Assets included in the SoFP at fair value are revalued regularly to ensure that their carrying
amount is not materially different from their fair value at the year-end, but every five years as a
minimum. Increases in valuations are matched by credits to the Revaluation Reserve to recognise
unrealised gains.
At 31 March 2020, all land, buildings and dwellings assets due for valuation under the five year
rolling programme, were re-valued by the SFRS’s in-house Estates and Valuations Surveyor,
Russell Munn (BSC MRICS). Where decreases in value are identified, the revaluation loss is
accounted for:
•

•

where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve, the
carrying amount of the asset is written down against that balance (up to the amount of the
accumulated gains),
where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or insufficient balance, the carrying
amount of the asset is written down against the relevant line in the SoCNE.

Donated Assets
Assets classified as donated are measured at fair value on receipt. The funding element is
recognised as income and taken to the SoCNE. Any subsequent revaluations are taken to the
Revaluation Reserve.
Impairment
Assets are assessed at each year-end as to whether there is any indication that an asset may be
impaired. Where indications exist and any possible differences are estimated to be material, the
recoverable amount of the asset is estimated and, where this is less than the carrying amount of
the asset, an impairment loss is recognised for the shortfall.
Where impairment losses are identified, they are accounted for:
•

•
•

where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve, the
carrying amount of the asset is written down against that balance (up to the amount of the
accumulated gains),
where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or insufficient balance, the carrying
amount of the asset is written down against the relevant line in the SoCNE.
Where an impairment loss is reversed subsequently, the reversal is credited to the relevant line
in the SoCNE, up to the amount of the original loss, adjusted for depreciation that would have
been charged if the loss had not been recognised.
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Disposals
When it becomes probable that the carrying amount of an asset will be recovered principally
through a sale transaction rather than through its continuing use, it is reclassified as an Asset Held
for Sale. The asset is revalued immediately before reclassification and then carried at the lower of
this amount and fair value less costs to sell. Where there is a subsequent decrease to fair value
less costs to sell, the loss is posted to Other Operating Charges in the SoCNE. Gains in fair value
are recognised only up to the amount of any previously recognised losses. Depreciation is not
charged on Assets Held for Sale.
Assets that are to be abandoned or scrapped are not reclassified as Assets Held for Sale.
When an asset is disposed of or decommissioned, the carrying amount of the asset in the SoFP
(whether Property, Plant and Equipment or Assets Held for Sale) is written off to the Other
Operating Charges line in the SoCNE as part of the gain or loss on disposal. Receipts from
disposals (if any) are credited to the same line in the SoCNE also as part of the gain or loss on
disposal (i.e. netted off against the carrying value of the asset at the time of disposal).
Assets Held for Sale
An asset is classified as held for sale when it meets all of the following criteria:
•
•
•

It is available for immediate sale in its present condition subject only to terms that are usual
and customary for sales of such assets and its sale must be highly probable,
A plan agreed by management is in place and steps are actively being taken to conclude a
sale, and
It is actively being marketed with an expectation of a sale within the next 12 months.

Assets meeting these criteria are revalued and measured at the lower of their carrying amount
immediately prior to reclassification and fair value less costs to sell. There is no depreciation on
Assets Held for Sale.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided for on all Property, Plant and Equipment assets by the systematic
allocation of their depreciable amounts on a straight line basis over their useful lives. An exception
is made for assets without a determinable finite useful life (i.e. freehold land, Heritage Assets,
surplus assets and assets held for sale) and assets that are not yet available for use (i.e. assets
under construction).
Useful economic lives as estimated by experts are as follows:

Category

Useful economic life

Buildings

10-64 years

Cars & Vans

5 years

Fire Appliances (including specialist appliances)
Equipment

10-15 years
3-20 years

Assets under construction are recognised at cost and are depreciated in the year of disposal.
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Componentisation
In accordance with IAS16 Property, Plant and Equipment, a componentisation policy for material
assets has been adopted with effect from 1 April 2013. SFRS will componentise material assets
with a carrying value over £0.5 million, unless, in the expert opinion of our professional valuer, it
does not lend itself to componentisation by its complex nature. This will be carried out where
material assets are acquired, revalued or enhanced.
The SFRS policy noted above has been applied to all relevant assets brought on from legacy
services and will continue to be applied as they are revalued through the five year rolling
programme of valuations.
Intangible Assets
Intangible assets have no physical substance but are identifiable and controlled by the SFRS. It
can be established that there is an economic benefit or service potential associated with the item
which will flow to the SFRS. This expenditure is mainly in relation to software licenses purchased
by legacy services. Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of intangible assets
is capitalised on an accruals basis when it will bring benefits of longer than one year.
Intangible assets are initially measured at cost and included in the SoFP at net historical cost.
Intangible assets are depreciated on a straight line basis over the life of the asset (3 years).
Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfers substantially all the
risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the property, plant or equipment from the lessor to the
lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.
Where a lease covers both land and buildings, the land and building elements are considered
separately for classification.
Arrangements that do not have the legal status of a lease but convey a right to use an asset in
return for payment are accounted for under this policy, where fulfilment of the arrangement is
dependent on the use of specific assets.
Operating Leases
Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to the SoCNE on a straight-line basis, over
the term of the lease.
Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
Provisions
Provisions are made where an event has taken place that gives the Board a legal or constructive
obligation that probably requires settlement by a transfer of economic benefits or service potential,
and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
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Contingent Liabilities
A contingent liability arises where an event has taken place that gives the SFRS a possible
obligation whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain
future events not wholly within the control of the SFRS. Contingent liabilities also arise in
circumstances where a provision would otherwise be made but either it is not probable that an
outflow of resources will be required or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured reliably.
Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the SoFP but disclosed in a note to the Accounts.
Reserves
The General Reserve represents the excess of expenditure over income on grant in aid funded
operations, or other grant income streams, e.g. transitional funding.
The Revaluation Reserve represents the increase in value of land and buildings over their
historical costs.
The Pensions Reserve represents timing differences arising from the accounting and funding
arrangements required by IAS19 for post-employment benefits.
Taxation
Value Added Tax (VAT) is included as an expense only to the extent that it is not recoverable from
Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC). VAT receivable is excluded from income.
Corporation Tax is payable on profit generated from business activities (including the disposal of
assets no longer required) undertaken by SFRS. Income from GiA is not subject to Corporation
Tax.
Financial Instruments
Financial Assets
Financial assets held by the SFRS consist of Trade and Other Receivables and Cash and Cash
Equivalents. Trade receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable
payments that are not quoted in an active market.
As the Cash requirements of the SFRS are met through Grant-in-Aid provided by the Safer
Communities Directorate, financial instruments play a more limited role in creating and managing
risk than would apply to a non-public sector body. Cash balances are held with the Government
Banking Service (GBS) and SFRS is not therefore exposed to significant credit, liquidity or market
risk in respect of financial assets. There is no difference between book value and fair value for
cash and cash equivalents shown in the SoFP.
Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities within the SFRS consist of Trade and Other Payables, and Borrowings. Trade
payables are held at fair value, and are typically non-derivative financial liabilities with fixed or
determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market. They arise when SFRS receives
goods or services with no intention of trading the liability.
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There are two types of Borrowings held by the SFRS:
i)

Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) loans were taken out by legacy services that carried out
the Treasury Management function (i.e. borrowings and investments) in their own right.
These are recognised on the SoFP at the point when the SFRS becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of a financial instrument and are initially measured at fair value and
carried at their amortised cost, i.e. including accrued interest.
For borrowings held by the SFRS therefore, the amount presented on the SoFP is the
outstanding principal repayable including accrued interest, and annual charges to the SoCNE
for interest payable is the amount payable in the year on an accruals basis.

ii)

The second type of financial liability arises where the Treasury Management function for
legacy Fire Services was carried out by the lead authority. Schedules have been provided
by the lead authorities showing total outstanding debt, amounts of principal repayable each
year, and indicative amounts of related interest payable each year. The interest is calculated
by each former lead authority using a pooled interest rate which is applied to all loans in their
portfolio.
In these cases, financial liabilities are shown in the SoFP at the values provided by the
former lead authorities. Annual charges to the SoCNE for interest payable are based on the
carrying amount of the liability multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument, as
calculated by each former lead authority.

Financial liabilities are derecognised when the contractual obligations are discharged, cancelled or
expire.
Review of Accounting Policies and Estimation Techniques
These financial statements have been prepared under IFRS incorporating any departures required
by the FReM, and all accounting policies have been reviewed to ensure their continued relevance.
Estimates and judgements are regularly evaluated and are based on historical experience and
other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances. Actual results may differ from those estimates and underlying assumptions are
continuously reviewed.
The main areas of estimation relate to the following:
•
•

The valuation of land and buildings, where the services of professionally qualified surveyors
are used to ensure that best practice and consistency of approach is applied, and
The valuation of Pension Scheme assets and liabilities, where professionally qualified actuaries
are employed to provide the information required under IAS19 Employee Benefits.
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Changes in Accounting Estimates
Changes in accounting estimates are accounted for prospectively, i.e. in the current and future
years affected by the change.
Events after the Reporting Period
Events after the reporting period end represent those events which occur between the end of the
reporting period and the date when the Annual Report and Accounts are authorised for issue by
the Board.
Material events for which conditions exist at 31 March are reflected on an accruals basis within the
financial year. The Notes to the Accounts contain details of material events where their conditions
did not exist as at 31 March.
Inventories
Inventories are included in the Statement of Financial Position at the lower of cost or net realisable
value on an average cost basis.
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1
1.1

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to outline the preparatory arrangements and reporting
methods that have been developed for providing sufficient levels of assurance in support
of the 2019-20 Annual Governance Statement (AGS).

2
2.1

Background
The Scottish Public Finance Manual (SPFM) issued by the Scottish Ministers provides
guidance on the proper handling and reporting of public funds. It sets out the relevant
statutory, parliamentary and administrative requirements, emphasizes the need for
economy, efficiency and effectiveness and promotes good practice and high standards of
propriety.

2.2

It requires the Accountable Officer to produce an AGS for inclusion within the
accountability section of the Annual Report and Accounts.

2.3

In summary the AGS outlines the effectiveness of the arrangements that are in place for
internal control, risk management and corporate governance, during the period
under review.

3
3.1

Main Report and Discussion
At its meeting on Wednesday 25 March 2020, Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
(ARAC) will consider the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service’s (SFRS) approach for
preparing the AGS for the year ended March 2020. This approach includes the SFRS’s
Assurance Framework Appendix A, SFRS Assurance Plan Appendix B and the Timeline
for Preparing Certificates of Assurance Appendix C. Together this will enable the Service
to ensure SPFM compliance in a coordinated, well managed and structured way across
the SFRS.

3.2

The content, layout and style of the AGS will be prepared to align with the:
•
Essential features outlined in the SPFM
•
Recent updates (February 2020) to the Internal Control Checklist with updated
guidance supplied to support those completing
•
Strategic risks
•
Best practice of other public bodies
•
Changes to the structure of the Annual Report and Accounts
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Greater focus on highlighting where assurances can be provided, achievements and
outcomes during the period under review.
Board and Committee effectiveness
Future with a more forward look

3.3

Administering the SFRS Assurance Framework and preparing the 2019/20 AGS within the
prescribed timescales will require good engagement across the organisation. The
responsibility for administration of the Framework previously undertaken by the Board
Support Team now rests with the Chief Officer’s Business Support Team who will, in
partnership with the Risk and Audit Manager, prepare the 2019-20 AGS on behalf of the
Accountable Officer for inclusion in the end of year Annual Report and Accounts.

3.4

As part of continuous improvement and to strengthen the process the completion and
return of the Internal Control Checklists will be co-ordinated and managed online using the
‘Executive Support’ SharePoint site with the appropriate access rights granted. This will
support ongoing monitoring and improve oversight.

3.5

Previous work by the Board Support Team has reduced duplication and strengthened the
overall framework through provision of formal guidance and a training module hosted on
the online Learning Content and Management System (LCMS). The Improvement Action
Plans (IPA’s) introduced 2018/19 have provided additional scrutiny and monitoring through
the Corporate Assurance Board (CAB) and ARAC by exception reporting. All IPA’s for
2018/19 have been completed and were reported to the CAB meeting on Monday 24
February 2020 which were subsequently agreed. Any IPA’s established for 2019/20 will
also be managed online hosted on the Executive Support SharePoint site.

3.6

The SFRS policy for preparing the AGS for the Accountable Officer has been reviewed
with no significant updates. This continues to give further guidance and clarity to Deputy
Assistant Chief Officers (DACO’s)/Heads of Function (HoF) and Directors when
completing their Certificates of Assurance and Internal Control Checklists for the AGS.

3.7

External Audit’s annual programme of work for auditing the SFRS requires the AGS to be
completed for audit by the end of June each year. To ensure this deadline is met for the
2019/20 AGS, the SFRS Timeline for Preparing Certificates of Assurance Appendix C has
been developed using a risk-based approach in consultation with the SFRS Risk and Audit
Manager.

3.8

The Assurance Framework is owned by the Accountable Officer who will sign off the
2019/20 AGS as a statement of the adequacy and effectiveness of the SFRS’s
governance, risk and internal control arrangements. Directorates will assist in the
preparation of the AGS by confirming the evidence against the areas highlighted in the
SFRS Internal Control Checklist are in place.

3.9

It will continue to be the responsibility of the DACO’s/HoF’s (Deputy Directors) to ensure
the evidence in support of their Certificates of Assurance is readily available should this
be required for any further Internal or External Audit purposes or further scrutiny by the
CAB and/or ARAC. Throughout this time there may also be a direct request for the
responsible managers to attend the ARAC to answer any questions the Committee may
wish to ask on progress being made.

3.10

The ARAC will have complete oversight of the SFRS Assurance Framework and will
scrutinise the 2019/20 AGS at its public meeting planned for Thursday 9 July 2020.
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4
4.1

Recommendation
The Committee are requested to note:
•
The legislative background and updated SFRS approach towards the AGS
preparations.
•
The SFRS Assurance Framework Appendix A.
•
The SFRS Assurance Plan Appendix B, outlining a plan of assurance activity to be
carried out over the coming months to support the preparation of the AGS followed
by the continued monitoring and external audit review of the AGS.
•
The Timeline for Preparing the Certificates of Assurance as set out within Appendix
C.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
There are no key strategic financial implications arising from the recommendations set out
in this paper.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
There are no key strategic environmental and sustainability implications arising from the
recommendations set out in this paper.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
As this is a significant piece of work, which must be completed within relatively short
timescales, resourcing will be reviewed by the Internal Governance Team (Chief Officer’s
Business Support Manager and service Audit and Risk Manager) on a regular basis. They
will provide ongoing support and guidance to the identified DACO’s/Head of Function who
are responsible for providing evidence to support the 2019/20 AGS.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
There are no key strategic health and safety implications arising from the
recommendations set out in this paper.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
There are no significant training implications arising from the recommendations set out in
this paper. Guidance on the iHub and a training module hosted on the online Learning
Content and Management System (LCMS), along with support from the Chief Officer’s
Business Manager and Risk and Audit Manager to DACO’s/HoF’s. Follow-up support
sessions will be available to assist with this year’s AGS co-ordination and management
hosted on the ‘Executive Support’ SharePoint Site with access granted to HoF’s/DACOs
and a designate co-ordinating return.

5.6
5.6.1

Timing
The support arrangements have been scheduled to ensure that expected timescales will
be realised following the ‘Timeline for Preparing Certificates of Assurance’ Appendix C.
The Internal Audit Team.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
Further scrutiny in relation to the Internal Control Checklists and Improvement Actions
Plans will be conducted by CAB and ARAC. The Annual Operating Plan or business as
usual arrangements remain in place to ensure that these are monitored and reviewed
thereby ensuring continuous improvement.
The Annual Governance Statement forms part of the Services wider governance
arrangements and will collectively ensure improved performance.
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5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
The arrangements for preparing the 2019/20 AGS will be presented to the Strategic
Leadership Team (SLT) on Monday 23 March 2020 and is now being presented to the
ARAC (Wednesday 25 March 2020).

5.8.2

Most of evidence gathered in support of preparing 2019-20 AGS is co-ordinated by
DACO’s/HoF’s the process for producing this year’s AGS including key changes will also
be presented to the Senior Management Team on Thursday 2 April 2020.

5.8.3

The 2019/20 AGS will be reported to the Corporate Assurance Board and Audit and Risk
Assurance Committee.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
The Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 (PFA Act), which is framed in
resource terms, sets out the rules for spending money, accounting requirements,
accountability of officials and auditing arrangements. The basic principle is that spending
can take place only if authorised by the Parliament in Budget Acts and must not exceed
any amount so authorised in relation to that purpose. The AGS is a requirement of the
SPFM and is a key feature of the Annual Report and Accounts, both of which are published
to meet statutory and parliamentary compliance. The SFRS Assurance Framework will
therefore enable the Service to manage the evidence required to prepare the 2019/20 AGS
in a structured and co-ordinated manner.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
DPIA completed – no. issues associated with GDPR are covered within existing policy,
procedure and practice. There are no anticipate specific additional requirements
associated with the implementation of this report.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
The Annual Governance Statement is linked to the Risk Management framework and is a
core element of the Services governance arrangements.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
There are no key strategic equalities implications arising from the recommendations set
out in this paper. An Equality Impact Assessment has been undertaken in relation to the
Risk Management Policy. There are no additional equality implications associated with
this report.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not applicable

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A - SFRS Assurance Framework

7.2

Appendix B - SFRS Assurance Plan

7.3

Appendix C – Timeline for Preparing Certificates of Assurance

Prepared by:

Hilary Sangster, Group Commander (Business Support)

Sponsored by:

Martin Blunden, Chief Officer (Accountable Officer)

Presented by:

Martin Blunden, Chief Officer (Accountable Officer)
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Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
This links to the SFRS Strategic Plan 2019-22 and forms part of the Services Governance
arrangements and links to Outcome 4 (Public Value): We are fully accountable and maximise our
public value by delivering a high quality, sustainable fire and rescue service for Scotland
and specifically objectives 4.2 and 4.3
• We will minimise the risks we face through effective business management and high
levels of compliance with all our responsibilities and
• We will strengthen performance management and improvement arrangements to enable
robust scrutiny, challenge and decision making nationally and locally.
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Strategic Leadership Team
Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
Strategic Management Team

23 March 2020
25 March 2020
2 April 2020
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1
1.1

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to provide the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC)
with an update on the action plan for the Audit Scotland: The Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service May 2018 report.

2
2.1

Background
The Performance Improvement Forum (PIF) provides assurance to ARAC, the Corporate
Assurance Board (CAB), and the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) Board that the
Service has a structured and robust approach to performance improvement in respect of
reports produced by Audit Scotland.

2.2

The Service Improvement Team through the management of the PIF supports all
Directorates across the SFRS to undertake the development of action plans to ensure we
adequately address the recommendations made by Audit Scotland within each of their
reports.

2.3

Once an action plan has been noted by ARAC, it is monitored and reviewed on a sixmonthly basis by the PIF and its membership to ensure it remains fit for purpose and
continually seeks Best Value for SFRS.

3
3.1

Main Report/Detail
This report contains an update to the action plan that has been developed following the
publication of Audit Scotland: The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service May 2018 report, and
contains the BRAG status across the Audit Scotland action plan noted above. For
completeness, progress made across all action plans comprises of 23 actions which are
complete (blue), 1 action which may have the target completion date extended (amber),
10 actions which are on track (green) and 3 actions which are red and where the target
completion dates are unattainable.

4
4.1

Recommendation
ARAC is asked to note the performance progress made on actions listed within this action
plan.
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5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
There are no financial implications directly associated with this report.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
There are no environmental & sustainability implications directly associated with this
report.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
There are no workforce implications directly associated with this report.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
There are no health and safety implications directly associated with this report.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
There are no training implications directly associated with this report.

5.6
5.6.1

Timing
This action plan is updated and submitted to ARAC on a six-monthly basis.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
This report is submitted to ARAC on a six-monthly basis for noting of this action plan, Audit
Scotland: The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service May 2018.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
There are no communications and engagement implications directly associated with this
report.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
There are no legal implications directly associated with this report.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
DPIA completed No.
There are no information governance implications directly associated with this report.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
Audit Scotland reports can identify additional risks for a Directorate Risk Register, or, if
they are of sufficient strategic importance, the Strategic Risk Register.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
EIA completed No.
There are no equalities implications directly associated with this report.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not applicable.

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A: Audit Scotland: The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service May 2018 – Action
Summary Table Plan Six-monthly Update

7.2

Appendix B: Audit Scotland: The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service May 2018 Action Plan
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Prepared by:

Eleanor Craig, Service Improvement Manager, Strategic Planning and
Performance

Sponsored by:

Mark McAteer, Director of Strategic Planning, Performance and Communications

Presented by:

Mark McAteer, Director of Strategic Planning, Performance and Communications

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
This report contributes to Strategic Outcome 4:
We are fully accountable and maximise our public value by delivering a high quality, sustainable
fire and rescue service for Scotland.
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Audit and Risk Assurance Committee

25 March 2020
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APPENDIX A
PIF Six Monthly Update Report: January 2020

AMBER

RED

Audit Scotland: The
Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service May 2018

GREEN

ACTION PLAN

Task complete
No identified risk, on target for completion date
Target completion date extended to allow flexibility
Target completion date unattainable, further explanation provided
BLUE

RAG
Definitions:

Blue
Green
Amber
Red

23

10

1

3

The Audit and Risk Committee are asked to note PIF has provided an action summary table above and the complete action plan as previously
requested by ARAC for review.
• Audit Scotland: The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service May 2018 – 6 monthly update.
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APPENDIX B
Audit Scotland Residual Report

The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee is asked to note that the PIF provides a residual report for issues and recommendations rated as red or
amber.

HMFSI Recommendation 1a
The Scottish Fire and Rescue should increase its pace of reform and implement its plans for transforming into a more flexible, modern service. In
particular:
•

Agree as soon as possible, revised terms and conditions for its uniform staff that reflect the changes to the role as planned, as part of the
programme for transformation.

Action No.2
Complete the
standardisation of
RDS specific terms
and conditions,
including
implementation.
Action No.3
Negotiate a revised
reward package and
terms and conditions
which reflect a
broadened Firefighter
role. Including
implementation.

BRAG
Status
Red

Detail

Agreement has not been reached to Oct 2019
date, therefore SFRS are seeking
alternative resolution process to
progress this matter in Q4 19/20.
BRAG status moved to red.

SFRS are seeking alternative resolution.

BRAG
Status
Amber

Detail

Recovery Action

AuditRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
PIFUpdateReportAuditScotland(May2018)

Due Date

Due Date

Agreement has not been reached to Dec 2021
date, therefore SFRS are seeking
alternative resolution process to
progress this matter in Q4 19/20.
BRAG status moved to amber.
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Recovery Action

As the offer was rejected the SFRS seeks an alternative
resolution.
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HMFSI Recommendation 5
•

The Scottish Fire and Rescue should include Equality Impact Assessments with papers to inform board decisions and set out in its workforce
planning how it plans to eliminate the gender pay gap.

Action No. 1
Re-launch Equality
Impact Assessment
Process on iHub.

Action No. 2
Evaluate completion
rates of Equality
Impact Assessments
within Board decision
making processes.

BRAG
Status
Red

BRAG
Status
Red

AuditRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
PIFUpdateReportAuditScotland(May2018)

Detail

Due Date

Recovery Action

A combination of the decision to Nov 2019
conduct the E&D review as well as
resourcing issues within the E&D
Team contributed to the delayed
deadline.
Detail
Due Date

This action will be influenced by the outcomes of the
E&D Review and has been carried forward to 2020/21.

This action is aligned to the outcomes
of the Equality & Diversity Review
and the establishment in 2019 of the
Equality Partnership Group which will
report to Corporate Assurance Bd.

The Equality and Diversity Partnership group had their
first meeting in December 2019, this action will be
influenced by the work of the Partnership Group and
has been carried forward to 2020/21.
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For Reports to be held in Private
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Board Standing Order 9
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For Noting
Classification:
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B

C

D
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1
1.1

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to provide the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC)
with an update on work being undertaken by the Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) to
refresh the Strategic Risk Register.

2
2.1

Background
The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC) is responsible for advising the Board
and the Accountable Officer on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Service’s
arrangements for risk management and has oversight of the Strategic Risk Register.

2.2

The SLT has responsibility for the identification and management of strategic risk and will
ensure that the Strategic Risk Register (SRR) presents a fair and reasonable reflection of
the most significant risks impacting upon the organisation. The SLT will champion the
importance of risk management in supporting the achievement of the Service’s strategic
aims and objectives.

2.3

As part of the Internal Audit of Risk Management, by Scottish Government, and in
anticipation of work to be undertaken by our new Internal auditors, Scott Moncrieff, the
Chief Officer requested a review of the current framework and associated templates. The
focus of the review was to ensure that the strategic risks enable the SFRS Board and SLT
to focus scrutiny and activity on the right areas.

3
3.1
3.1.1

Main Report and Discussion
Internal Audit of Risk Management – March 2020
The recent Internal Audit undertaken by Scottish Government (SG) identified a
Reasonable level of assurance in relation to the Service’s risk management arrangements
and a copy of the audit report has been provided to ARAC by SG, detailing the Services
response and planned actions. The level of assurance provided is defined below:
• Reasonable Assurance - Controls are adequate but require improvement to enhance
the effectiveness of controls and manage any identified weakness.

3.1.2

The report detailed a number of recommendations which are summarised below:
• Review of the risks contained within the Strategic Risk Register to establish whether
the risks contained are reflective of the key strategic risks for SFRS.
• Communicate a clear risk appetite for SFRS to the organisation.

AuditRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
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•

3.1.3
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Review the risk escalation processes for projects to ensure that they result in the swift
escalation of emerging risks within the established governance structures.
Careful monitoring and reporting of progress with the implementation of an Outcomes
approach to risk management and also with the implementation of the InPhase
performance management system.

The current review of the strategic register has reduced the initial list of strategic risks,
meeting the requirements of the first recommendation. Work will also be undertaken in
relation to designing a risk appetite statement for the Service, liaising with Internal Audit to
identify best practise.

3.1.4
Work was previously undertaken with the Programme Office to enhance awareness and
ownership of the risk framework and further engagement will be identified, where required,
to ensure internal governance arrangements allow the escalation of risks throughout the
governance reporting framework of the Service.
3.1.5

In relation to InPhase a risk module has now been completed and further information on
this project is outlined below.

3.2
3.2.1

Update of the Strategic Risk Register
The review being undertaken by the SLT has focused on aligning risk to the Service’s
Strategic Plan 2019-22, as well as rationalising and focusing on strategic level risks.

3.2.2

The register provided to ARAC in January 2020 identified 48 strategic risks which were
realigned to the new Strategic Plan. Subsequently, the SLT has considered the register at
meetings in January and March with a further workshop planned for Wednesday 18th
March 2020. Appendix A provides an interim summary register, identifying 15 strategic
risks, each aligned to a relevant outcome of the Strategic Plan, which have been linked to
96 refreshed Directorate risks, as shown in the detailed register at Appendix B.

3.2.3

The format of the register has been updated to provide an initial risk rating, at the start of
a financial year, a target risk rating and a current risk assessment. Planned actions are
being identified, linked to the Annual Operating Plan, to effect a change in the risk rating.
Governance and scrutiny arrangements have been refreshed, both at executive and
committee level, and risk owners have been identified for Strategic (SLT) and Directorate
(Head of Function) risks. It is intended that this format will give greater opportunity for
scrutiny through risk spotlights.

3.2.4

The SLT workshop on 18 March will focus on reviewing the current 15 strategic risks with
a view to further refining these and ensuring they are consistently articulated; and on
reviewing the 96 Directorate risks, to remove duplication and align corporate
responsibilities. It will also be necessary to update responsibilities following the
implementation of the new organisational structure from 1 April.

3.2.5

Given the significance of the review and the number of changes, this report does not
provide the detail of each change, however once the new register has been finalised this
process will resume

3.2.6

The outcome of work undertaken will be refreshed strategic and directorate registers, with
clear links from one to the other, allowing focused scrutiny of the significant risks impacting
the Service. As part of the review process the opportunity was also taken to re-emphasise
the importance of using risk within Committees, Executive Boards or at Directorate level,
as a means of focusing discussions and scrutinising information.

3.2.7

The register does not identify a specific risk in relation to Covid-19. The Committee will be
aware of the significant work being undertaken by SFRS to support the containment and
delay phases of the Government’s resilience planning arrangements, whilst ensuring the
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continued delivery of Services across the country. The SLT considered the alignment of
Covid-19 as a specific impact upon the strategic register at their meeting of 11th March and
identified an impact across a number of the new strategic risks. The SLT will continue to
review each of the strategic risks and the impact Covid-19 may have upon them, updating
the register as required.
3.3
3.3.1

InPhase
InPhase will be available to all Directorates for reporting on the Quarter 1 Annual Operating
Plan and associated performance reports. Training aligned to this will be provided from
April 2020 and will incorporate the risk module.

3.3.2

In advance of this the risk register will be piloted amongst Directorates to ensure it meets
the Service’s requirement which will allow for any further development work prior to initial
formal reporting to the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee and SLT later in the year.

3.3.3

Screenshots from the draft risk module have been attached in Appendix C and information
will be aligned to established actions/milestones where possible, minimising duplication
and presenting a consistent approach to information management.

3.3.4

The developed register is aligned to the new risk templates agreed by SLT, minimising
work required by Directorates to transfer relevant information. Reporting templates have
still to be developed and discussion with ARAC and SLT will be undertaken to identify the
information required.

4
4.1

Recommendation
The Audit & Risk Assurance Committee is asked to:
•

Note the work being undertaken by SLT to review the strategic register.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
There are no direct financial implications associated with this report.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
There are no direct environmental or sustainability issues.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
There are no direct Workforce issues associated with this report.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
There are no direct Health & Safety implications associated with this report.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
The revision of the risk templates will require additional awareness within Directorates and
the Risk & Audit Manager will continue to provide this guidance. The introduction of
InPhase will also require additional training across all of the Service and will include
information on the risk module.
Timing
There are no direct timing implications associated with this report.

5.6
5.6.1
5.7

5.7.1

Performance
The risk management framework forms part of the Services wider governance
arrangements which collectively ensure performance is managed and improved where
possible.
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5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
Direct communication and engagement with the Board, SLT and Directorates ensures
awareness and ownership of risk is effectively managed.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
There are no direct legal implications arising from this report.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
There are no direct information governance implications associated with this report.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
The risk register forms a core part of the SFRS risk management framework and
assurance arrangements.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
An Equality Impact Assessment has been undertaken in relation to the Risk Management
Policy. There are no additional equality implications associated with this report.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not Applicable

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A: Strategic Risk Register

7.2

Appendix B: Revised Strategic Risk Summary

7.3

Appendix C: InPhase Risk Slides

Prepared by:

David Johnston, Risk and Audit Manager

Sponsored by:

Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance and Contractual Services

Presented by:

Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance and Contractual Services

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
The Risk Management Framework forms part of the Services Governance arrangements and links
back to Outcome 4 of the 2019-22 Strategic Plan, specifically Objective 4.2
• Outcome 4: We are fully accountable and maximise our public value by delivering a high
quality, sustainable fire and rescue service for Scotland.
• Objectives 4.2: We will minimise the risks we face through effective business management
and high levels of compliance with all our responsibilities.
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Strategic Leadership Team
Audit and Risk Assurance Committee

11 March 2020
25 March 2020
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Draft Strategic Risk Summary – March 2020
Risk Ref.
No.

Strategic Risk Description

1

Ability to work collaboratively to target prevention activities and meet our
regulatory and legal duties.

2

There are a number of potential consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage, and reputational damage.
Relationships with SFRS affiliated organisations and charity partners: there is
a risk to the delivery of some of the SFRS’ priorities, and to its reputation, if
relationships with affiliated organisations and charity partners are not
appropriately managed.

Inherent Target Risk
Risk
Rating
Rating

Current
Risk Rating

SLT Risk
Owner

16

16

16

Director P&P

12

12

12

Director P&P

3

Level of reduction of Unwanted Fire Alarm Signals (UFAS): reducing UFAS
demand and road risk is a priority within the Fire and Rescue Framework for
Scotland 2016. Failure to manage this demand may result in increased risk to
communities and firefighters through unnecessary blue light journeys,
unnecessary interruptions to businesses and SFRS activities, and reputational
damage through an inability to meet this priority set by Scottish Ministers.

15

15

15

Director P&P

4

Ensure that staff are trained and developed so they can safely, competently
and effectively carry out their duties.

12

12

12

Director of
Training

If we fail to ensure that suitable levels of training and development are
provided we may compromise the safety of operational personnel, as they
may not be suitably trained, which will compromise the safety of
communities. Adverse media and scrutiny resulting from this will have an
impact upon the reputation of the Service.
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5

Providing a comprehensive people framework across the employment
lifecycle to ensure appropriate attraction, recruitment, retention, succession
planning and engagement within an open and inclusive culture.

12

12

12

Director of
POD

6

Development of comprehensive systems and processes, including the
replacement of essential people, training, finance and asset systems and
their associated processes and practices.

12

12

12

Director of
POD

12

8

12

Director of
FCS

12

8

12

Director of
FCS

12

12

12

Director of
SPPC

Impact upon all people and operational transactions if systems are not
replaced timeously.
7

Ability to deliver the service year by year within the funding envelope.
SFRS may be unable to deliver its service to the public in the short, medium
or long term. Budget overspends or financial losses may arise resulting in
increased audit, political and media scrutiny, asset value and operability may
decrease through insufficient investment.

8

Ability to have in operational use the necessary assets, equipment, supplies
and services to enable the smooth running of the organisation, that meet
legislative requirements, exploit available technologies and deliver public
value.
SFRS may be unable to deliver its service to the public in the short, medium
or long term. Adverse media or political scrutiny could result, together with
the potential for additional financial costs to be incurred in addressing any
shortfall.

9

SFRS must ensure legal and regulatory compliance
Failure to comply may result in potential fines and penalties, leading to
adverse scrutiny and an impact upon the Services reputation
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10

Manage and protect the reputation of the Fire and Rescue Service

15

10

15

Director SPPC

11

Governance of change, transformation and innovation ensuring SFRS is able
to demonstrate effective change management and use of innovation

15

10

15

Director SPPC

Loss of opportunity to improve service and deliver best value.
12

Ensure the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service demonstrates effective
governance

10

5

10

Director SPPC

13

Business Intelligance - SFRS needs to provide accurate performance
information, business intelligence, analysis and insight of community risk and
service performance

15

10

15

Director SPPC

14

The ability to provide robust mobilising and response arrangements to
ensure compliance with:
-Part 2 of the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005
-The Fire (Additional Function) (Scotland) Order 2005
Part 2 of the Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012
_Civil Contingencies Act 2004
-H&S at Work Act 1974.
Failure to comply with the relevant sections of this legislation increases the
risk of harm to SFRS Staff and the communities of Scotland

16

16

16

ACO R&R
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15

Ability to achieve Directorate/SDA ownership and effective implementation
of SFRS health and safety management arrangements with the aim of
protecting and enhancing the health and safety of staff
The impact of any failure will be upon the health and safety of our staff and
their ability to provide maintain required standards of Service delivery.
Resulting media coverage, internal and external scrutiny will also impact
upon the Service.

16

16

16

ACO R&R
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APPENDIX B
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
Strategic Risk Register
SLT Review - March 2020

Risk Ref. No.

Date
Identified

Strategic Risk Description
(including consequence of risk if
impacting upon the Service)

Very High
High
Medium
Low

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)

1

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

1

4

Impact
(I)

4

Very High
High
Medium
Low

Associated Directorate Risks

Risk Rating
(RR)

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
P

I

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

RR

P&P 7 - Recruitment, training and retention of suitable personnel.

16

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

P&P 5 - Emerging risks relating to fire, communities and the built
environment leads to unplanned demand upon P&P resources
impacting on our ability to deliver new and business as usual
workloads.

16

1

Staff Governance
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

P&P 9 - Failure to target available skills, capacity and resources to
areas of agreed priority.

9

4

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

P&P 1 - A breakdown in processes to identify and learn from the
cause and spread of fire.

9

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

P&P 8 - The inability to carry out our consultative duties under
Regulation 11 of the Building (Procedures) (Scotland) Act
2004Recruitment, training and retention of suitable personnel.

12

1

Service delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

P&P 11 The ability to ensure compliance with Part 3 of the Fire
(Scotland) Act 2005 in relevant premises'

16

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

4

2

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

Service Delivery DACO

6

2

16

4

4

16

16

ACO P&P

SDA8 - Gap in Operational Intelligence Process in relation to the
updating/amending of information in a timely manner due to
admin support removal and CAD operator workloads
There is a risk that it is not achievable for all operational station
based crews to deliver against the draft OI Policy i.e. visit all care
homes, high flats and the increasing number of additional risks in
the manner currently employed.
The area will have an inability to comply with Policy. Compliance
with the OI programme will have an impact on all other areas of
business.

SDA9 - There is a risk to the Service where Directorates and
Service Delivery fail to operate in a cohesive manner to deliver the
strategic objectives of the organisation. Failure to achieve
optimum delivery of front line services strategic priorities through
non collaborate and inefficient working. Failure to ensure an
impact analysis is carried out before issuing work to SD from
other directorates.
Service objectives may not be delivered to the expected standard,
within anticipated timescales, nor be cost effective if a joined up
approach is not adopted.

Transformation &
Major Projects
Committee

Transformation
Programme Board

SLT Risk Owner

Service Delivery DACO
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Risk Ref. No.

Date
Identified

Strategic Risk Description
(including consequence of risk if
impacting upon the Service)

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)

2

Relationships with SFRS affiliated
organisations and charity partners:
there is a risk to the delivery of some
of the SFRS’ priorities, and to its
March 2020
reputation, if relationships with
affiliated organisations and charity
partners are not appropriately
managed.

3

Level of reduction of Unwanted Fire
Alarm Signals (UFAS): reducing
UFAS demand and road risk is a
priority within the Fire and Rescue
Framework for Scotland 2016.
Failure to manage this demand may
result in increased risk to
March 2020
communities and firefighters through
unnecessary blue light journeys,
unnecessary interruptions to
businesses and SFRS activities, and
reputational damage through an
inability to meet this priority set by
Scottish Ministers.

1

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

Impact
(I)

Associated Directorate Risks

Risk Rating
(RR)

1

3

5

4

3

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

SPPC2 - Arrangements for consulting and communicating with
stakeholders

2

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

12

4

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
P

4

P&P 5 - Emerging risks relating to fire, communities and the built
environment leads to unplanned demand upon P&P resources
impacting on our ability to deliver new and business as usual
workloads.

16

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Committee

4

12

12

ACO P&P

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Governance

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

15

5

3

15

15

ACO P&P

4

4

16

16

ACO P&P

T1 - Sufficiency of existing capacity and resources within Training
to meet Service demand
1

4

4

16

Failure to deliver on Service Redesign implementation could result
in political / reputational or financial risk to Directorate and
Service.

16

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Director of Training

12

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Director of Training

9

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Director of Training

Adverse scrutiny whether internal or external.
Potential impact upon core training programme to accommodate
other training needs. Impact upon learning path for staff.

T2 - There is a risk to the Directorate where we fail to progress
areas of improvement and learn lessons from experience, notable
practice, innovation and sector guidance/ investigations/
audits/inspections and from case law/ legislation.
If we fail to acknowledge and improve legislative compliance,
learn lessons and implement notable practice/guidance/legal
requirements then we may impact on the health, safety and
welfare of our employees and the overall effectiveness of the
SFRS.

T3 - There is a risk to the Directorate if we fail to manage and
improve performance targets set within the Strategic Plan and
Corporate Performance Framework.
The SFRS has established performance targets against which it
will be measured, the POD Directorate must take ownership of it's
targets and put plans in place to meet these.
Adverse internal and external scrutiny - negative perception of the
Directorate - impact on reputation and staff morale - inability to
demonstrate effective levels of service delivery.

Ensure that staff are trained and
developed so they can safely,

SLT Risk Owner

Head of Governance

3

8

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

RR

Transformation and
Programme Office
Major Projects
Board
Committee

12

SPPC13 - Suitability of consultation and engagement processes to
ensure effective decision making

I

Current Risk
Rating
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Risk Ref. No.

Date
Identified

Strategic Risk Description
(including consequence of risk if
impacting upon the Service)

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)

Impact
(I)

Associated Directorate Risks

Risk Rating
(RR)

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
P

I

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

SLT Risk Owner

RR

T4 - There is a risk to the Directorate where communication and
engagement with partners internal end external to the Directorate
fails to identify shared priorities. Effecting our ability to fully
identify resource and capacity requirements, identify
interdependencies and undertake risk/impact assessments on
proposals/decisions.

The Directorate provides "enabling services" and as such must
engage with internal partners to identify and agree shared
priorities to ensure that Directorate resources can be effectively
managed. Specifically, there is a need to communicate and
engage with our Trade Unions under the terms of the Working
Together Framework to ensure that effective employee relation
arrangements are embedded.

Ensure that staff are trained and
developed so they can safely,
competently and effetively carry out
their duties.

1

If we fail to ensure that suitable levels
of training and development are
March 2020 provided we may compromise the
safety of operational personel, as
they may not be suitably trainined,
which will compromise the safety of
communities. Adverse media and
scrutiny resulting from this will have
an impact upon the reputation of the
Service.

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

9

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Director of Training

T5 - There is a risk if the Directorate (Training specifically) fails to
fill vacant posts within the National Instructor Pool.

What if we don't do this…

4

12

3

3

4

12

1

4

4

16

Training were unable to fill 6 Crew Manager Instructor posts, 3 of
which are in the North SDA, from the recent Crew Managers
Promotion Process. There are also 2 Watch Manager Instructor
posts within the North SDA that TED have been unable to fill for a
significant period of time.
This risk may be exacerbated with the Harmonisation of Terms
and Conditions for Instructional Staff.
.

SDA1 - Sufficiency of staff with appropriate skills to maintain an
effective level of operational cover
Failure to effectively crew to the appropriate level with the
required blend of skills to maintain appliance and specialist
capability availability. Potential for fire cover and the provision of
specialist capabilities in a geographical areas to be reduced to a
level that will impact on the effectiveness of the SFRS operational
response. Inability to mobilise an asset due to insufficient crew,
driving/specialist skills or command competence.

12

2

Service Delivery
Committee

12

2

Service Delivery
Committee

16

2

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

3

4

12

12

4

4

16

16

Director of Training

ACO P&P

Service Delivery DACO

SDA7 - There is a risk that all station based staff both WT and RDS
will be unable to reach the compliance levels for training and
MPDP set out with the SFRS Policies and through the TED
framework. Limitations on time available and impact of unplanned
work further impacts on this.
This could lead to a failure to maintain core and specialist skills,
leading to increased risk of injury and potential compromise to FF
safety. We also risk reputational damage to the SFRS and impact
on staff morale who are working hard but cannot achieve what's
expected due to time and workload constraints beyond their
control.

Service
Transformation

Service Delivery DACO

SDA12 - There is risk where driver/ BA and other specialist
competence levels are not being maintained.
This is causing real challenges in balancing the "Team Types"
within stations and linked to overtime spends to maintain
appliance availability.

Staff Governance
Board

ACO Training

Service Delivery DACO
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Risk Ref. No.

Date
Identified

Strategic Risk Description
(including consequence of risk if
impacting upon the Service)

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)

Impact
(I)

Associated Directorate Risks

Risk Rating
(RR)

1

5

Providing a comprehensive people
framework across the employment
lifecycle to ensure appropriate
attraction, recruitment, retention,
March 2020 succession planning and
engagement within an open and
inclusive culture.

1

3

4

3

4

4

16

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
P

I

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

POD1 - 'Maintenance of positive employee relations

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Head of HR

POD2 - 'Development of a positive and transparent culture

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Head of HR

POD3 - 'Strengthening of leadership capacity

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Head of HR

POD4'Review of pay and reward frameworks

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Head of HR

2

Service Delivery
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

16

RR4 - There is a risk to SFRS where industrial action impacts our
ability to deliver an efficient and effective service. Planned
industrial action continues to present challenges to the Service.
Uncertainty over any future escalation in this action could impact
the ability of the Service to achieve its statutory and non-statutory
functions.

8

RR5 - There is a risk to SFRS where a failure to appropriately
service 'Reserved' matters, those which support UK counter
terrorism and are not devolved to Scottish Govt, could lead to
punitive action and withdrawal of reciprocal support. National
resilience assets and resources, together with multi-agency
planning, training and collaboration, exist to mitigate the risk and
impact of serious disruption caused by terrorist action or severe
weather conditions. There is a particular focus on the risk of MTA
incidents at present, given recent international developments.

16

4

2

Service Delivery
Committee

4

16

16

ACO P&P

DACO Response &
Resilience

n/a

12

SLT Risk Owner

RR

1

P&P 7 - Recruitment, training and retention of suitable personnel.

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

3

4

12

12

Director POD

RR10 - Sufficiency of trained personnel to crew operations
controls

15

3

Service Delivery
Committee

SLT

DACO Response &
Resilience

RR13 - There is a risk to SFRS if the Directorate loses key staff
without sufficient succession planning taking place. Given the
wide range of activities within the banners of Response and
Resilience, a danger exists of having staff in positions of 'single
point of failure' with resulting risk of failing to recognise potential
service failures

12

3

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

DACO Response &
Resilience
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Risk Ref. No.

Date
Identified

Strategic Risk Description
(including consequence of risk if
impacting upon the Service)

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)

Impact
(I)

Associated Directorate Risks

Risk Rating
(RR)

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
P

I

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

SLT Risk Owner

RR

SDA4 - There is a risk to the Service where it fails to ensure
sufficient staff with the appropriate skills are on duty to maintain
an effective level of operational cover.
To maintain effective, safe front line service delivery, the Service
requires to secure and maintain sufficient numbers of suitably
skilled and competent staff. If we fail to ensure appropriate levels,
matched to a blend of required skills we impact our ability to
mobilise effectively with a potential consequence on community
safety and the reputation of the Service.

SDA11 - There is a risk to the Service where significant reductions
in staff and/or skills impacts on Service Delivery's ability to deliver
and effective service. Instances such as industrial action or
pandemic flu may impact on front line crewing and reduce the
number of resources available to respond to emergencies and
carry out prevention activities. Failure to have in place suitable
business continuity arrangements. Resulting in a potential loss of
a Station / Asset due manmade or natural event disrupting Service
Delivery and business continuity.

6
1

Development of comprehensive
systems and processes, including the
raplacement
of collaboratively
essential people,
Ability to work
to
training,
finance and
asset systems
target prevention
activities
and meet
and regulatory
their associated
processes
and
our
and
legal
duties.
March 2020
practices.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
Impact
upon
alltopeople
and
increased
risk
communities
and
operational
if of
systems
firefighters, transactions
increased risk
legal
are
not
replaced
timeously.
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

12

2

Service Delivery
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Service Delivery DACO

12

2

Service Delivery
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

Service Delivery DACO

3

3

4

12

3

4

12

12

Director POD

1

4

4

16

4

4

16

16

ACO P&P

RR16 - There is a risk to SFRS where it fails to demonstrate Best
Value. The Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012 and the
Scottish Public Finance Manual detail arrangements to secure
best value, demonstrating continuous improvement. The
Directorate must ensure that it makes effective and efficient use
of public funds, operating within its budget, delivering efficiencies
whilst maintaining and enhancing service provision.

8

FCS1 - 'Insufficient core funding secured to achieve strategic
objectives

16

FCS2 - 'Unable to access and utilise additional funding, including
income generation

3

FCS3 - 'Ineffective planning and management of financial
resources

3

Service Delivery
Committee

SLT

DACO R&R

Board

SLT

Head of Finance and
Procurement

SO4.46

Board

SLT

Head of Asset
Management/Head of
ICT/Head of Finance &
Procurement

SO4.22

Board

SLT

Head of Finance and
Procurement

4

Financial Sustainability
Ability to deliver the service year by
year within the funding envelope.
If we don't do this...
7

March 2020 SFRS may be unable to deliver its
service to the public in the short,
medium or long term. Budget
overspends or financial losses may
arise resulting in increased audit,
political and media scrutiny, asset
value and operability may decrease
through insufficient investment.

4

3

4

12

2
FCS4 - 'Loss of financial control

3

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

4

8

12

Director FCS
Head of Finance and
Procurement

Financial Sustainability
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Ability to deliver the service year by
year within the funding envelope.
If we don't do this...
7
Risk Ref. No.

March 2020 SFRS may be unable to deliver its
service
to the public
in the short,
Strategic
Risk Description
Date
medium
or long
term. Budget
(including
consequence
of risk if
Identified overspends or financial losses may
impacting upon the Service)
arise resulting in increased audit,
political and media scrutiny, asset
value and operability may decrease
through insufficient investment.

4
Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

3 Original Risk 4Assessment 12
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)

Impact
(I)

Associated Directorate Risks

Risk Rating
(RR)

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference

1

1

4

4

Ability to have in operational use the
necessary assets, equipment,
supplies and services to enable the
smooth running of the organisation,
that meet legislative requirements,
exploit available technologies and
delvier puiblic value.
8

4

March 2020
If we don't do this...
SFRS may be unable to deliver its
service to the public in the short,
medium or long term. Adverse media
or political scrutiny could result,
together with the potential for
additional financial costs to be
incurred in addressing any shortfall.

3

4

12

Head of Finance and
Procurement

SLT

Head of Finance and
Procurement

4

Board

6

4

Audit & Risk
Assurance
Committee

FCS7 - 'Lack of asset management planning

9

SO2.4, SO4.32, SO4.36,
SO4.42, SO4.45, SO4.46

FCS8 - 'Insufficient high quality asset information to inform
decision making

9

FCS9 - 'Unable to exploit new and emerging technologies

Service Delivery DACO

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Asset
Management/Head of ICT

SO4.17

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Asset
Management/Head of ICT

9

SO4.17, SO4.28, SO4.29

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery Exec
Board?

FCS10 - 'Asset design does not meet user and other requirements

12

SO2.4

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery Exec
Board?

Head of Asset
Management/Head of
ICT/Head of Finance &
Procurement

FCS11 - 'Lack of cost effective, legally compliant routes to market
that meet user requirements

12

SO4.20

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Finance and
Procurement

FCS12 - 'Ineffective asset maintenance and support arrangements

9

SO4.30, SO4.33

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery Exec
Board?

Head of Asset
Management/Head of ICT

FCS13 - 'Ineffective stores and logistics arrangements

9

4

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery Exec
Board?

Head of Asset
Management

FCS14 - 'Breach of security (cyber or physical) renders asset
unuseable

9

SO4.27

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery Exec
Board?

Head of Asset
Management/Head of ICT

FCS15 - 'Insufficient organisational capacity to deliver workload

12

4

Staff Governance
Committee

Staff Governance
Board

4

4

SLT Risk Owner

RR

Capital Monitoring
Group.

16

Physical and Contracted Resources

SLT

3

The allocated budget for service delivery headcount will
overspend as a result of salaries and overtime costs. Even with
the predicted overspend three will be an inability to maintain all
appliances on the run and available. Staff morale is impacted as a
result of continuous detached duties and associated costs.

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

Board

FCS6 - 'Financial shock due to unplanned event

I

Director FCS
Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

Executive Board

16

P

12
Current Risk
Rating

Committee

FCS5 - 'Unable to identify and deliver financial savings within
required timescales

SDA10There is a risk that despite the shortfall in headcount for
RDS and RBC there will be an overspend in overall employee
costs in Service Delivery due to the use of OT to maintain
appliance availability.

Target
Risk
2
4 Assessment
8
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)

16

16

Head of Asset
Management/Head of ICT

ACO P&P

Head of HR
2

4

8

12

Director FCS
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Physical and Contracted Resources

Risk Ref. No.
8

Date
Identified

Ability to have in operational use the
necessary assets, equipment,
supplies and services to enable the
smooth running of the organisation,
that meet
legislative
requirements,
Strategic
Risk Description
exploit
available
technologies
andif
(including
consequence
of risk
delvier
puiblic value.
impacting
upon the Service)

March 2020

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)
4

If we don't do this...

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)
3
Probability
(P)

Impact
4
(I)

Risk 12
Rating
(RR)

SFRS may be unable to deliver its
service to the public in the short,
medium or long term. Adverse media
or political scrutiny could result,
together with the potential for
additional financial costs to be
incurred in addressing any shortfall.

1

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

Associated Directorate Risks

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
2
P

4I

8
RR

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

12

SLT Risk Owner
Director FCS

FCS16 - 'Users not suitably skilled or motivated to operate and
look after assets

12

4

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery Exec
Board?

Director of Training

FCS17 - 'Lack of project management capability to deliver change

3

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Governance

FCS18 - 'Unable to achieve environmental policy and carbon
reduction commitments

9

SO4.37, SO4.42, SO4.45

Board

SLT

Head of Asset
Management

FCS19 - 'Insufficient prioritised asset investment to achieve
acceptable standards and best value

16

SO2.4, SO4.17, SO4.28,
SO4.31, SO4.34, SO4.35,
SO4.38

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Asset
Management

FCS20- - 'Asset/contract failure or loss

12

SO4.36

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Asset
Management/Head of
ICT/Head of Finance &
Procurement

9

4

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

Service Delivery DACO

SDA2 - There is a risk to the service if there is no suitable
provision of adequate, functioning and reliable I.T infrastructure.

1

4

4

16

This would include printer availability, resources such as laptops
and other ICT equipment, outstanding requests and issues not
being resolved causing day-to-day business impacts, reduced
auditing and monitoring ability, reduced response ability and a
loss of confidence in ICT.

Service Delivery DACO
4

4

16

16

ACO P&P

SDA3 - There is risk to the Service where the resilience of water
rescue assets availability and maintenance is not being fulfilled.
Boat capacity is not sufficient for long periods of time during
programmed repairs due to no extra resources in the system this
impacts on Service Delivery across Scotland. This impacts
Service delivery capabilities with a risk to the Services reputation
where we are unable to respond effectively.

8

2

SPPC4 - Governance of the organisation within required statutory
frameworks

6

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Governance

SPPC5 - Failure to govern in accordance with the Fire (Scotland)
Act 2005

9

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Governance

SPPC6 - Failure to deliver on the Fire and Rescue Framework for
Scotland 2016

6

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Governance

SPPC7 - Compliance with information governance legislation

12

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Communication
and Engagement

SPPC8 - Failure to ensure compliance with the Data Protection Act
1998

12

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Communication
and Engagement

SFRS must ensure legal and
regulatory compliance

9

March 2020

If we don’t do this ……
Failure to comply may result in
potential fines and penalities, leading

4

3

4

12

3

4

12

12

Director SPPC
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Risk Ref. No.

Date
Identified

Strategic Risk Description
(including consequence of risk if
impacting upon the Service)

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)

Impact
(I)

Associated Directorate Risks

Risk Rating
(RR)

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
P

I

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

SLT Risk Owner

RR

SPPC9 - Failure to ensure compliance with the Freedom of
Information (Scotland) Act 2002

12

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

SPPC10 - Failure to ensure compliance with the Public Records
(Scotland) Act 2011

6

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

P&P 1 - A breakdown in processes to identify and learn from the
cause and spread of fire.

9

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Senior Management
Team

DACO P&P

P&P 8 - Failure to carry out our consultative duties under
Regulation 11 of the Building(Procedure( (Scotland) Act 2004. Fire
Engineering.

12

1

Senior Management
Team

DACO P&P

P&P 3 - Failure to adopt powers under the Civic Government
(Scotland) Act 1982 may leave SFRS exposed to legal challenge
from stakeholders.

4

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Management Team or
Senior Management
Team

DACO P&P

P&P 11 The ability to ensure compliance with Part 3 of the Fire
(Scotland) Act 2005 in relevant premises'

16

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

SPPC2 - Arrangements for consulting and communicating with
stakeholders

12

4

Transformation and
Major Projects
Committee

Programme Office
Board

Head of Communication
and Engagement

SPPC11 - Demonstration of continuous improvement throughout
the organisation

9

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Governance

SPPC16 - Demonstration of corporate social responsibility and
sustainability

9

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

DACO SPPC

SPPC13 - Suitability of consultation and engagement processes to
ensure effective decision making

8

4

Service Delivery
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Communication
and Engagement

SPPC15 - Protection of the Scottish Fire and Rescue Services
reputation

12

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Governance

Head of Communication
and Engagement

SFRS must ensure legal and
regulatory compliance

9

March 2020

If we don’t do this ……

4

3

4

12

Failure to comply may result in
potential fines and penalities, leading
to adverse scrutiny and an impact
upon the Services reputation

1

10

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

March 2020

Manage and protect the reputation of
the Fire and Rescue Service

1

3

4

3

4

5

16

15

Service Delivery
Committee

3

4

2

4

4

5

12

16

10

12

16

15

Head of Communication
and Engagement

DACO P&P

Director SPPC

ACO P&P

Director SPPC
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Risk Ref. No.

10

1

Date
Identified
March 2020

Strategic Risk Description
(including consequence of risk if
impacting upon the Service)

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

Manage and protect the reputation of
the Fire and Rescue Service

3

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

1

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)
3

4

Impact
(I)
5

4

Risk Rating
(RR)
15

16

Governance of change,
transformation and innovation
ensuring SFRS is able to demonstrate
effective change management and
use of innovation
11

3

March 2020

3

5

Associated Directorate Risks

15

If we don’t do this ……

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
P
2

I
5

RR
10

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

15

Director SPPC

P&P 2 - Failure to successfully engage with partners and
communities and other stakeholders on matters of community
safety and resilience.

6

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

P&P 6 - Failure to introduce Safe and Well policy and processes
within expected timescales.

6

1

Service
Transformation and
Major Works
Committee

SMT/POB

DACO P&P

P&P 4 - The adequate provision of internally available resource,
capacity or information sharing to focus on the impact of
unintentional harm within communities.'

6

1

Service
Transformation and
Major Projects.

SMT/POB

DACO P&P

P&P20 Ability to work collaboratively to target prevention
activities and meet our regulatory and legal duties.

16

1

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

DACO P&P

SPPC 3 - Effective governance of the transformation programme

6

4

Transformation and
Major Projects
Committee

Programme Office
Board

SPPC4 - Governance of the organisation within required statutory
frameworks

6

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

SPPC11 - Demonstration of continuous improvement throughout
the organisation

9

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

SPPC 16 - Demonstration of corporate social responsibility and
sustainability

9

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

DACO SPPC

P&P 4 - The adequate provision of internally available resource,
capacity or information sharing to focus on the impact of
unintentional harm within communities.'

6

1

Service
Transformation and
Major Projects.

SMT/POB

DACO P&P

RR3 - Standardisation of policies required to ensure a consistent
approach to service response

12

2

Service Delivery
Committee

National Ops
Assurance Board

DACO R&R

4

4

16

16

SLT Risk Owner

Head of Governance

ACO P&P

Head of Governance

2

5

10

15

Head of Governance

Director SPPC

This is a new risk so no current
wording
Loss of opportunity to improve
service and deliver best value.

12

Ensure the Scottish Fire and Rescue
March 2020 Service demonstrates effective
governance

2

2

5

10

1

5

5

10

Director SPPC
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Risk Ref. No.

12

13

Date
Identified

Strategic Risk Description
(including consequence of risk if
impacting upon the Service)

Ensure the Scottish Fire and Rescue
March 2020 Service demonstrates effective
governance

Business Intelligance - SFRS needs
to provide accurate performance
information, business intelligence,
March 2020 analysis and insight of community
risk and service performance

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

2

3

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)

Impact
(I)

Risk Rating
(RR)

2

5

10

3

5

Associated Directorate Risks

14

The ability to provide robust
mobilising and response
arrangements to ensure compliance
with:
-Part 2 of the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005
-The Fire (Additional Function)
(Scotland) Order 2005
Part 2 of the Police and Fire Reform
(Scotland) Act 2012
March 2020
_Civil Contingencies Act 2004
-H&S at Work Act 1974.

Failure to comply with the relevant
sections of this legislation increases
the risk of harm to SFRS Staff and the
communities of Scotland

1

4

4

4

4

4

Executive Board

P

I

RR

1

5

5

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

10

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Governance

SPPC1 - Improvement of outcomes by identifying new/emerging
community risks and demands

8

4

Service Delivery
Committee

Senior Management
Team

Head of Governance

SPPC12 - Suitability of systems to record, store and manage SFRS
incident data

12

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

Corporate Assurance
Board

Head of Communication
and Engagement

8

4

Audit and Risk
Assurance
Committee

12

4

Staff Governance
Committee

2

RR2 - Technical failure of existing mobilising systems

15

Director SPPC
Head of Governance

Health and Safety
Board

Service Delivery DACO

4
15

10

Corporate Assurance
Board

16
RR1 - Failure to Effectively implement the new Command and
Control mobilising system

5

SLT Risk Owner

Director SPPC

9

15

16

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)

SPPC11 - Demonstration of continuous improvement throughout
the organisation

SDA5 - Effective engagement and an understanding of the
interdependencies between Directorates is critical to the
operations of the Service . If impacts upon Service Delivery are
not understood or considered firefighters and communities are
put at risk presenting significant risks to the Service.

1

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

SPPC14 - Evidence of adequate performance against suitable
criteria

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

4

16

16

ACO P&P

2

Service Delivery
Committee

CCF Project Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

15

2

Service Delivery
Committee

CCF Project Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

RR6 - There is a risk to SFRS where it fails to maintain and
improve the safety of communities and staff. Where the Service
fails to develop and adhere to safe and effective operational
practises this could lead to possible operational failures resulting
in a death or serious injury to staff or members of our local
communities.

10

2

Service Delivery
Committee

Ops Assurance
Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

RR7 - There is a risk to SFRS where it fails to standardise and
align resources, taking account of national and local factors.
SFRS brought together 8 different legacy service arrangements
which managed and allocated resource to risk differently. SFRS
needs to align available resources to identified areas of risk to
ensure we maximise the benefit gain, minimising the risk to our
employees and communities.

12

2

Service Delivery
Committee

Programme Office
Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

RR8 - Plan for National events (such as COP26)

8

2

SFRS Board

Corporate Assurance
Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

4

4

16

16

ACO R&R
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Risk Ref. No.

14

The ability to provide robust
mobilising and response
arrangements to ensure compliance
with:
Risk
Description
-Part 2Strategic
of the Fire
(Scotland)
Act 2005
Date
(including consequence of risk if
Identified -The Fire (Additional Function)
impacting
upon
(Scotland)
Order
2005the Service)
Part 2 of the Police and Fire Reform
(Scotland) Act 2012
March 2020
_Civil Contingencies Act 2004
-H&S at Work Act 1974.

Strategic Plan
Outcome
(1,2,3,4)

Original Risk Assessment
(Assessment at beginning of Financial
year)

Probability (P)
4

4

Impact
(I)
4

Associated Directorate Risks

Risk Rating
(RR)
16

Failure to comply with the relevant
sections of this legislation increases
the risk of harm to SFRS Staff and the
communities of Scotland

Directorate
Risk RAG
Status

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
AOP or Other Business
Planning Reference
Committee

Executive Board

Target Risk Assessment
(Anticipated Assessment at end
of Financial year)
P

I

RR

4

4

16

Current Risk
Rating

Responsible Officer
(Directorate Risk
Register)

16

SLT Risk Owner

ACO R&R

RR9 - Adequacy of resilience arrangement for the potential impact
of an EU exit

16

2

SFRS Board

Corporate Assurance
Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

RR12 - There is a risk to SFRS where it fails to learn lessons from
experience, notable practise and innovation. If the Service fails to
act as a learning organisation and implement notable practice, it
may impact the health, safety and welfare of our employees and
local communities and the effectiveness of the organisation.

9

3

Corporate
Assurance
Committee

Ops Assurance
Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

RR14 - Development of HS arrangements that promote the
Services safety culture

9

3

Staff Governance
Committee

National Healt &
safety Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

RR15 - There is a risk that delays experienced in the development
of a new SFRS HS Management Information System (TASS) may
impact the Services ability to demonstrate and promote legal
compliance.

12

3

Staff Governance
Committee

National Healt &
safety Board

DACO Response &
Resilience

10

2

SDA6 - The risk to Service Delivery is where it fails to implement
and adhere to safe and effective operational practices.

1

Ability to work collaboratively to
target prevention activities and meet
our regulatory and legal duties.
There are a number of potential
March 2020 consequences of this risk, including
increased risk to communities and
firefighters, increased risk of legal
challenge, negative media coverage,
and reputational damage.

1

4

4

16

RR11 - Promote compliance with health, safety and welfare
legislation

Ability to achieve Directorate/SDA
ownership and effective
implementation of SFRS health and
safety management arrangements
with the aim of protecting and
enhancing the health and safety of
staff
15

March 2020 The impact of any failure will be upon
the health and safety of our staff and
their ability to provide maintain
required standards of Service
delviery. Resulting media coverage,
internal and external scruinty will
also impact upon the Service.

Failing to adhere to operational guidance such as SOP's TIN's
GIN's etc. and statutory obligations could result in significant
reputational damage and also expose the Board to litigation. As
an agency of Scottish Government the public rightly expect us to
deliver against our statutory requirements and failure could be
very damaging for the organisation.

3

4

4

16

Service Delivery
Committee

Service Delivery
Board

Service Delivery DACO
4

16

3

Staff Governance
Committee

4

16

16

National Ops
Assurance Board

ACO P&P

Head of Health & Safety

4

4

16

16

ACO R&R

Risk Dashboard
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Directorate Risks Linked to Strategic Risk
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Actions Linked to Directorate Risk
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE
Audit and Risk Assurance Committee

Report No: C/ARAC/07-20
Agenda Item: 15
Report to:

AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE

Meeting Date:

25 MARCH 2020

Report Title:

REVIEW OF COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE
Board/Committee Meetings ONLY
For Reports to be held in Private
Specify rationale below referring to
Board Standing Order 9

Report
For Recommendation
Classification:
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1
1.1

Purpose
To present proposals enabling Committee Members the opportunity to review the Audit
and Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC) Terms of Reference (ToR) (Appendix A)
recommending amendments, prior to it being put forward for decision to the Board on 30
April 2020.

2
2.1

Background
A review of the ARAC ToR (Appendix A) as part of the annual governance review to ensure
the continued effectiveness of this Committee.

3
3.1

Main Report/Detail
The ARAC ToR has had a light touch review to ensure it continues to provide a clear
strategic representation of the responsibilities expected of the Committee and to simplify
and standardise approaches where possible across all Committees of the Board.

3.2

Following the ARAC workshop held on 30 January 2020 the Committee were content that
the TOR overall and in its current form would continue to assist them to undertake their
role provide of providing independent assurance to the Board and the Accountable Officer
on the adequacy and effectiveness of the policies, procedures and systems relating to
internal controls, risk management and governance.

3.3

It was proposed that where possible there should be generic wording across TOR’s, clearly
stating the purpose and responsibilities. Below is a summary of the key amendments
recommended to be made to the ToR, with additions highlighted in red and text removed
highlighted with a strikethrough: 1. Introduction
1.2

The overall purpose of the Committee is to satisfy itself as to the adequacy and
effectiveness of the audit and risk policies, procedures regarding management of
risk, control and governance and associated assurance through a process of
constructive challenge. provide independent assurance to the Board and the
Accountable Officer on the adequacy and effectiveness of the policies, procedures
and systems relating to internal controls, risk management and governance. Central
to this role is the Committee’s assessment of the comprehensiveness, reliability and
integrity of assurances it receives.

AuditandRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
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4. Responsibilities
4.1

The Committee will advise and support primary responsibility of the Committee is to
effectively scrutinise, challenge and ensure continuous improvement, while also
advising and supporting the Board and Accountable Officer on the appropriateness
of the:
•

•

Assurance that other Committees are undertaking scrutiny of risk as appropriate
through an overview of which risks are being scrutinised by each Committee,
receiving a progress update on request against aligned Strategic Risks for all
the Committees as captured within the Strategic Risk Register
Proposals for tendering for either internal audit or external services or for
purchase of non-audit services from contractors who provide audit services;

(Please note the remainder of ‘Responsibilities’ remain unchanged and are as listed
within the ToR, Appendix A)
Appendix 2
As and when appropriate, the Committee will also be provided with:
•
•

the Charter / Terms of Reference of the Internal Audit provider;
External Audit's management letter/report and letter of representation;

4
4.1

Recommendation
The Committee are invited to review the ToR for the ARAC; proposing any further
amendments, if required, prior to being submitted for decision at the meeting of SFRS
Board on 30 April 2020.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
There are no key strategic implications arising from the recommendations set out in this
paper.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
There are no key strategic implications arising from the recommendations set out in this
paper.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
There are no key strategic implications arising from the recommendations set out in this
paper.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
There are no key strategic implications arising from the recommendations set out in this
paper.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
There are no key strategic implications arising from the recommendations set out in this
paper.
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5.6
5.6.1

Timing
This report has been produced to support the proposed arrangements to ensure the
continued effectiveness of the governance arrangements of the Board and its Committees.
It is intended that any revisions to the current Terms of Reference will be presented at the
Board meeting scheduled for 30 April 2020.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
This includes the review of duties and reporting arrangements within the Terms of
Reference to ensure effective performance management of Committee related business.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
The proposals have been developed by the Board Support Team following a Committee
workshop held in January 2020 and in further consultation with the Chair of ARAC. The
proposals are therefore presented within this report for consideration prior to submitting to
the Board for decision, subject to any amendments.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
The recommendations contained within this report are intended to assist the Committee
and ultimately the Board in its ability to perform its scrutiny role and therefore deliver its
statutory duties effectively.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
n/a

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
The implementation of the proposed arrangements in this report are intended to support
control measures identified to mitigate the impact of our Strategic Risk – Failure to Maintain
Effective Systems of Control.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
Not required.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not Applicable

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A - Revised Terms of Reference for ARAC

Prepared by:

Alasdair Cameron, Group Commander, Board Support Team

Sponsored by:

Richard Whetton, Head of Corporate Governance

Presented by:

Alasdair Cameron, Group Commander, Board Support Team

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
This links to the desired outcomes within the SFRS Strategic Plan 2019-22 and our SFRS values.
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
SFRS Board

25 March 2020
30 April 2020
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APPENDIX A

SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE BOARD
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE AUDIT AND RISK
ASSURANCE COMMITTEE

Original Author/Role
Date of Risk Assessment (if applicable)
Date of Equality Impact Assessment
Quality Control (name and date)
Authorised (name and date)
Last reviewed/amended (name and date)
Date for Next Review

AuditandRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
ReviewofToR

Neil Pirie
N/A
28 March 2018 (under review)
Brian Baverstock, Board Member –
March 2020
Kirsty Darwent, Chair of the Board –
March 2020
GC Alasdair Cameron – March 2020
March 2021
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND
RESCUE SERVICE BOARD
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE
AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE

1.

INTRODUCTION

2.

MEMBERSHIP

3.

REPORTING

4.

RESPONSIBILITIES

5.

RIGHTS

6.

ACCESS

7.

MEETINGS

8.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER COMMITTEES

9.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
APPENDIX 1 – COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
APPENDIX 2 – LIST OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) have established a Committee of the
Board, known as the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee (“the Committee”).

1.2

The overall purpose of the Committee is to provide independent assurance to the
Board and the Accountable Officer on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
policies, procedures and systems relating to internal controls, risk management and
governance. Central to this role is the Committee’s assessment of the
comprehensiveness, reliability and integrity of assurances it receives.

1.3

The Committee is authorised by the Board to make decisions within their limits of
responsibilities under these Terms of Reference.

1.4

Along with all staff, the Board and its Committees have a key part to play
embedding and living ‘Our Values’, developed as a result of staff views on what
they value most about working within SFRS. We all have a responsibility to ensure
we continually promote them in everything we do.

2.

MEMBERSHIP

2.1

The Committee will comprise five members appointed by the Board, including a
Chair and Deputy Chair. The Committee will be supported by the Accountable
Officer and other staff, as appropriate to the agenda.

2.2

The Board is to ensure that the Chair and Members have the relevant expertise,
experience, training, development and support.

2.3

The Committee may invite representatives of related partner organisations, as
appropriate, to Committee meetings to assist with the work of the Committee.

2.4

The composition and effectiveness of the Committee will be reviewed annually by
the Board. A full list of the membership is detailed in Appendix 1.

AuditandRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
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3.

REPORTING

3.1

Minutes of the meetings of the Committee will be submitted to meetings of the
Board. The Committee may submit special reports to the Board as required.

3.2

The Committee will provide the Board and Accountable Officer with an Annual
Report, timed to support finalisation of the accounts and the Annual Governance
Statement, summarising its conclusions from the work it has conducted throughout
the reporting year.

4.

RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1

The primary responsibility of the Committee is to effectively scrutinise, challenge
and ensure continuous improvement, while also advising and supporting the Board
and Accountable Officer on the appropriateness of the:

•

Strategic processes for risk management, the control environment and governance;

•

Annual governance statement and effectiveness of the internal control environment;

•

Accounting policies, the accounts, and the annual report for the organisation,
including the process for the review of the accounts prior to submission for audit,
levels of error identified, and management’s letter of representation to the external
auditors;

•

Planned activity and results of both internal and external audit;

•

Adequacy of management response to issues identified by audit activity, including
external audit’s management letter/report;

•

Adequacy of management response to risks identified through the strategic risk
register pertinent to the business of the Committee;

•

Assurance that other committees are undertaking scrutiny of risk as appropriate
through an overview of which risks are being scrutinised by each Committee,
receiving a progress update on request against aligned Strategic Risks for all the
Committees as captured within the Strategic Risk Register;

•

Assurances relating to the corporate governance requirements for the organisation;

AuditandRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
ReviewofToR
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•

Proposals for tendering for either internal audit services or for purchase of non-audit
services from contractors who provide audit services; and

•

Anti-fraud and corruption policies, whistleblowing processes and arrangements for
special investigations.

4.2

The broad areas of responsibility give the Committee scope to continually monitor
and review Audit and Risk Assurance related matters as deemed necessary.

4.3

The Committee will also periodically review its own effectiveness and report the
results of that review to the Board and Accountable Officer.

4.4

All Committees must endeavour to avoid duplication of work of other Committees by
focusing on specific delegated areas of responsibility. Overall co-ordination of work
is overseen by the Integrated Governance Committee – section 8.2.

5.

RIGHTS

5.1

The Committee is authorised by the Board to make decisions within their limits of
responsibilities under these Terms of Reference, as detailed within Section 4.1.
This however is subject to ensuring that any decision made does not adversely
impact on the Strategic Direction of the SFRS, which will continue to be subject to
SFRS Board scrutiny and governance arrangements.

5.2

The Committee may:

•

Scrutinise the delegated areas of responsibility referred to in Section 4 above;

•

Invite additional members for a limited period to provide specialist assistance.
However, where there is associated expense, this must have prior approval from
the Chair of the Board and Accountable Officer;

•

Procure specialist advice at the expense of the organisation, subject to budgets
agreed by the Chair of the Board and Accountable Officer;

•

Approve previous Committee minutes at the next Committee meeting;

AuditandRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
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•

Hold private workshop sessions as required for development purposes and to
accommodate organisational input and support.

6.

ACCESS

6.1

Members of Strategic Leadership Team, Internal Audit and External Audit will have
free and confidential access to the Chair of the Audit and Risk Assurance
Committee.

7.

MEETINGS

7.1

The procedures for meetings are:

•

To meet formally and in public at least on a quarterly basis;

•

To consider and agree, in line with the Standing Orders, whether any item on the
Agenda needs to be considered in private;

•

For the Chair of the Committee, in consultation with Members, may request an
additional meeting if considered necessary;

•

A minimum of 3 Committee members will be present for the meetings to be deemed
quorate;

•

In the absence of the Chair, the Deputy Chair will assume the responsibilities of the
Chair. In both their absence and in agreement with the remaining three Committee
members present any one member is authorised to assume the role of Chair for the
duration of the meeting;

•

The Committee may ask any other officials of the organisation to attend, to assist it
with its discussions on any particular matter;

•

The Committee may ask any or all of those who normally attend, but who are not
Members, to withdraw to facilitate open and frank discussion of particular matters;

•

The Board or Accountable Officer may ask the Committee to convene further
meetings to discuss particular issues on which they want the Committee’s advice.

AuditandRiskAssuranceCommittee/Report/
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8.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER COMMITTEES

8.1

The Committee will have strategic relationships with these Committees:

•

Service Delivery;

•

Staff Governance;

•

Transformation and Major Projects.

8.2

The Integrated Governance Committee will review and co-ordinate intended
outcomes between Committees, to prevent duplication and ensure alignment of
business, capturing any common themes across all Committees.

9.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

9.1

A list of suggested minimum requirements for the inputs which should be provided
to the Committee is contained within Appendix 2.
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APPENDIX 1 - COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP

Members
•

5 Board members.

Others in attendance
•

Chief Officer - Accountable Officer;

•

Deputy Chief Officer (In absence of the Accountable Officer);

•

Director of Finance and Contractual Services;

•

Internal Audit;

•

External Audit;

•

Board Support;

•

Other representation, as appropriate and by invite.
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APPENDIX 2 - LIST OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

For each meeting, the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee will be provided with:
•

A report, summarising any significant changes to the organisation’s Strategic Risk
Register;

•

•

A progress report from the Head of Internal Audit summarising:
o

Work performed (and a comparison with work planned);

o

Key issues emerging from Internal Audit work;

o

Management response to audit recommendations;

o

Significant changes to the audit plan; and

o

Any resourcing issues affecting the delivery of Internal Audit objectives.

A progress report from the External Audit representative, summarising work done
and emerging findings.

As and when appropriate, the Committee will also be provided with:
•

business update reports from the Accountable Officer;

•

the Charter / Terms of Reference of the Internal Audit provider;

•

the Internal Audit Strategy;

•

the annual Internal Audit Plan;

•

the Head of Internal Audit's Annual Opinion and Report;

•

quality assurance reports on the Internal Audit function;

•

the

draft accounts of the organisation;

•

the

draft governance statement;

•

a

•

External

•

a report on any proposals to tender for audit functions;

•

a report on co-operation between Internal and External Audit;

•

a

•

reports from other sources within the “three lines of assurance” integrated

report on any changes to accounting policies;
Audit's management letter/report and letter of representation;

report on the Counter Fraud and Bribery arrangements and performance;

assurance framework (e.g. Best Value self-assessment Reviews, Gateway
Reviews, Health Check Reviews, ICT Assurance Reviews, Digital 1st Service
Standard Reviews, Procurement Capability Reviews, Procurement Key Stage
Reviews).
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AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE – ROLLING FORWARD PLAN

STANDING ITEMS

9 July 2020

FOR NOTING

ANNUAL PRIVATE MEETING WITH INTERNAL AUDIT
Internal Audit
• Declaration of Interests
• Internal Audit Progress Report
• Minutes
2020/21
• Action Log
• Forward Planning
• Internal Controls Updates External Audit
• External Audit – 2020/21 Audit
- Strategic Risk Register
Plan Progress Report
- Anti Fraud
• Gifts and Hospitality –
HMFSI
Quarterly Update
• Routine Annual Report
•

8 October
2020

FOR RECOMMENDATION

SFRS (Draft) Annual Governance
Statement 2019/20

•

Committee (Draft) Audit Annual
Report 2019/20 to the
Accountable Officer and Board

•

SFRS Draft Annual Report and
Accounts 2018/19

Agenda
Item 17a
FOR DECISION

Spotlight – TBC

ANNUAL PRIVATE MEETING WITH EXTERNAL AUDIT
•
Declaration of Interests Internal Audit
• Internal Audit Progress Report
•
Minutes
2020/21
•
Action Log
•
Forward Planning
•
Internal Controls
Updates
- Strategic Risk Register
- Anti Fraud
•
Gifts and Hospitality –
Quarterly Update

ARACRollingForwardPlan2019-20

•
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External Audit
• Private Session – Annual Report
to Members and Auditor General
for Scotland
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AUDIT AND RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE – ROLLING FORWARD PLAN

STANDING ITEMS

21 January
2021

•
•
•
•
•

•

24 March
2021

•
•
•
•
•

FOR NOTING

FOR RECOMMENDATION

Declaration of Interests
Minutes
Action Log
Forward Planning
Internal Controls
Updates
- Strategic Risk Register
- Anti Fraud
Gifts and Hospitality –
Quarterly Update

Internal Audit
• Internal Audit Progress Report
2020/21

Declaration of Interests
Minutes
Action Log
Forward Planning
Internal Controls
Updates
- Strategic Risk Register
- Anti Fraud

Internal Audit
• Internal Audit Progress Report
2020/21
• Internal Audit – Annual Opinion
and Report 2020/21

FOR DECISION

External Audit
• External Audit – 2020/21 Audit
Plan Progress Report

•

Arrangements for Preparing the
AGS 2020/21

Internal Audit
• Draft Internal Audit Plan 2021/22

•

Review of the Committee
Terms of Reference

External Audit
• External Audit – The Audit Plan
2021/22

•

Value Added Statement
(tbc)

•

Accounting Policies

•

ARACRollingForwardPlan2019-20
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